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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

It is the purpose of this study to present an ac
count of hospitals and charitable institutions in Hew Spain
during the sixteenth century.

In order to gain a clear con

cept of this phase of the Spanish cultural program in the
New World, it is first necessary to understand practices
which originated in the realms of Castile as well as in
other European nations, and were later transferred to the
Americas.

Such an initial investigation causes the modern

reader to realize th? t the term "hospital0 then involved
much more than the medical treatment accorded today to
those persons suffering from acute illnesses.

Having found

its reason for existence in the birth of Christianity, the
hospital of past centuries embraced the entire field of
charitable pursuits which today are often carried on by lay
and civil authorities^ treatment of the sicl£, care of the
poor and needy, protection of orphans and old persons,
asylums for the demented, places of refuge for transients.
Certain religious end ethical concepts were attached to the
hospital from its inception.

Christian precepts demanded

that the unfortun. tes of humanity receive adequate cers
and protection.

The hospital, frequently a foundation of

the seculer or regular clergy, was designated as the institu
tion to provide for the many varied needs of the helpless
members of society.

Since the Spanish conquest of America was as spiritual
as It was militant, it is logical that the establishment of
hospitals in the New World should begin as 30on as possible
after the arrival of the invaders.

Throughout the entire

period of colonial domination Spain was never to forget that
she was first and foremost Crusader of the Holy Homan Cstnolic Faith.

The Creation of hospitals was a matter of the

Faith protected and sponsored by the royal patronage.

These

institutions in the Hew World, moreover, not only served
the previously mentioned purposes, but a24/^ served as valu
able devices for the indoctrination of the aborigines.

As

the territorial units of the Empire continued to expand
until they stretched from one continent to another,

so did

the number of hospitals increase to meet the growing needs
of the colonies.
Spanish hospitals In the New World, like Spanish gov
ernmental institutions, were forced to adapt themselves to
new situations presented by an unwieldy and often hostile
population.

Waves of epidemics, passive or active resistance

of the neophytes, and Insufficient funds often hampered the
early efforts of these institutions.

let the story of uheir

achievements Is one of the most remarkable in the history of
Spanish expansion.

Kings, prelates, missionaries, physicians

and all persons desiring entrance into the gates of Heaven
took part in this most interesting saga.

$

In regard to the materials used in this research, a
general review has been made of available printed materials:
collections of documents, ecclesiastical chronicles,

codifica

tions of the laws of Spain and the Indies, and various out
standing secondary works.

In addition, unpublished docu

ments from the Archive General de Indias of Sevilla, copies
of which were kindly supplied by Or. France V. Seholes, have
been used.

These materials include the Ordinances of the

Hospital de 3an Lazaro and the

for the Hospital de los

Convalecientes, as wrell as viceregal reports and royal de
crees describing the financial suppdrt of the Hospital Real
de los Indios.

’ ithout these sources it would have been

impossible to give any adequate account of the institutions
mentioned.
Information concerning the internal history of the
hospitals of New Spain is still se*nt.

Research in the

governmental archives of New Spain would doubtless reveal
considerable data for this phase of hospital development.
Chapters II-III contain background material on the
history of hospital foundations in Europe, particularly in
Spain, and on the beginnings of the hospital movement in
Spanish America, with special reference to Newr Spain.

Chap

ters IV-VTI deal in some detail with major hospitals and
houses of charity founded in Hew Spain in the sixteenth
century.
sions.

Chapter VIII contain a brief stt tement of conclu

CHAPTER II
HOSPITALS OF MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE SPAIN

X.

The Medieval Hospital

"The glory of medieval medicine was undoubtedly in
the organization of hospitals and sick nursing, which had
its origins in the teachings of Christ.#

So writes a well-

known historian of the science of medicine.^

It should be

noted, however, that contrary to the modern concept of the
hospital, which specializes in the treatment and cure of
diseases, the service of medieval hospitals was not confined
to medical treatment.

The care of the unfortunate, a duty

of Christians from earliest times, did not restrict Itself
to any particular type of need.

Thus, In medieval times,

the term hospital. derived from such Latin terms as hoa p e s .
hoaoltalls. hosoltlum. and the French word hospice. applied
Inclusively to places for the reception of travelers and
pilgrims, for the permanent care of the aged, the poor, the
abandoned, the maimed, halt, and blind, and for the cure of
o
the sick.
^ Fielding H. Garrison, An Introduction to the History
of Medicine (Philadelphia:
Vf, B. Saunders Comp any 7 "5th ed.,
1929), p. 176.

2

John Morrison Hobson, Some Early and Later Houses
of Pity (London: George Routledge and Sons, Ltd., 1926), p p . 1-2.
A common medieval French perm for hospital was also Halson Dleu.
"God*s Hostelry."
See Elizabeth Speakman, "Medieval Hospitals,"
Dublin Review. CXXXIII (July-October, 1903), pp. 280-81.

5
Hospitals were established in various parts of Europe
as early as the sixth and seventh centuries.

The greatest

development oame in the eleventh to thirteenth centuries,
the age of the Crusades, the founding of new monastic Orders,
and a true renaissance of the religious spirit.

A desire

to help the less fortunate of humanity spread throughout
Europe in a simultaneous movement.

Although the Hotel Dleu

of Paris was perhaps the most famous institution of its kind
in France, there was in each great city of that realm a
Hotel Dieu, a place for Go d ’s hospitality.

St. Bartholomew’s

Hospital of London, the oldest English hospital of any great
size, was founded in 1137 by Rahere, a fester, who later
Joined a religious order.

The Holy Cross Hospital at Win

chester, founded in 1132, and St. Thomas’s Hospital, founded
by Peter, Bishop of Winchester,

in 1215, are prominent ex

amples of the British endeavor. The hospital established
during the Crusades by the Knights of St. John on the island
of Rhodes still stands today as one of the most important
examples of medieval piety.

The followers of St. Elizabeth

of Hungary, the Hospitallers, founded tv;o hospitals at
Eisenbach, and a third on the Wartburg.

When a hospital

of the Holy Ghost, opened by Guy de Montpellier in 1145,
received the approval of Pope Innocent III, almost every
city in Europe followed suit by founding a similar institu
tion.

The Pope himself built in 1204 the hospital at Rome,
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Santo Splrito in S a a s i a P
The gradual transfer of hospitals from the hands of
ecclesiastical authorities to the municipalities was hastened
by the scourge of leprosy which swept over Europe during the
Middle Ages.

The extraordinary number of leper houses in

dicated not only the prevalence of the disease but also the
extreme care taken to protect society from this affliction.
It is safe to assume that laz&r hospitals formed a large
proportion of all hospitals founded.^
The primary purpose of the leper house was to offer
a place of compulsory isolation for the segregation of
lepers from the general populace.

The contagious nature of

the disease was never doubted in the Middle Ages.^

Yet

seclusion had arisen at first not so much from the idea of
contagion but from the conviction that leprosy was a punish
ment by God for some wickedness and from a desire to escape
castigation by rejecting those who bore the stigma of evil.
Later the Christian church modified this belief to such an

3

Hobson, op>. clt., passim: Garrison, op. pit., pp. 177 179; Douglas Guthrie, A History of Medicine (Philadelphia:
J. 3. Lippincott Company, 1946)', p 128.
For a bibliography
of medieval hospital foundations, see Louis J. ^afttow. Guide
to. toe Study of Medieval History (London: Keg&n Paul, 193157
p* 470.

k

Garrison, 0£. cit., p. 179.
The author estimates
that there were 220 leprosorla in England and Scotland and
2000 in France.
5
Speaionan, o£. c l t .. p p . 293-95; Charles A. Hereler,
LfiESr Housea and Medieval Hospitals (London: H. K. Lewis,
1915), pp. 6-9.

7
extent that lepers were considered specially favored by the
Deity, who made them suffer in this world so that they
might escape punishment in the next.

The cultivation of

asceticism and mortification bestowed upon the leper a cer
tain sacredness in the eyes of the Church and the faithful:
*Since G-od has visited you among His children by a sign of
greater love, lest so great a gift be lost, we enjoin on

6

you reformation of manners and regularity of life.rt
to the sacred n&ture of the disease,

Owing

the care of lepers be

came a fashionable fad among greet people.

Maud, Queen of

Henry I, not only founded a leper house but also washed and
hissed their feet, for in so doing she was attending the
Hternal King; Henry III also kissed the leper.

7

At an early

date, however, the belief in the contagiousness of the
disease was definitely established so that although the
idea that the leper was struck by the hand of G-od never en
tirely disappeared, he was thereafter commonly regarded with
o
a peculiar mixture of reverence and loathing.
Upon being declared leprous, the individual appeared
in an ecclesiastical ceremony in which his civil death was

^ Speakman, joo. c l t .. pp. 293-95*
Selected from the
beginning of legislation for the Leproserie of Lille by
VIalter, Bishop of Tournay.
7

Hobson, op,, cit., pp. 6-9; H e r d e r ,

0£.

c it..

pp. 6-9.
Q
Mercier, op,, cit.. pp. 6-9; Speakman, og.. c i t ..
pp. 293-95.

g
declared.

The leper, wrapped in a shroud and placed on a

bier, was carried into the church In full funeral procession.
Having arrived at the church, which had donned black for the
momentous occasion, the leper was laid upon the ground and
a requiem mass vta.a said.

He was then carried into the church

and laid beside an open grave.
tered dust upon his head,
again to God.H

Three times the priest scat

saying,*Die to the world, be born

Then amid the somber strains of the psalm

for the dead, Libera me, the "dead man* was conducted to
his place of seclusion, his prison monastery and almshouse.
At the door the priest gave him his scrip for alms, his
stoup for water, his wallet for scarps of food, his gloves,
his cloak, and his cla)per.

Henceforth he was virtually

cut off from the rest of humanity,
public places,

forbidden to eat in

to use public facilities, to eat end talk

freely with those who did not suffer from the same malady.
This ceremony was not mere ritual.

The leper’s will took

effect immediately; thereafter he was forbidden to hold or
q
inherit property.y
It has often been assumed in the light of modern
scientific knowledge that some persons were sent to leper
houses who suffered from other diseases.

Since, even today,

^ Kercier, o p . c l t .. pp. 13-1^, 16-19 • ’IHe prohibi
tion of holding property was not attached to the leper
houses as corporate^bodies; therefore many of these houses,
like the monastic orders pledged to the vow of poverty, ac
cumulated great wealth.
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9
the early stages of this disease are not e & sy to diagnose,
doubtless some non-lepers were sent.

let extreme care vas

taken to determine the true leper, not only for the sake of
society, but also for the sake of the patient who would be
forced to undergo such mental anguish.

Galen, the infallible

authority of the Middle Ages, gave full and correct descrip
tions of four kinds of leprosy.

In remote places, however,

where the absence of physicians caused diagnosis to be en
trusted to the clergy or confirmed lepers, who were con
sidered experts in their own malady,

some mistakes were made.

In Lorraine a suspected leper was examined by emissaries of
the bishop, usually assisted by one or two lepers.

If the

patient was declared healthy, he was presented with letters
of absolution which were read at divine services by the
parish priest.

If the case was doubtful, twenty-two suc

cessive examinations were made; if still no decision could
be made, the suspect was sent to a leper house where he was
10
examined by physicians.
The treatraent of lepers cannot be judged by the
present-day concept of social ethics.
appear from the European continent.

let leprosy did dis
The idea of segregation

was carried over, furthermore, to all other diseases which
were considered infectious?

plague,

fevers with obvious

rashes, phthisis, granular conjunctivitis, the itch and
10

i b i d ., p* . 10-11.
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erysipelas.

The system of quarantine spread throughout

Europe after it had been employed so successfully by Venice
and Milan between 1370-7** in an effort to avoid the Black
Death. ^

In an age in which so little was known about the

nature and cure of diseases, complete isolation offered one
of the best raetnods of combatting the foes of mankind.

2•

H o s p i t a l O r g a n i s a t i o n i n M e d ie v a l S p a in

Although care of the sick and needy in Spain had early
come under the direction of the Church, lay persons began
to organize cofradlas. benevolent guilds, in order to en
gage in charitable pursuits.
In the thirteenth century the
/
M
Cofradia de Uuestra Senora de la Balesqui&a in Oviedo dis
tinguished itself by taking charge of a hospital, visiting
the sick and imprisoned, attending burials, and celebrating
meeds in common with their lees fortunate brothers.

12

In

the fourteenth century the institution, Padre ru. Huerf-jnos.
gathered up and cared for abandoned children.

Although

founded in Aragon, the asylum spread throughout many cities

Charles Singer, A Short History of Medicine (New
York: Oxford University Press, 192§1, p p . Uo-§l. Yhe origi
nal period of thirty days, the Trentina, was later considered
not long enough; hence forty days, the duarantlna, was re
quired, from which the word quarantine was derived.
12
*»•
Rafael Alt amir a y Crevea, Historic de Sepgna v, de
la clvlllzaclon esrarfola (k vols. Barcelona: Keredores de
Juan Gill, 1913). II, 104.
'

I
1

y#

■■.

.

u
of the reninsula.

13

Enrique IV in 1462 had attempted to regulate the
✓
cofradlas by prohibiting the formation of suGh groups and
dissolving the existing organizations unless they were en
gaged nin pious and spiritual causes."

Charles V later, at

petition of the Cortes, reaffirmed the law.'*'**
1’ The truly
pious, however, found ample opportunity to serve the un
fortunate.

One of the most energetic groups was that of

the Cofradia de Nuestra Benora de la Soleded y Santo
Entierro de Cristo established In 1582.^-5
The hospital in Spain, like the church, monastery,

.

and inn maintained for travelers, was clearly defined by
Alfonso el Sabio as a lugar relI r Io s q .man-made. created for
the service of Cod, charged with receiving the poor and per
forming works of p i e t y . ^

The hospe&adores were to be the

prelates of the poor, for thus h a d the Holy Church estab
lished it.

The Apostles themselves had fed the hungry and

17
shared "with each and every o n e . 1*
^■3 Ib i d .. II, pp. 126-27.
T b i d .. Ill, pp. 430-32.
The movement to dissolve
cofradlas was part of the reaction against the guilds, or
Kremlos. which began to be restricted by both state and muni
cipal government in an effort to control their growing
political powers.
^ El Duque de T ^ e r e l a e s , "Doeuraentos de las Fundaciones Religlosas y Benefices de la Villa de Almonte,H
Bole tin de la Real Academia de la Historia, I.XIII (1913),
pp". 162^647"
1£
/
Gregorio Lopez^ Las .iete PartIdas del rey Alfonso
el sabio (laris: Libreria Castell ana, 1847), t Partida I,
"Tl'tulo XI, Ley I, pp. 373-7^
, oo1 ! bopez, o p ,_c i t .,
p p . loo—o y .

Partida I, Titulo V, Ley XL,

12
The hospital, therefore,

embraced any foundation,

official or private, devoted to aiding,
giving succor to any person,
sex.

sheltering, and

sich or vie11, of any age or

As in other parts of Europe,

the modern idea of an

institution for the treatment of the sick was combined
with that of the asylum for infants, the aged and the poor,
and the free hospice for transients.
ever, did not obstruct specialization.

This flexibility, how
Many of the Valen

c i a hospitals from their initial foundation were character
ized by their exclusive devotion to a type or class of per
sons, such as sick priests or fishermen, or to a definite
lS
kind of disease.
Throughout Jpain, moreover,

special attention was

directed toward sufferers from the dread disease of San
Lazaro.

The lepers of Santa Marla de Bazar de la Espina,

in the Goneejo de Salas, enjoyed from the year 1229 exemp
tion from taxes and tributes through specie! privilege of
Alfonso IX conceded in Tineo on July 30 of that year.

This

concession was reaffirmed by successive kings up to Charles V
(Valladolid, February 28, 1520).

This same asylum was

granted in 1248 a piece of land In Pie^o and thereafter
its inmates gave thanks for their good fortune by celebrrting
•i O

/

^

-LO Jose Rodrigo ^Pertegan, “Hoscitales de Valenci
an el siglo X V ,*• Boletin de la Real Academia de la Historic,
XC (192?), p. 561.
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an anniversary in behalf of their donators .^
In Valencia treatment of the leper was more humane
and less stringent than th, t adopted toward the "gafos**
and BmalatoeH of Castile.

The Hospital of ban l^azaro of

Valencia had existed since the first years following the
Reconquest.

Harly accounts of this institution offer no

proof that upon entrance into the lazareto the leper of
Valencia had to undergo the disgraceful ceremony,

so common

throughout other areas, of having his "civil death*
*1 declared
at the door of the church and of relinquishing all contact
with other persons.

One of the most significant features

of the provisions adopted by the Juradoa of Valencia in
133^ ln order to improve the regime of ‘
lie Hospital of Lan
Laz&ro was the easy means of communication with the outside
v/orld offered to the inmates. '
The true flowering of nosocomial endeavor, however,
occurred in the fourteenth century and reached its zenith
in the fifteenth and sixteenth.'

In Valencia the Hospital

de San Antonio Abad, founded by the Antonianos, embraced all
the unfortunate victims of the aal de los ardlentes . or fuego

si Duque de Alba, "Leproseria de la Espina en el
Corse jo de Salts,*’ Bole tin de la Heal Acade; ;is de Histoi it,
C (1932), pp. 9- 1 3 .

*

Perteg&s, on. c l t .. p p . 590-92.

21 bosocoala, hospitals for the care of ths sick
alone.
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In 137&, fit the instance of the Jurados of she

city, the hospital En Berenguer Soler was established for
the express purpose of aiding poor strangers, most of whom
came from Castile,

*per occasio de 1& fam cue alii era,r

descending upon Valencia in such numbers that the then ex
isting hospitals were not prepared to meet the sudden in
flux of the needy.

Before the end of the fourteenth century

additional hospitals were founded:

Sant Maria or En Clapers,

En Conill or Menaguerra, and En Bon.23
During the first decade of the fifteenth century Spain
distinguished herself by the founding of the first hospital
for the treatment of the insane.

This institution, the

Hospital de los Santos Inoeentes in Valencia, was established
in 1409 by Fray Gilabert JofJ5£e of the Mercedarian Order.
Subsequently other hospitals for demented cases were founoh,

ded in Barcelona and Toledo in 1481 and 1483 respective!r.
A n o t h e r wfirst” in hospital history occurred before the end
of the fifteenth century, when Isabel the Catholic established
a military hospital on the plains of Granada to care for the
22 The disease was probably MSt. Anthony* s f i r e /
which was a common epidemic during the Middle Ages. The
malady was also called Ignis sgcer and feu sacer. Some
authorities now believe that the mal de los ardlentes (mal
deg ardents) might also h&ve referred to bubonic olague.
Guthrie, 00 .c l t .. p. 101.
23

24

Pertegas, 0£. clt.. p. 561.

Altamira y Crevea, ov. c l t .. II, 516-18.
The
hospital in Toledo, founded by a cleric named Ortiz, was also
known as Los Inoeentes*
/

15
wounded.

This and other hospitals of similar character,

later referred to as wde la Heins,*’ were the crude beginnings
of the modern emphasis upon medical

care for the military.25

Although these examples of specialization are worthy
of note, most of the 3panlsh hospitals of later medieval
times served more general purposes.

Throughout the several

realms of Spain, in large cities and! also in some of the
smaller towns, there were numerous asylums where indigent
adulJis, orphans, the sick and Inflrnu, and other unfortu
nates could find shelter.

One of the best known hospitals

of a more general character, established toward the end of
the sixteenth century, was the Hospital de Santa Cruz in
Toledo, which served as a refuge for abandoned children and
a general hospital for non-contagious diseases.
Considering sanitary conditions of city life, waves
of epidemics, and the constant needs of the poor, one might
conclude that a veritable multitude would ever be seeking
hospital aid and shelter.

It must b<e remembered, however,

that most of these institutions were limited to Christians;
thus a large percentage of the population, Moors and Jews,
were excluded.

The poor people, who almost exclusively

Garcia del Heal, **E1 descubrimiento de America:
su influjo en la medlcin&,M Revlsta cLe las E span a s . Hums.
89-91 (January-M&rch, 1935), p . 16.

26

See El Conde de Cedillo, «Ex-hospital de Santa
Cruz, dicho de Mendoza, en Toledo,*’ Boletin de la Real
Academia de la Hlstorla. XLI (1902), pp. 472-75*

16
formed the hospitalized population, would often find it im
possible to deprive their family of a day*s meager wage
and from necessity labored until they literally “dropped
dead.if

In 1418 the Conse.lo General of Valencia even closed

the Hospital of the Queen for a while because “hay en el
pocos enfermos.
An admirable survey of the hospitals of Valencia by
Jose^ Rodrigo Pertegas provides valuable data concerning the
internal administration of Spanish hospitals and the treat
ment accorded those who did receive aid.

His account of the

hospitals of Los Inocentes and San Lazaro, in which the in
sane and the lepers were treated, has special interest.
Religious orthodoxy was strictly adhered to in the
Valencian establishments.

The erection of a chapel within

the hospital, assuring the hospitalized a regular religious
service conducted by one or more priests exclusively devoted
to that purpose, was never neglected.

In ofder to avoid

alienating the ancient ecclesiastical rights of the re
spective parish priests, the latter were charged with ad
ministering the sacraments and conducting funeral services,
for which the administrator or patrons of the hospital paid
annually specific amounts depending upon the services rendered.2^
Pertegas, or. c l t .. pp. 601-02.
8
Ibid., pp. 569-70.
Through special pontifical
privilege the priest of the Hospital de los Inocentes could
administer the sacraments and celebrate burial funeral services
but the parish priest of San Martin, in whose district the
hospital was located, was paid a certain amount because of this
encor&chment upon his Jurisdiction.
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Valenci&n hospitals of the fifteenth century either
enjoyed the patronage of the city, “that of a religious or
beneficent corporation, or that of a n individual, and were
governed by the city itself, the cojrpor&tions, or the re
spective founder and his heirs.

In the first two instances

an administrator, a person of prestige and recognized integ
rity, was usually appointed to regulate the affairs of the
hospital.

The administrator, or nsyordoiao, as he was called,

in the Hospital de los Inocentes, w a s charged with the ap
pointment of employees, collection o f revenues, expenditures,
review of annual accounts, and internal order and progress
of the establishment.

29

The principal subordinate officer was the conserve,
or soltaler. a combination receptionist and janitor, who
attended to the everyday needs of the hospitalized, diet,
30
clothing, cleanliness of the building.
This officer also
had a limited degree of ordinance power and could order
certain minor expenditures, of which, he presented a detailed
account at the end of the year.

As a general police of

ficer, the conserve also maintained order in the hospital.
Special attributes, dating from the foundation of the

29 Ib i d .. pp. 570-71.
Ibid.. pp. 572-74. Marriage was a principal prerequisite of this office, for the wife of the conserve re
ceived and attended the female population of the hospital,
procured nurses for their care, and. gathered up abandoned
children. Like the adminietr*tor, the conserve lived with
his family at the hospital.

_

—

^

---

IS
hospital, were enjoyed by the conserve of the Hospital de loe
Inocentes for his Jurisdiction transcended the hospital.

His

was an intimate relationship with the police of the city and
of the kingdom, inasmuch as Martin the Humane had conferred
upon him the power to seize, conduct, and seclude the de
mented who might be outside the institution.^1
The procurador. a letrado and notary, represented the
hospital before the tribunals of Justice and before the
civil and ecclesiastical authorities.

He gathered and

entered into the ca.la of the hospital the amounts of lega
cies and donations made in testament or on other occasions
by charitable persons and of the alms gathered by acantes.32
As director of the acaptes. the procurador was aided in the
f
actual collection of alms by a number of aoapadores. who,
A
armed with papers of official appointment by the adminis
trators and legalized copies of royal concessions and
episcopal decrees, entered churciies and ventured through
out cities, ever persuading, ever demanding alms— alms for
the love of God and for the good of the poor.-^
Among the subordinate officers was the scriva. or
scribe, who as secretary and not^^r recorded the acts and

31 Ib i d ., pp. 572-7^.
-bid.T pp. 572-7^* The acantes were special solici
tations for the welfare of hospitals, held at regular inter
vals by virtue of royal provisions and decrees not only in
Valencia but also in all the cities, villas, and places of
the realm.
33

I b i d . ,

pp.

571- 72.
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resolutions of the hospital.
lesser employees:

There were also a host of

nurses of both sexes, and servants and

slaves for the many menial duties of* the hospital.
The hospitals depended upon five principal sources of
income:

(1 ) rentes. or revenues,

consisting mainly of

censos and the income produced by rural and urban proper
ties which they possessed through legacies of the founders,
through wills of charitable persons,

or through lntervlvog,

donations of wealthy and pious perso>ns; (2 ) alms gathered
from the acaptes. or those placed on the petitory tables
set up in certain places during specific religious func
tions; (3 ) subsidies granted, mainly by the city, when the
precarious status of the hospital demanded prompt, effica
cious aid; (43 the value of clothing and personal property
of patients who died in the hospital , which became the legal
heir of the property;

(5 ) monies derived from the entrance

fees of persons who comprised the Governing Board of the
✓

hospital and the cofra.dlas founded as independent religious
societies but which aided the i n s t i t u t i o n . ^

This income

was employed in the payment of the administrative and medical
personnel, in the replenishment of clothing, furniture, and

3^ Ibid.. pp. 57^-76. The first type of revenues
was almost the only source for hospitals of private founda
tion; the second, especially concerned Los Inocentes and San
Lazaro; the third included only those hospitals enjoying
the patronage of the city, although sometimes an exception
was made in cases of dire necessity.

20

equipment, in the payment of pensions on the censos and in
terest on loans.35
The positions of doctor and surgeon of the Valencian
hospitals were usually renewed every year; reelection, how
ever, was permissible.

Although these men were poorly re

munerated for their daily services , the honor and profes
sional importance attached to these positions offered suit
able recompense.

The specler. or apothecary, unlike doctor

and surgeon, did not receive a fixed salary; his income de
pended upon the number s.nd types o t inscriptions he had
prepared during the year.

An important member of the medi

cal personnel, the barbltonsor. or barber, and his young
apprentices, fadrins or e/prenets. often assisted the surgeon.
In addition, the ever-willing help of the cofredes aided the
professional staff in the most mean or the most noble of
tasks
In order to understand the treatment of the hospi
talized and its original intent in the fifteenth century,
one must completely disregard present-day standards, for to
compare the two is to descend to the ridiculous.

In the

Hospital de los Inocentes the insane were naturally con
sidered irreaissibly beyond hope of recovery.

I b i d .. pp. 5 7 ^ 7 6 .
3 6 I b i d .. pp.

576- 78 .

Since rational
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and scientific treatment of the demented was unheard of
until the latter part of the eighteenth century, Father
Jofre in his memorable sermon at zhe inauguration of this
hospital aspired toward nothing more than to supply the
corporal needs of the insane, to pro>tect them against the
inclemencies of weather and against

the injuries of men.

to keep

to restrain the violent

them as clean as possible,

ones through force, and to attend to all who suffered other
illnesses and accidents,

let in order to realize the true

nobility of these aspirations,,

it is necessary to picture

a man who assumed a defiant, triumphant stand in the his
tory of his era, offering protection

against nature and

mankind to wild, fierce, filthy creatures whom no one under
stood.

It is not surprising, moreover, that four hundred

years before Pinel should initiate scientific therapy the
same coercive means,

or, better said., torture, found in

penal institutions in order to deprive dellquents of their
liberty should be employed in Los Inocentes.3?

Violent

cases were subjected to chains, shackles, and collars, put
into coats of calfskin fastened at thie shoulder, which served
the purpose of the m o d e m

straitjacket.

Only the most

experienced physicians, however, were permitted to attend
the Insane.
The fte-bies. or cells for the violent and unclean,

37 I M d . , pp* 531-88.
3Q Ibid.
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were small rooms independent and incommunicable with, one
another, rectangular in shape, witeh tiled floors descend
ing slightly forward.

Air and ligitccame through an open

grating and a grated doorway.

Furnishings consisted of a

strong iron chain and collar, not metal but of a padded
material, attached to the wall next to the bed.

The bed,

also attached to the wall, was slightly elevated from the
floor; on it were placed coverlets and blankets on occa
sions when the condition of the p&tient permitted, or a

r>Q

heavy matting of rice straw ,-'7

Considering the limited numiber of patients, even
in the general hospitals, it is sa.fe to assume that in
Valenelan institutions there was u.sually one bed in each
room and one person in each bed.

This practice, however,

was almost unknown in famous hospitals throughout Europe.
In Paris two or more in a bed was heartily advocated, since
it was believed that the fever of one patient would react
favorably on that of another.

It was not until 1590, after

the ancient hospitals of Valencia h a d been consolidated
into one general hospital, the Provincial, that patients
suffering from

raal de sernent were placed two in a bed.

*And so strong and repugnant was tihe odor which permeated
throughout these sick wards that even the doctors avoided
entering them as much as possible a n d passed through with

39

Ibid.

23

much haste without stopping to examine each Individual
p a tient.**
Clothing and diet of the patients were given careful
consideration.

The daily dress w o r n within the hospital

would "be equal to that of laborer© s or menials of the era*

Yet the Insane were dressed in a imueh more striking manner
when their appearance was required at official ceremonies
or when they were presented to the public.
colored, grotesque smocks, cloaks,
This practice was customary*

Splashy, br ght-

and caps were donned.

wras not censurable, for its

intent was not to cause shame and humiliation but rather to
attract the attention of the people,

to arouse their chari

table feelings, to increase the anuount of alms bestowed up
on the hospital.

The food was abu:ndant and nutritious;

three or four meals, plus a smell quantity of wine, usually
rnede up the everyday fare.

On feast days, however, due to

the gracious attentions of various benefactors, additional
meals were served in which abounded all the culinary deli
cacies of polite society.^
The physical treatment accorded the lepers of the
Hospital de

3 &n

Lazaro was dictated to a great degree by

the medical ideas then in vogue.

If able, lepers, as the

patients in other hospitals, probably worked in the

:Q Ibid.. p.

41

605 .

Ibid.. pp. 581-88.
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maintenance of the hospital and cultivation of lands and vine
yards.

Although definite proof of* these activities is not

offered, it is safe to assume that,

in addition to being

economically advantageous, this practice of physical action
vould be adopted, for the teachings of Avicenna, oracle of
the fifteenth-century physician, advised that lepers should
x.t.l-v,

run, engage in struggles and violent movement

in order to perspire abundantly.

The quality and type cf

food for lepers were also determined by the dictates of
Avicenna:

vegetables and easily digestible meets were pre

scribed in order to facilitate the fluidity of the heavy
humors and the evaporation of the fluids.*12

3*

p ov e r t y :

A Special Problem of Sixteenth Century
Spain.

ihe sixteenth century brought forth the wealth of
the Indies; vast treasure— gold,

silver, and the profits of

a lucrative trs.de— flowed into Spain from the Hew World.
Spain was the land of beggars, vagabonds, and ricaros.

let
The

problem of poverty and mendicancy becane increasingly acute;
but despite legislation designed to restrict or control leg
ging, much theorizing on the part o f prominent figures of
the period, and certain proposals and experiments of a more
kz

—
*> P • 590-93• As in other hosnitals, elaborate
me si s were served on special feast days, especially that of
San Lazaro

25
practical nature, no adequate solution was found.
In an age which still clung tenaciously to the
medieval idea of almsgiving for the salvation of the soul,
Luis Vives, a Valencian by birth, humanist,
traveler,

scholar, and

saw beyond the horizon of* his time.

During his

connection with the English court In 1526 Vives published a
treatise on poor relief, entitled De Subventlone Fauperun.,
in which he propounded the

revolutionary idea of the exten

sion of responsibility for the well-being of the poor to
civic and lay authorities.

He emphasized the importance

of employing all the resources of the nation toward aiding
the destitute.

He was not afraid to protest vigorously

against those ecclesiastical officials in charge of hospi
tals who, disregarding their duty,
to their personal advantage.

appropriated revenues

Suggesting principles of

charity organization, Vives advocated outdoor and home re
lief, pleaded for the educational training of children of
the poor, proposed plans for the relief of the mentally de
fective, the blind, and the deaf.

This man of insight and

vision tried to convince others that the lay and civil
government should offer the paternal protection which be
fore had been primarily associated with the Church.
As it is disgraceful . . . for the father in his
comfortable home to permit anyone in it to suffer
the disgrace of being unclothed, or in rags, it
is similarly unfitting that the magistrate of a
city should tolerate a condition in which citizens

26
€.re hard pressed by hunger and! distress
While in England /ives had become a staunch friend of Sir
Thomas More.

It is easy enough to> understand why these

two scholars were drawn together,

each holding to a comnon

principle of a love for mankind, exemplified in the one by
°ne jj.fr.Phl,ft>

the other by De Subventions Paucerum. ^

Subseem ent writers were more inclined to assume &
nore compromising attitude.

Juan (de Medina admitted that

the problem of the poor should be the interest of the govern
ment, but he also condoned the intervention of ^discreet
ciisrity.1

The Canon of d n a , Miguel de Ginglnta, residing'

in Lisbon, offered a practical solution by establishing
shelters for the poor in C a s t i l e / ^
Constant efforts were made t.o eliminate the idlers,
delinquents, and undesirables who Infiltrated into the ranks
0i

truly deserving and needy.

Tlie poor who desired to

ask for alms were at one time required to obtain a decree
from the parish priest and authorization from the Justice

43

Quoted in roster Watson, X m l 8 Viv q s el gran
° (1492-ll>40) , Hispanic No tes and Monographs
(London: Oxford University Press, 1922), p . 6 2
Ibid.. p.
^5

63 .

*r<H

Antonio Ballesteros y Beretta, Historic de Espana
£ £ jJLOilg.?ipla on la his tor la universal (tf v o l s B a r c e l o n a :
,* °alvat, I 9I 8- 36 ) ,IV t p t . 2, 21 8 . Ore writer, Fray Domingo
Soto, disapproved heartily of any deviation from the old
system of almsgiving.
In his In cause, pauperum dellberatio
ne violently attacked the repression of this liberty of
solicitation.
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bhe city,

forerunners or

the modern employment agency

vere mounded in Castile and A]rs.gon:

the institutions Padre

Acomodadorg de xtozas. respectively,
occupations xor noth sexes.

sought

IThe Crown, apparently without

permanent success, proclaimed

in 1561, 1582, and 1583, that

alms seeking was strictly forbidden and that all those in
need should go to the Hospit al. General.

The court in

Madrid repeatedly instructed the poor to be examined by a
physician and surgeon so thet

those physically incapable

of work might be provided with, clappers (tablilla) to be
worn about the neck so that t h e y might be distinguished from
the vagabonds.
All these proposals and halfway measures had little
practical effect in alleviating the problem.
mendicancy steadily increased.,
for offering some assistance

Poverty and

and the major responsibility

t<o the needy an

unfortunate

assumed, as in the past, by t h e hospices and hospitals
scattered throughout the Spanish provinces.

Many new

houses of pity were established, to supplement and assist
the work of the old.

Some w e r e founded by royal subvention;

others were private endowments*

such as the Hospital de

Nuestra Senora de la Paz, founded in Sevilla by Pedro de
He cad o r , disciple of Ban Juan die Dios.

Pecador also foun

ded houses of charity in Malaga,, Antequera, and Arcos de la
Ib i d .. pp. 218-19.
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Fontana.

In Valladolid the Hospital de Is. Resurreccion,

immortalized by Cervantes, was founded by Fray Gregorio de
Herrera.

These men, and many others of similar ideals and

achievements, exemplified Spanish piety in the age of Hew
World conquests and expanding Spanish ambition.

4.

The Medical Profession

In Spain some effort was m a d e to formulate rules of
medical jurisprudence as early aa the Visigothic period.
The Fuero Juzgo contains several provisions which define
the relations of doctor and patient; and give expression
to the same basic principle of protectionism for both found
in later legislation.

The early lavs, however, do not pro

vide for direct intervention of the ruler in such m a t t e r s . ^
In the latter Kiddle Ages the kings began to exert
a greater measure of control over the practice of medicine.
The Fuero R e a l . promulgated by Alfonso X, provides that be
fore doctors and surgeons practiced their art they should
✓

be approved by a board of authorized flsicos in the town
in v/hich they were to reside.

Offenders were obliged to

hQ
pay three hundred sueldos to the king.

The implications

,fuero Juzgo. Libro XI, Tltulo I, Leyee I-VIII,
in Los Codigos Espanoles (12 vols., Madrid: 1872), I, 183.
Fuero Heal, Libro IV, Tltudo XVI, Ley I, in Los
Codlgos Espaftoles. I, 41?.

29
of the I iero Re^i Indicates the :o>ssible existence in Castile
of a medical tribunal, or protomed.icato. dating from the
early thirteenth century/1^

In 12 72 Jaime I of Aragon re

quired all doctors to take examinations and receive approval
before practising medicine, a disposition which was reaffir
med in

128 ^

by Jaime de Mallorca .^ 0

The greatest contribution of Alfonso el S&bio to
Spanish Jurisprudence, the Slete P a r t I d a s . contained, in ad
dition to parts of the Fuero J u z r o

and the Fuero R e a l . selec

tions from Roman law codes, writtiings of Roman priests, and
canon law.

The Siete Partidas represented more than mere

law giving.

Krabodied In its all-embracing contents was the

philosophy of life of a man who woiuld tread the path of
royal absolutism with Justice, truth, and holiness.

No

single code can better reflect the way of life of the Mid
dle Ages,

in which the teachings odf the Church so influenced

the legislation of kings.

It was,

therefore, most natural

that Alfonso X should require all practising physicians to

Altamira y Crevea,

0£.

c i t .. II,

306 .

Ballesteros y Beretta, <p>. cl 0.. Ill, 592-93}
Garrison, on. c i t .. pp, 172-73*
following facts are pre
sented as an indication that the progress of medical Juris
prudence in other countries demonstrates that Spain compared
favorably; (1 ) In ll^K) Roger of Sicily forbade anyone tc
practice medicine without examination; (2 ) Roger's grandson,
Frederick II, required candidates to he examined publicly
by professors of Balerno; (3) the firct attempts to regulate
medicine in Germany did not appear until 13^7*

30
urge their patients to confess before treatment was admin
istered, for ’’man should think of his soul before his body
because it is more noble and more precious.

. . .

*51

Alfonso

X, whose name is synonymous with wisdom, abhorred quackery.
The Slete PartIdas contain admonitions to those who would
pretend to be wiser than they were .

Doctors who prescribed

an overdose of strong medicine, csmsing the patient’s death,
surgeons who killed an insignificant leper through the overzealous blundering of ♦’denting the head or burning the bones
and nerves,9 or any man or woman wtia attempted to treat a
pregnant woman with special herbs w h i c h resulted in her
death were to be punished by exile to an island for five
years.

Those who employed their knowledge to kill mali

ciously were condemned to death.

Emphasis was placed not

upon the accidental death of the patient, but upon the vile
pretense of those who offered hope of recovery without quali
fication and knowledge.^2

Physicians and surgeons who could

prove their innocence could not be prosecuted.

53

51 Gregorio Lopez, Las slete partIdas del rey Alfonso
el sablo (Paris: Llbreria Oastellaria, 184?"), Fart Ida I,
fTtulo IV, Ley XXXVII, pp. 113-16.
This regulation, so
logical to the medieval mind, made medical treatment be
fore confession a mortal sin punishiable by the most powerful
weapon of the Church, excommunication.
52 ±i&s 31ete Psjtia&s. F&rtld.& Til, Titulo VIII,
Leyes VI, VII, pp. 13**— 35Similar tc the law of Fuero
Jnr.go j the xjhysiclan who harmed or killed beast or slave
paid indemnity to the master.
If a free man died through
fault of the doctor, a fine was paid according to the judg
ment of the .luzgador. See Part Ida VII, Titulo XV, Ley X, p. 268 .
53 Ibid., Partida V, Titulo V I H ,

Ley X, p. 383*

> 51
Thls ooncept of judgment of the physician by a trlbunel whi<sh had its ro°tG in the thirteenth century was
given greater impetus in the fourteenth by John II.
royii cedilla of this sovereign in

1387

a

conferred upon his

“primer medico de cantra, haese Estefsno,11 exclusive juris
diction to intervene in crimes and excesses which doctors,
surgeons, and llcencl^dp.s might commit in the practice o:'
o.ieir professions.

His sentences could not be appealed

oefore any other authority, not even the monarch himself.
The Ig o tomedloq was empowered to delegate authority to
other persons whom he had examined.

H e was granted all

fines which he might impose.
Unaer the Catholic Kings the prctomedic^tn became a
full-fledged legislative, administrative, and judicial body
v lth ex°l'lBlve powers to direct any phase of the medical
profession.

Licenses were granted to doctors, surgeons,

apothecaries, bonesetters, espccleros (grocers who sold
herbs), and all other persons who engaged in these opera
tions.

Apothecary shops were subjected to regular visita

tions during which all merchandise was examined as to quality
ar; 1 freshness.

If found to be corrupt or impure, goods

were destroyed in the public plaza.

Kembers of the tribunal,

the exaalnadore?, were considered alcaldes del rev and

meoee

„____
R f?on Beltran, rilstoria del rrotomedicato
de ^ uenos Aires (Buenos Aires: El Ateneo, 1937) Bii— TZKBallesteros y Beretta, on. cit., Ill b 2 7 -2 'd
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as sucli they Judged, b o t h civil end. criminal
cases.

One of the most isiportant functions of the prot;>~
^«T9-8 to determine whether a man was leprous.

Lspers,

inoreover, came under the exclusive Jurisdiction of the tri
bunal and could not be accused before any other court, ec
clesiastical or secular.-^
During the reign of Charles V the power of the p-rotomedlcato was somewhat curtailed in an effort to correct
abuses which had arisen from the g:reed of certain protoaedl-

cos and their examiners, who granted licenses to persane
lacking proper preparation in order to benefit from the
fees collected.

In 1539 protomedlco s were forbidden to

send deputies outside the five— leagjue Jurisdiction of the
C

o

u

r

t

.

Only pro tom e'dlcos were to conduct examinations,

which would not be given until certain prerequisites of
eligibility were fulfilled by the candidate,

University

training and a period of apprenticeship were required of
all aspiring physicians, surgeons,

and apothecaries.^^ Be

fore beginning to practice, doctors and surgeons were to
^ Novi sima Recop 11 a cion de la g levee de Sspana. tibro
V I I I , ^Titulo X, Ley I, in Los Coolgos SspsSoles. IX, 54-55;
Beltran, on. cit., pp. 2-6. Royal c6dulg.s conferring these
powers were issued in 1477, 1491, ll&S.
Jeltre.n, c_. cit., pp. 2- 6 . In 1555 and in 1563 ,
a * the re.euent of the Cortea, tkli territorial limit wae reaffirmed,
iiovlsima Re cop 11 ac io n . L l b r o V I I I Tftulo X ley
X-l —} lb
s C oclIk q s ttspanole s . XX, ^p. 56 .
III,

57 ••■ •pvlalnf R e c o p l l a c l o n . Lltoro V I I I , T i t u l o X, Ley
in Los CodlR-os Es-oafToles. XX, 5 6 *

3
appear with proper credentials before the .lusticis and
ntanlento of the town in which the’
/ were to reside.

56

Abuses continued, however, and Philip II, with his
genius for detail, again reorganized the protoreedloato in
158b.

The tribunal was henceforth to be composed of o m

l.ro^0!ilej-lco, three examiners, and one asesor. or legel ad
visor, appointed by tine king.
those doctors,

They were to examine only

surgeons, and apothecaries who possessed

the qualifications of study and practical experience re
quired by law.

The examination of the candidates tested

not only their knowledge of theory but also of the practi
cal application of medicine.

Asplrinp doctors and sur

geons, after interpreting certain passages in medical bo:>ks,
were conducted to a general hospital, where they were ashed
to describe the symptoms of certain patients and prescribe
for them.

The apothecary was tested for his ability to lis-

tingnish and mix certain drugs.

The fine for curing without

a license was fixed at. 6,000 maravedis for each offense.
Salaries and expenses of the triuunal were to be derived
from examination fees and fines.

Members of the body were

forbidden to receive special fees of any kind.

Instructions,

laws, and pragmatics governing the actions of the tribunal
were to come directly from the Royal Council .59
1
j
J L o v l s l m a Kfcco . U r . c l a n . L l b r o V I l I ,
IV, I n Lon (Mdis-oa .s . s " l e - , IX, 66 .

T ltu lo XI, ley

59 iiovlslmt? Recorllfcdcfn. LlbroVIlI, Titulo X, Ley V,
in Los C od 1gos •;spanol e s , IX, 56-53. Tie five-league jurisdic
tion"^ continued: visita3 to apothecary shops within their terri
torial limit were made every two years.

In 1593

protomedlcato was enlarged to Include

three protome&icos appointed by the ling, each of whom
appointed three examiners every two years.

Ordinarily sen

tences could only be appealed to then; the Council, however,
could hear cases not purely concerned with medicine.

If

the latter appeals were not decided by the Council within
thirty days, the case was considered closed.

In addition

to the regular visitation of apothecary shops of the court,
those in other towns were visited once a year by a protoy

1A

medico.

Moreover, the protomedicos. assisted by three

doctors and three apothecaries, x?ere instructed to produce
a general pharmacopoeia for the benefit of botloarlos through
out the realm.
Despite the progress in medical knowledge and govern
mental regulations,

there was, naturally,

considerable

resort to the supernatural and superstition.

Bleeding by

a barber-surgeon was still an acceptable remedy for the
Ills of mankind.

The use of popular re edies was not only

due to a lack of sufficient trained physicians, but also
to a general distrust of the medical profession.

These same

conditions were to be found in the Hew World in even greater
degree.

60 ovlslma Reco-nllgcion. Libro VIII, Titulo X, Ley
VI, in Los Cddlgos .'.spsffolea. IX, 5^-So.
It is interesting
to note that women were definitely barred from entering the
drug business.
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Yet in Spain traditions and prretices had been de
veloped over a period of centuries.

Charity and p i ety,

deriving strength from the religious mysticism and Catholi
cism of Spain, had nurtured the founding of hospitals and
shelters for unfortunates.

Medical knowledge, which had

sprung from Greece and Islam, had increased through the
scientific endeavor of all nations.

These qualities, this

wisdom, were carried overseas to become part of the Spanish
contribution to the society and culture of a Hew World.

CHAPTER III
PIETX IK ACTION IN THE NEW WORLD
1.

Early Hospital Foundations In the
Net/ World

Spain, Crusader of the Holy Honan Catholic Church,
discovered and conquered a New World.
conquest,
a century;

The major period of

characterized by blood and daring, lasted but half
the dynamic drama of the transfer of Spanish cul

ture to the Indies was to continue for three hundred years
and to bequeath to the colonies a rich heritage of religious
zeal and pious endeavor.

Inspired by precepts of ChristLan

charity which hsd already found practical application in
the Old World, and forced by very urgent need created by
special conditions in the newly conquered lands,

Spain

endowed the New World with a system of hospital and chari
table institutions which rival nations might envy but not
equal.
With each new conquest, each extension of power into
lands unknown, Spain added new links to a chain of benevo
lent works which stretched from the islands of the Caribbean
to the mainland of Middle and North American and to the most
distant boundaries of the southern continent.

Some account

of the hospitals established in other >reas is necessary
to provide proper emphasis and background for those established
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in New Spain.
The first hospital in the New World was erected zy
Nicolas de Ovando in Lsparfola in 1503•

Diego Columbus vas

later charged with providing whatever might be necessary for
this foundation, known as San Mi>cola's.*

In 1512 a second

hospital, San Andres was established to serve paying patients.
✓
In later years it was a refuge fo r fallen women. 2
With the Spanish advance

toward the Isthmus of Panama

hospitals arose in the cities of Panama and Norabre de Dios,
which gave shelter to travelers w h o freouented these parts
-at
enroute to and from the New W o r l d .^ By royal decree these
foundations received support froim the royal treasury anc
from the gold washings of the provinces of Peru.

Physi

cians who served in these hospitals were also paid from the
royal coffers.
There Is some evidence ths.t hospitals were founded
In Guatemala In 1530 and 1535, a nd that a special foundation
Antonio de Herrera, Histtorla general de los hechos
de los Castellanos en las lslas x. tierra flrme del Mar
Ocdan (5 vols., Madrid: 1?30) , Decade, 1, Libro 5, CapYtuloe
5, 12*
^ Colecclon de documentos ineditos relatlvos al
descubrlraiento. concuista X organizacion de las antiguas
posesslones de Ultramar (25 vols-, Madrid: 1385-192$), X X ,
155 - 56 . This series will be cited hereafter as Documentos
indditos . . . de Ultramar.
^ Herrera,

opg c i t .. Dece.da 1, Libro 10, Capitulo 11.

" Documentos Ineditos. . .. de Ultramar. XX, pp. 15916 0 .
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for Indians was created In 1550.

5

In 1553 the Audlencla

‘V?
M Guatemala was instructed to prepare ordinances for
another hospital in the capital city, which was to be placed
under the royal patronage and wa s accorded an annual revenue
of six hundred pesos from Crown tributes.

Moreover, both

the audlencia and the bishop were charged with caring for
the poor.^
In Peru, which was to outshine all other Spanish
American kingdoms, the civil discords, the large number of
Spaniards who flocked to the country, and the harsh ex
ploitation of the Indians created urgent need for institu
tions of charity and medical c-re for the sick.

In the

early period following the conouest, the Crown pursued
policies similar to those in Tierra Firme; hospitals were
granted a share In the gold washings, and doctors who at7
tended the hospitals were paid by the royal treasury.
Moll cites the Hospital Molina, founded by the cab11do
of Lima in 1538, as the first hospital in Peru; he seems,
however, to doubt its primacy, since the Hospital de

3 an

Bartolome" at Cuzco is designated e.s “the first permanent
^ Aristides A. Moll, Aesculapius in Latin America
(Philadelphia: ¥. B. Saunders Company, 19^4), p. 139*
° Documentos ineditos. . . de Jltramar, XX, op. 158159.
1 ibid. , C f . Manuel Jose" de Ayala, Dlsposlclones
complementarlas de las leyes de India? (3 vols., Madrid:
Minieterio de Tr&ba,}o y Prevision* 1830 ) , II, 72-73.
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o
hospital in the country.M

In 15^1 the provincial authori

ties were instructed, to found hospitals in all Indian towns.
Later,

in 1552,

the viceroy was ordered to provide hospi

tals in all the towns of Peru.^
In 15^9 Fray Jeronimo de Loayza founded the hospital
of Santa Cruz for Indians “who were d;ring like beasts ir the
fields and streets.”

The hospital, which was to become the

largest in the city of Lima, began hunbly; rooms were fur
nished meagerly with mattings of reeds and straw.

But the

man who was to become archbishop and one of the most out
standing figures in colonial history increased its endovment with his own property and Jewels and gave

i t

t h i r t y -

two

years of faithful service, in which he accompanied the
daily rounds of the doctors, offering solace to the in-firm.

10
Toward the north, in the city of San Francisco del

Quito, the hospital called Misericordia was established
in 1565, and about the same time another was founded in
Guayaquil.11
_
Moll,
9

In the Nuevo Reino de Granada the audlencia

0£.

clt.. pp. 1L5-46.

Documentos ineditos. . . de. IItraim-r. XX, lol-63»

10
Juan B. Lastres, “Terremotos, hospitales y eplderaias de la Lima colonial,” Revista cel Museo Naoional.
IX (19 L 0 ) , 2h3-5l.
Diego de Encinas, Provisioned cedulas. c&pl'tulos de.
ordenanzas. lngtrucciones y cartas. . . tocantes al buen
a:obiemo de l a s Indias y adrninistrac 1 cn de justicla en _ella8
(4 vols., Madrid: 1596), 1,220-21.
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issued ordinances In

1553

Santa Fe de Bogota.

By 1556 this institution had two wfcrds,

for a hoaxit&l to be founded in

one for Indians, the other for Spaniards.

The hospital was

endowed by revenues from enconiendc 3 which had reverted to

12
the Crown.

Four years later Archbishop Barrios founded

the Hospital de San Pedro.

Activity throughout other areas

of the kingdom is indicated by further royal legislation,
which makes references to hospital. f*oun&E.tions in Csrtajena,
Cali, and Santa M arta.^3
To the south hospitals snd charitable institutions
likewise arose to meet the needs o>f colonists and Indians in
Chile and Che windswept plains of Chatfipas and the Argentine.
To Pedro de Valdivia is given credit for the founding and
construction of the Hospital del Socorro in Concepcion in
1554.

By

1559 Ha Serena was the proud possessor of a

hospital, and other institutions are known to have been in
operEtion in

Pa? (1586), Asuncion (1556), Cordoba (1557)*

At Santiago del Sstero a house for the sick was built in
1583 before a single physician resided in thfcfe sparsely popu
lated town.HH

12

✓
Documentos ineditos.

. . de Ultramar. XX, lb 0-6l .

13 Ibid.
I**' Moll, <yp. c l t .. pp>. 146, 150
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gospitai Ad.'nlnlatrg tlon ani the B-oygl P a t r o m re

The foregoing account of early hospital foundations
in various parts of the New World reveals that the Crown took
an active interest in

these charitable institutions, as

signing revenues from the royal treasury for their aid and
support.

Although this royal interest reflected the long

standing policy of Spanish monarchs to assist such founda
tions, it was also based to a considerable extent upon the
privileges and obligations of the Castilian kings as patrons
of the Church in the N ew World.
By the papal bull entitled UnlTersalls eccleslae.
issued by Pope Julius II In

1508 ,

the kings of Castile en

joyed universal patronage over the Church in Spanish America.
By virtue of this instrument the Crown had the right of ap-

n
poitment to all ecclesiastical offices in the colonies, although such authority might be delegated to lesser govern
mental officials.

Moreover, no church, hospital, or other

pious foundation could be built without consent of royal
authority.

The bull Bximlae devotionis. conceded by Pope

Alexander VI in 1501, granted to the Crown the ecclesiasti
cal tithes of the New World, subject to the condition that
it would endow churches and religious foundations and promote
the missionary p r o g r a m . ^
15

«
C. K. haring, The Spanish Empire in America (New
fork: Oxford University Press," 1947), pp. lgo- 8'. For texts of
the papal bulls, see
J* Kernaez, Colecc 1on d 0 bu 1 a s . breves
X otr.og documentos relatlvos & la isles ia de America z Zill”
pinas (2 vols., Bruselas: Imprenta de Alfredo Vromant, 1879)>
I, 20-21, 24-26.

As a result

of these patronage powers, or real

^r Pd.a.ft/±0.9 tne Chu.rch was placed In the peculiar position
of being & separate
government.

entity but also £ pert of the royal

Together,

Christian f&ith end
Spanish piety.

Crown and clergy would spread tha

engage in those activities symbolic of

Ti-.e Grown, or its representative, would as

sist this program a m d retain final authority; the Church oc
cupied the position

of a worthy, energetic Junior partner.

Although ioye.l license v&s necessary for the four.ding of all religious establishments in Spanish America, this
did not imply any restriction upon the establishment of as
many cathedrals and churches, monasteries, hospitals, and
other "pious and rel.igious places* as might be necessary for
the propagation of t;he Faith and the proper development of
idle Church.

Ihe rig;ht to make ecclesiastics 1 appointments

obviously give the Crown and its representatives great power,
but the patronage al so implied the serious obligation of
protection and activ e sponsorship of the Church end its foun
dations.
of

1501 ,

Although the Crown had legal right, under the Bull
to retain a.11 the ecclesiastical tithes for its

own use, in actual. pirs.ctiee it kept only the dos novenos
(two-ninths of one-h<alf of the. tithes), and even this revenue
was usually expended

for religious and pious purposes.

Inasmuch as hospitals were regarded &s religious in
stitutions, these foundations v;ere subject to royal control
and supervision under* the patronage,

"his implied the

right to approve the establishment of all hospitals, tc
confirm hospital ordinances, and to appoint hospital ad
ministrators.

In actual pracWtjce these powers were often

delegated to local officials, and frequently the Crown per
mitted corporate groups or individuals to sponsor hospitals
and direct their management.

In all esses, however, general

supervision of hospital founda,tions was exercised by ropal
officers^ or by prelates of the Church.
The viceroys of Hew Spain and Peru were instructed
repeatedly by royal cedulas to visit the hospitals of Mexico
and Peru.

The ojdores of the audlenclan were to take turns

whenever the
tion.

viceroy was unable to fulfill this obliga

During these vialtag the treatment accorded the

patients, the condition of the hospital building, and the
financial status of the institution were to receive care
ful scrutiny.

There was, however, a deeper significance at

tached to these visitations than mere regulatory routine.
The viceroy and his ministers were to set an example to
those who administered the hospitals so that the patients
might always be assured the best care.

The sick were to

receive comfort and consoletion from the knowledge that
the viceroy, who reflected the intentions of the sovereign,

For general policy concerning the royal patronage
as applied to hospitals, see Reeor> 11a cion de 1 eyeg de lot
reinos de las India s (Madrid: 1&4J. V , Libro I, Titulo JVj
Swan
20 y Percy ra , Polltloa Indiana (5 vol 0 ,
Madrid: Conn,aftia Ibero-Amerlcana do Pu >lic .clones, 193 C ) »
Libro IV, C&pltulo III.

4+
was interested in their well b e i n g . A r c h b i s h o p s and
d i shops,

or their delegates, were expected to visit the

churches and Indian hospitals of their dioceses in order
to check the financial accounts of the administrators.

in

h e r u the archbishop and his vicer were also authorized tc
visit royal hospitals of Spanish towns and Indian hospitals
maintained by lay funds.

1S

In. Mexico, however, prelates

were prohibited from visiting hospitals in their doiceses
which were not endowed or founded by the C r o w n . ^
Financial support of the colonial hospitals by the
Crown,

implicit in the real patronazao. took various forms.

Reference has been made to certain procedures in the pre
ceding section of this chapter.

Temporary or permanent

grants-in-aid from the royal treasury to be paid from such
items of revenue as judicial fines, unclaimed property of
persons who died intestate, revenues of vacant encomlenda&»
end other sources of royal revenue i-/ere frequently made.
By royal decrees regulating apportionment of shares of the
tithes, a certain amount was usually designated for use for

x ^ Hecopllaclori. Libro I, Titulo IV, Ley III. ^resi
dents and governors were to do the same in the cities in
which they resided.
18 i M l - » Libro I, Titulo X I , Ley XXII; 0. retro,
Frasso, De Regio PjLtron&tu Indiarum (2 vols., Madrid: 1775)*
II, 272.
■ Francisco del Faso y Troncoso, . i t o l a r i o de
y
Mueva r.s-. Fna t 15Q5-1810 (16 vols., Mexico: Antigua Librerih
Robredo, 1939-19^2), XII, 85 .

^5
hospital purposes."0

In a d d i t i o n to these revenues derived

from governmental and diocesan sources, many h o s p i t a l s also
enjoyed income from

v&te endowments and g i f t s .

; he e s s e n t i a l l y r e l i g i o u s and c h a r i t a b l e character
o f the c o l o n l & l h o s p i t a l i s c l e a r l y in dicated by the hospi
t a l p r o v i s i o n s o f the decrees of the Third Council of the
Mexican Church convoked In 1 5 8 5 .

here we see that patlsht*8

and h o s p i t a l o f f i c i a l s were un ite d in & r e c i p r o c a l r e l a ti o n 
ship to secure f o r the p a t i e n t not only the b e s t of medical
care out al s o

th e b e n e f i t s of r e l i g i o n and the moral l i f e *

Inasmuch as h o s p i t a l s were asylums for the poor, persons
able to pay f o r
eluded.

t h e i r own medical care were o r d i n a r i l y ex--

I f unusual circumstances c a l l e d f o r the adralss-ou

of a p a t i e n t who a i d not req uire c h a r i t y , he repaid the
n ospital for i t s

s e r v i c e s or donated alms fo r i t s b e n e f i t .

Upon e n te ri n g the h o s p i t a l ,

the p a t i e n t prepared f o r subse

quent b o d i l y a t t e n t i o n by f i r s t cleans ing h i s soul through
co n fe s si on .
profanity,

Inmates were not permitted to gamble or use
auid under no circumstances were the adninlstra-'

tors to r e c e i v e vagabonds, drunkards, highwaymen, and other
n e fa r io us c h a r a c t e r s ;

I f necess ary , delinquents might be

20

In su cceeding chapters dealing with s p e c i f i c
h o s p i t a l foundations in Mexico, freauent ref erence i s made
to ro y a l g r a n t s in b e h a l f of these i n s t i t u t i o n s .

21

Mariano Galvan Riv era , e d it o r , C o n c l l l o I I I
celebrado en 1texlco en ano de 1 5 8 5 (Mexico: Eugenio Maill0~
f e r t y CompafiTa, 18597, p p . 295-99.

imprisoned and i n e o r r i g i b l e s expelled from the hospital*
un h o l i d a y s and every Sunday the administrators
were to see th at mass was said in the h o s p i t a l s .

Every

n i g h t a f t e r prayers and a l s o a t daybreak an o f f i c i a l

of

the h o s p i t a l was to read Min loud v o i c e 1* the C h ri s tia n iotft r i n e to the p a t i e n t s , who were expected to Join in the res
ponses .

Each h o s p i t a l was to e re ct an oratory fo r the adora

ti o n of the Cross so th a t ambulatory p at ie n ts might worship
at the s h r i n e .
l u r s e s were expected to follow a regimen o f c l earl 1*nesa;

f u r n i t u r e v/as to be kept in spotless condition;

clothes

th a t had been worn by persons with contagious d i s e a s e s \ere
not to be assigned to other p a t i e n t s .
oi

I t was the obligation

the r e c t o r of the infirmary to be r re sent at the serving

of meals to see t h a t each p a t i e n t received the food the
p h y s i c i a n s had p r e s c r i b e d .

Persons who v i s i t e d convalescent

p a t i e n t s were cautioned not to br in g them f r u i t and other
d e l i c a c i e s without approval by the physicians.
Under no circumstances were the superiors of a ho3p ital

1 ° r e ouir e p a t i e n t s to contribute to the c o s t of l i g h t

or h e a t ,

or to the upkeep of the i n s t i t u t i o n .

Upon h i s de

parture from the house such property as he may have had was
returned to him.

The r e l a t i o n s h i p between the h o s p i t a l

the p a t i e n t was then severed.
except g r a t i t u d e .

The p ati en t l e f t owing noshing

.
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Medical ^rofesslon In Sixteenth
Century Mexico

The first Spanish doctors in the New World who
lowed in the path of discoverers and conauerors did not
always represent the best of Spanish medicine.

.

Misfits from

the Old world, failures who were anxious to try a new f eld,
dissatisfied mediocrities, as well as an occasional man of
genuine abilSty and true scientific outlook,— these were
the men who ministered to the Captains of Castile.

In the

course of time, however, a greater number of doctors trained
in the best traditions of European medicine migrated to the
view 'world and established the profession on a more respect
able basis.
Garcia Icazb&lceta and Flores have summarized iiost of
the available Information concerning physicians of Mew Soe^n
in the sixteenth century, and little can be added to wha*
they have written.

A few outstanding individuals, however,

deserve brief mention h e r e . 22
Dr. Pedro Arias de Benavides, guthor of Secretos £§.
Chlrur&la. published in Spain in

1567 ,

In Central America

In the latter country he

:2

V

and Mexico.

spent several years

S

Joaquin Garcia Ic&zbalceta, 'Los raedioos de KexiO°
en el siglo X V I , 11 Qbras (10 vols, Mexico, 189 6)^.65*121*1
Francisco A. Flores, Historla de la medicina en Mexico
desde la. dj oca de los Indios hasta la rresente (2 v o l s .,
Mexico: Oficlna Tip. de la SecretarTs* de Fomento, 1886 ),

I f Passim.
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I s s a i d to have had charge of a h os p it al which s p e c i a l i s t
in v e n e re al d i s e a s e .
Amor de Dios,

This was evide ntly the Hospital d*l

founded by Bishop Zuraarr&ga (see Chapter CV> •

His B e c r e t o s , published a f t e r h i s return to Spain, disc*B~
aes venereal d i s e a s e , methods employed by Indians to c u ’e
u l c e r s sjid wounds, and other p r a c t i c e s in the Indies "vary
u s e f u l and p r o f i t a b l e f o r Spain, and many se cr e ts of BUfg*ry
never before w r i t te n .* 1
The exact date of the a r r i v a l of Dr. Juan de l a
Fuente in New Spain i s not known.

When the great plague of

1 575-77 swept through the country,

i t was Dr. de l a Fuerte

who,

in an e f f o r t to study the disease s c i e n t i f i c a l l y ,

cel

l e d upon other p h y s ic i a n s to a s s i s t him at the Hospital
Reel de l o s Indlos in performing autopsies.

Althou^i his

la ud ab le e f f o r t s f a i l e d to d is c ov e r the cause of the e p i i e l i e
d i s e a s e , he was rewarded by appointment to the f i r s t chair
o f medicine in the Royal U n i v e r s i t y of Mexico in 1582*

2k

Another p h y s ic ia n who served in the Hospital Real
de l o s Indios and a l s o performed autopsies in the hope o
d i s c o v e r i n g the cause of the grea t epidemics of the 1 5 7 0 ’ s
was Brother Alonso Lopez de Hinojosa, medical p r a c t i t i o n e r
and surgeon, who subsecuently entered the J e s u i t Order.
Garcia I c a z b a l c e t a , op. c l t ., pp. 91-92.
Garcia I c a z b a l c e t a , on. c l t ., pp. 103-04; Flores,
or), p i t . . I, 89; C r i s t o b a l Bernardo de l a Pl az a y Jaen,
Cronica de l a Real £ P o n t i f i c i a Unlversldad de Mexico (2 v o l s ,
M exi co : Universidad Naoional de Mexico Autonon?, 1931),
111-12.

-e was the euthor of Sums. y. Recorllaclon de Clrurglg..
published in Spain in 1578, a general treatise of medicine
and medical practice.2^
During the second half of the sixteenth century
several works on medicine and surgery were also published
in hex loo by physicians of that country.
tion:

Two deserve men

(1) the Opera Medicinalla of Dr. Francisco Bravo,

published by Pedro Gcharte in 1570, which treats of fevers,
critical days in disesse,

and remedies; (2 ) the Tractado

de. raedicina(1592) by Dr. Pedro Farfan, a native

iiexican and one of the first graduates in medicine of th?
Royal University, which covers a wide range of medical sub-Jeet matter,

such as surgery, anatomy, abcesses, wounds,

'*French disease,*’ gastric disturbances, bloody diarrhea,
"pain in the side , 14 and fevers . 26
Mexico of the sixteenth century also boasted a fanous
medical family of the name of Lopez.

There were two, pos

sibly three, physicians in this family, all named Pedro
Lopez.

The first a physician of Cortes, held the title of

(
protomedico in the later 1 5 2 0 ‘s.

Another member of the

family achieved fame as founder of the leper house of 3gn
Lazaro in 1522.

His services are described in Chapter V I .^

Garcia Icazbalceta,

26 _

A b i d .. pp. 92-93,

o p

.

.c lt. . op.

105- 06 .

107 - 108 .

^ ibid., 78- 89 ; passim: Flores,

o p

.

ci t .. I, passim*

5>
ine Spanish physicians of this period emplo3red not
the

medical practice and knowledge of Europe, but al^o

adopted much of the aboriginal lore concerning medicinal
plants and herbs and the curative povers of strange net; sub
stances.

This resulted in the interningllng of the raedic*l

knowledge of two cultures.

Such cultural fusion did no5

always attain the best advantage, but sometimes produce!,
r s banning has pointed out, “a medical lore as wild as <h£

pQ
geogra.phic.M

On the other hand, the sixteenth century also

witnessed serious, scientific study of New World flora and
fauna for medicinal purposes.

The work of Dr. Francisco

H e r nandez, first royal protomeliico of New Spain, in thi?
connection is too well known to require review in this pare r •
Despite the emigration from Spain of many worthy
physicians, only through the training

of men in the New

> oild could the ever— increasing need for doctors be satisfl©!*
Garcia Icszbalceta notes that as early as 1525 the cab11lo
of hexico City assigned a salary of fifty pesos to a cer
tain Francisco Soto, barber surgeon, to teach his profession.

In later years the rudiments of medical training

were taught in the famous Franciscan college for the sons
pO

John Tate Lanning, Academic Cultur e in the 3nanl§]l
-kllpnjes, (Hew York: Oxford U n i v e r s i t y Press, 19^0), p. 99.

29

Garcia Ic & z b a l c e t a ,

ojc. p i t .. pp. 7 7 - 8 0 .

°f Indian caciques, San Francisco de Tl&telolco

In itn ic -

tion on the univeriity level was finally provided by

tie

-1
creation of a chair of medicine in the Royal University.'
Unfortunately the University instruction in medicine in
*texlco and other parts of Spanish America was limited chiefly
to the age-old doctrines of Hippocrates and Galen and seldom
took

full account of new developments in the field.32
-he nerd for the regulation o^ the medical profes?^-011

in the New World was first recognized by municipal cabllc— »
who enacted some of the earliest rules dealing with medical
practice in the colonies.

In 1 5 2 7 the cab lido of Mexico

City, in accepting the credentials of the first Dr. Pecrc
y >

/

.Lopez, protoned 1co. authorized him to impose fines on per—
sons who practiced medicine without proper license.

In sub

sequent years the nabildo enacted other ordinances to eafe—
guard the health of citizens.

Gpecitl effort was me.de to

euro the activities of quacks who attempted to cure venereal
disease.

Cab 11do regulations were also Issued suprevisinS

apothecary shops, and an unsuccessful effort was made to
control doctors* fees.-"0
3° Flores, og. clt., pp. 71-72; Haring, oc. clt..
p. 226.
31

32

"

Plaza y Jean,

op.

clt.. I, 111-12.

O f . Lannlng, 0 0 . cit.. p. 100 ff.

32 Garcia.
*
Icazbaleeta,

o p .
clt., p p . 7 7 -8 2 . (Note:
the cablido books of Mexico City ere not available in the
University Library.)

Phese local regulations v/ere supplemented by roy*l
decrees dealing with the sale of drugs and the control af
medical practice.

Prior to the creation of a special ppoio-

medlcato. or medical tribunal, for the Indies in 1570, 5h*
medical profession was regulated by the laws and pragma'll
of Castile.-'

The creation of special tribunals, one

for

Mexico and a second for Peru, marked ar. inr ortant edv^nce
in colonial medical history.
In 1570 Dr. Francisco Hemin&efc W&i appointed ro;
protomedico for New Spain; Dr. Sanchez de P®nedo received
similar nomination for Peru.

They were instructed to

as their place of residence a. city of their choice in whi^
there was an audlcncla. Although their jurisdiction wa<
limited to this city and. a district of five leagues sur2*oV-n4ing it, within this area they had authority to license all
doctors who did not already hold p emission to practice*
for licenses and examinations were to be fixed by the apdlgglcij: • The

rotomcfdlcos enjoyed legal jurisdiction over all

phyelciihs in their respective areas in matters relating to
medical practice; in the trial of lawsuits they were as
sisted by an oldop appointed by the president of the aucleSr

It is significant that the Crown expected more of
Oh
*

E n cin a s,

or.

c i t . ,

I,

f.

22o;

Reco

U ^ c io n .

Titulo V I , Ley V .3
5
35

neoopIX & olon .

L ib ro

V,

T i'tuio

X,

Ley

I.

L ibfo

v,
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t/iese men than regulation of the medical profession.
v.rere instructed to engage in research,
from doctors,

‘IheV

seeking in format P n

sturgeons, herbalists, both Spanish =nd Inii"n »

concerning herns, trees, and seeds having medicinal prope^—
ties, and to make full and clear reports to the Crown.

I1

New Spain Francisco Kernander devoted cost of his time an^
effort to research of this nature and produced a great
scientific treatise.

Unfortunately this work is now kn>wil

only in partial form.^6
The Church, as well as the state, interested its*l^
in medical practice, for it was necessary that the phyo}c5an
should never forget that soul and body were Joined in ir
reparable union on earth.

It was essential th£t doctor ar&

priest should Join forces to accomplish a single purpose*
Tne first provincial council of the Mexican Church therefore
issued certain rules dealing with medical practice.

Upon

his first visit to a patient the physician should urge him
to

confess his sins so that any corporal illness arising

from ’'spiritual indispositions11 might be alleviated.

If

the doctor should discover that his pstlent had not confes
sed, he should not return for a second visit nor should be
prescribe any remedy.

Doctors who failed to follow this

procedure might suffer excommunication.37

Garcia Icqrbalceta, or_. cit .. rn. 95-103 •> con“$£ m s
some account of Hernandez* writings.
• •

^
provinciale8 primero x se&undo celebrad^l
en loo anos de 1555 X 1565 (Mexico. 1769 ) , pp* 55-56.

ihes© instructions were reiterated with, greater
sis by the Third Council in 1 5 8 5 • Doctors and surgeons ^ere
also warned that conscience must guide them so that in c5-r~
in , for the health of the body they might not injure tie
Lealtii 0 j the soul.

They were advised, moreover, that tie

application of medicines must not Interfere with the pa
tient *-s nearing mass on feast days; if the illness wou‘
~d
possibly permit it, the application should be postponed 1°
another day.

Priests, in turn, were commended to h a s t e n to

the bed of the sick men at any hour of the day or night that
they might be summoned."*^
4.

Qieee,8e and Epidemics

In an age when the scientist and the man of G-od
inspired by the same motives the kinship among doctors,
priests, and friars was far closer than is usual in the
twentieth century atmosphere of scientific materialism.
The physician Pedro Lopez exemplified all the virtues

oi

ortnodox piety, and the Franciscans, Jesuits, Dominican?,
cUia Augustini&ns who hastened to the bedsides of plagueridden victims offered them not only spiritual consolation
but physical remedies as well. Throughout the colonial
period the doctors and the religious worked together to coraog,t the waves of epidemics which all too frequently swent

^

.Qonclllo I P . pp, 190-94, 402-03.

:5

down upon natives and Spaniards alike, Inflicting agonj,
despair, and death.
A1 thou %

the coming of the ^Syiiards introduced -ir'iy

new diseases, such as smallpox, measles, pulmonary tubercu
losis, rickets, cholera, and probably yellow fever and th
inalign an t form of malaria, it must nevertheless be remem

bered that the aboriginies had not previously enjoyed a1
idyllic existence of complete freedom from the attacks
energetic, unseen microbes:
Rousseau's noble savages suffered from most of the
specific ills which have long laid men low. Among
these even syphilis may be Included, for it can
no longer be confidently maintained that this disease
was not there already.
The Quechua language con
tained synonyms for the disease and the pathological
marks on the skulls taken from the ancient Inca
tombs and habitations have every sign of syphilitic
revcgea. . . .39
Unsanitary conditions throughout the colonies, the
extreme susceptibility of the native population to new
diseases, and the prevalence of superstition among all d a
ses of society contributed to the spread of disease and
more disease:
It comes as no surprise thit some part of Peru was
visited on an average of every four years between
1525 and 1325 by epidemics of smallpox, measles,
syphilis, typhoid fever, itch,dysentery, diptheria,
bubonic plague, yellow fever, rabies, whooping
cough, which took from 200,000 lives down at each
blow.^0

>9 banning, ojs. c l t ., p p . 97-98.
^0 Ibid., pp. 119-120.
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In New Spain the worst affliction was probably smallpox,
which, according to the chroniclers, was brought to th t
area in 1520 by a negro slave who came with Narvaez.

k

Franciscan has left us a graphic description of the re3U.-^:
At the time when Hernando Corte^s was captain and
governor, Captain lenfilo de Narvs'ez disembarked
upon this land, and on one of his ships there
came a negro infected with smallpox, which disease
had never been seen in this land, and at this time
New Spain was very densely populated. And as the
smallpox began to plague the n tlves there was
such a great
e$tiience throughout all the land
that in most of the provinces more then half of
the people died and in others a little less, for
since the Indians did not know the remedy for
sra&llpox, and as they were accustomed, siclj: or
well, to bathing often, they continued to do so
and died off like flies. Many died also from
hunger, because as they all became ill at one blow
they could not cure one another, nor did they have
anyone to give them bread or any other thing, and
in many places an entire household died, and be
cause they could not bury them as quickly as they
died, in order to avoid the odor of dead bodies
they threw them on top of the houses
th t their
house was their sepulcher. The Indians called this
disease ‘gran lepra’ because the pocks which covered
^
them were so many that they appeared to be l e ^ o u s . • *
Eleven years later, in 1531-32, a Spaniard v/as to
bring measles, or “pequena lepra*1 to New 3pain:
. . . and if it were not for the extreme care that
was taken so that they would not bathe and employ
other remedies, there would have been another great
plague end pestilence like the past one, and even
with all this :
p recaution>vh many died.
They^glso
called this the year of the 'pecueita lepra.’

"Kpietola prohemlal de un fraile minor al llueti’lsirao serfor don Antonio Pimental,'* in Colecclon de document^
Ineclltos ";sr- la his tor la de Ksr-glna (113 vols., Madrid: 16° ^
"82")",' LIII, 313-14. Cf. banning, op♦ clt ♦. p p . 119-20.

,a

h 2 h Epi stola proheatial
io_c. c l t . Of. Fernando
Ocaranza, CaPfttulos de Is historla francIscana (Mexico: 19-'
pp. 63-64.

»

5?
It Is logical that much of the historical d a t a con
cerning early epidemics in the New World should be found
in the histories of the religious Orders, who met the
emergencies by organizing themselves into hospital crew$
to fight for the lives of the dependent neophytes.

At thf

close of the epidemic of measles in 1532, the Franciscans,
led by Fray Juen Baptista, guardian of the convent of San
Antonio of Tezcoco, could proudly record that they had
brought efficacious remedy to their charges, who had ha?tene<^

hrt

to the convent for aid. <J

Borne years later, in 1545, New Spain awaited with s?~
prehension the onslaught of another epidemic, a strang ill*”
ness for which the Europeans had no name and which was
heralded by such portents as volcanic eruptions, rivers
running black, and comets in the heavens.

This almost ex

clusively Indian malady bore some resemblance to yellow
fever, but it raged with ecual fervor in highlands and lowlands.^

As the plague continued into its fourth year,

bers of all the religious Orders began to follow the prece
dent set by the Franciscan Frey Juan de San Miguel, who fta<*
Ocaranza, ojo. c i t .. p.

65 .

44 Juan de Grijalva, Cron lea de la Or den de. h.* _• S* v
Augustfn en las provlnclas de la. Bueva Sapeffa (Mexico: 192"'

p p . 213-1^7

^5 Hubert Howe Bancroft, History of Mexico (6 voltf*/
Ban Francisco: A. L. Bancroft and Company, 1883 ), H I , 755*

founded hospitals throughout Jails o ar.d Michoac&n in as
effort to meet the need for more effective measures to tfor~
bat it than house to house visitation of the sick, the me
thod employed by most friers.

San Miguel envisioned perma

nent establishments and felt that hospitals should be bwll^
wherever there v/as a convent or monastery so that there
might always be brothers present to attend to them.

These

hosrit&ls served “citizens and foreigners*’ as well as sick
Indians, and the friars were “both hospitallers and doctor3 ••
San Miguel's work in Kichoacan was carried on and expanded
by Vasco de

.uiroga.^7

During this period Fray Angel de

/

Qscicia also began the hospital of Zapotitlan, and the

1f°t
Franciscans at Axixic founded one. 2.r
The friars were not alone in the fight against di*eAse*
Prominent laymen gave charitable assistance, and in Jalisc<‘
the Indian cacique and governor of the provinces of AmulA
Zapotitlan worked for the good of his people.

Viceroy

Antonio de Mendoza demonstrated his sincere desire to heiP
the native populace, and his efforts to ameliorate the efI3s

Antonio Tello, Llbro Segundo de le. Cron lea mlso.el& -^&
en oue se trata de la cqnqulsta esolrltual £ temporal de lfe
santa provlncla de Xgllsco (Guadalajara: Imprenta de M^a
Hepublica Literarla, 1 3 9 1 ) , pp- 524- 26 .
^ Pablo de Beaumont, Cronica de la rrovlncla de loa
santoe A ]-6stoles 3. Pedro £ 3 . Pablo de Klchoacdn (5 vo^-s* *4 ^
Mexico: Imprenta de Ignacio Escalante, 1874)', V, 49-50* ^ 6
work contains an interesting discussion whether S&n Miguel or ^
Qulroga was the first to found hospitals in Kichoacan. A m01*®
detailed pr sentation of the subject will be found in Chsptei
Ib i d .. V, 55-56; Tello, o d . clt.. p. 526.
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of the epidemic were to xvin for him the title, "Father
the P o o r .
Although the epidemic of 15^5 assumed very serious
proportions it did not equal the ruinous plague which orcured in 1575-77 during the viceregency of Don Martin Er~
s

riques.

Never before had so many deaths occurred in Net

Spain; never had the physici&l and mental capacities of

n

been so strained in the attempt to conquer this strange
whose strongest weapon was the Inexperience of its opponents.
Although by this time the number of doctors in the country
had greatly increased, there was no strength in numbers, T°r
the minds of men could discover neither the cause nor ths
remedy of the disease.

They did not know its origin, nor

could they determine why the Spaniards remained remarkably
immune to the infection.
Viceroy Enriquez and Archbishop Pedro Moya de Contr®ree
both held extended conferences with doctors in the hope
working out some plan whereby sufficient hospitals could b 3
erected to take care of the victims, but they soon realise**
that the widespread nature of the plague made adequate
measures impossible of achievement.

The physicians, grop

ing blindly, may even have felt some doubt of the efficacy
of hospitals where seemingly appropriate medicaments ver*

49
Gustavo Avalos Guzman, Don Antonio de Mendoza.
Comenda.dor de 3ocuellamos £ Caballero ie la Orden de 3an
Primer Vlrrey de la Nuevg S3P&fla (Morella: Publicaciones &&
la Universidad Michoaeana, 195 l ), p. 107.

>

6C

used to no avail.

As noted above, such illustrious men

Dr. Juan de la Fuente and Brother Alonso Lopez de H i n o p s
of the Hospital Read de los Indies, Lfter dissecting ma^y
cadavers, were still unable to find any clue to the natir’
of the disease.

Momentary exultation vanished in weary

despair when a new cure which sn-tchtd' one patient froft
>0
the jaws of death only abbreviated the life of another.’
As before,

the friars left their cloisters to wofL

in the plague-ridden Indian barrioa.

The terrible year l ‘?°

offered the recently arrived Jesuits every opportunity 1o
prove their milltent spirit in the crusade against this
enemy of mankind.

The Society of Jesus joined the other

Orders in carrying food and medicines to the sick, adminis
tering the sacraments to the dying, and performing mass
burials.-^

In the most densely populated Indian ward of

Mexico City, the bgrrlo of Santiago Tlatelolco, the Jesuit
Hernando de la. Concha chose large houses where he and his
companions provided beds, doctors, medicines, and nursing

Andres Cs.vo, Los tres slrelos de Mexico durante e.p;oblerno eapanol ha^ta
entrao.a del e jcfrclto tri. ,-rantg.
(Mexico: Imprenta de J. R. Navarro, I 852V, Libro V, 5-9,
pp. 62-64; Flores, oj2* c l t .. II, 219-20. This epidemic is
cited as typhus, or tabg-rdillo.
51

Gerard Decorme, La obra de los jesultas mexlcaijo
durante la ^ o c a colonial. 1572-1707 (2 v o l e . ,• Mexico:
Antigua Libreria Robredo, 1941), I, 33^-30.
-52 Francisco ^avier Alegre, Nigtorla de la Com-anja
de Jesus en Nueva Ksoaffa (2 vols., Mexico: In renta de J.
M. Lara, 1341)', 1 , 36 , 107-C9.
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for victims of the plague.

In addition he rode through tie

city soliciting alms to carry on the w o r k T h e

viceroy

made large contributions from his private resources.
These zealous ministers did not succomb to the rlasu e >
theirs was the vicarious suffering of seeing others peris1*
theirs was the death caused by the complete exhaustion >f
bone and flesh which could no longer follow the dictate*
of the spirit.

Although many pious Spaniards lent valUr-bl-e

aid to the friars who were stationed In Spanish towns, in
the Indian pueblos only the somber robes of the religious
entered the hovels of the agonized.

55

It was hoped that the plague vrouid cease with the com”
ing of autumn, but the winter passed without relief, and 1 !
April of the following year (1577) floods were responsible
for further deaths:
These things, never before see in New Spain, con
tinued with such tenacity that even though November
had arrived they did not cease.
But from this evil
Cthe flood! great good was derived, for the waters
purified the air, and almost suddenly through all
the kingdom of Mexico the pestilence cea.sed. Viceroy
Enriquez, who in all that time had given governors
and corregidores ordere designed to alleviate victims
53

Ibid.. I, 110.
Father Alegre comments upon the
fact that there was less plague damage in Mlchoac&n bec&^s3
of the many hospitals there.

5L- In spite of the impossibility of erecting suffi
cient hospitals, the viceroy did build several at his own
expense. Archbishop Moya de Contreras also made temporal
as well as spiritual contributions.
See I b i d ., I, p p . 32®**
J Cavo, 0£. cit.. Libro V, 5-9, PP • 63-6*K

*

and who had always been kept informed exactly of
what was happening, ordered that the record of
uiie deaths in that kingdom, which were more than
two millions, should be kept in the archives of
the city.
Nor is it any wonder th,t with such
great mortality the Spaniards who had gone to
Europe and returned to that kingdom at the end
of this year were astounded to see those cities
which they had left so densely populated, those
fields once so filled with flowers, deserted, enc^
it seems that many could believe their own eyes.'
although the epidemics described above shoved th*
gre, t need for hospital facilities and medical care for the
Indians, and resulted in the founding of a certain num
of permanent hospitals in Indian towns, the major founda
tions of the sixteenth century were located in the large1*
cities, especially in the viceregal capitol.

One of these#

the Hospital Real de los Indios, was established for the
express purpose of serving the native population.

Host of

the other major hospitals of the sixteenth century provide^*
treatment for Spaniards and mestizos.

Some specialized in

the cure of particular diseases such as leprosy and venef*o?d
disease.

The succeeding chapters describe in some detai^-

the nistory of these institutions.
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j

Ibid., Cf. llatias de la Mota y Padilla, lilgtorkiL
de la. conculstg del relno de la Uueva Ctellcla (Gu&dal&Jara:
Talleres gr&fleoi de Gallardo y Alvarez del Castillo, 19-o ) 5
p. 311.
For descriptions of epidemics of 1588, 1591, and
1593, see Ocaranza, o p . c l t .. pp. 63- 6^; Decorme, o p . c 11 •»
P* 53; Isldor Fells de Espinosa, Chronic^- apostollca 2L
- cr-'hieg d e todo los cole-ios de propaganda fide de enta
■j-Jlpya p_spana de misioneros franciscanos observsntes (Mex*cP:
17^6), Libro IV, Cap. II, p. 259.

CHAPTER I F
THE FIRST MAJOR HOSPITALS OF THE

VICEREGAL CITY
It was entirely fitting that the names of Fernardc
Cortes and Bishop Zura&rraga should have been associ tec
the first hospitals of major importance established in tle
newly acquired lands of Mexico,

Corte's, as representativ®

of the Crown and the most distinguished citizen of Hew Sp®dn >
had the obligation to promote the general welfare of the
colony.

It was also natural, in view of his genuine devo~

tion to the Church, that he should devote part of his newl7""
won wealth to charitable purposes.

For Fray Juan de Zuma*r££^

first bishop of Mexico City and spiritual shepherd of a n3W
community, relief of the sick and unfortunate was a very
special duty, particularly in a land which lacked adequat3
health services, and in which many colonists, separated
from their homes and native soil, could not enjoy the car3
of family and friends.

For both the conqueror and the

bishop there was also the obligation,
Majesty,

in the name of his

to alleviate, In so far as possible, the sufferla&

caused by the wars and confusion of the concmest period.
Although the hospitals founded or endowed by these
men were probably the most famous charitable institutions
of sfxteenth-crntury Mexico, information concerning their
history Is still scant.

This presentation briefly summer*- es

6+
the essential facts recorded in available sources.

The Marquis1s Hospital
One of the earliest hospitals in Mexico was that
La Liapia Concepcion de Nueetrs. Senora, founded during ox
soon after the conquest.^

Cabildo records make reference

to the hospital in 1524 by designating house lots in
relation to “the house of Alonso de Grado, which is at or3~
sent a hospital.**

2

Although Fernando Cortes has been

sidered the founder of this institution, the hospital w*s
actually established by the Cofradia de Nuestra Senora, o:which Cortes was elected mayordomo in charge of the hosvi^a^
during its first few y e a r s .J

Yet because of the Bull o i

Clement VII of 1529, which granted Cortes perpetual patron*
age of the hospital, and because of the generosity which
the conqueror displayed toward this foundation, both during

Mariano Cuevas, Hlstorla de la igleala en Me*i2£
(4 vols. Tlapam, D.F., Mexico: Imprenta del Asllo “P a t r i c k
Hanz,'’ 1921), I, 404. Father Cuevas believes the t the hospi
tal was founded during the conquest, be.siJig his opinion on
Bernal Diaz del Castillo’s statement that Cortes was alw^y3
in the city seeing to it that Spaniards founded hospitals
and churches.
See Bernal Didz del Castillo, Hlstorla VeCda~
oe la conculsta de la Bueva Espana (4 vols. Paris:
Librerla Rosa, 1837), IV, W
l
---

2

Elizabeth Ward Loughran* “The Marquis’s Hospital,
ilid-Merlca, XIV (1931-32), pp. io-41.

^ The Cofradia de Nuestra Senora was probably a brsx*0-1
of the confraternity of the same name founded in Europe
1208.
Ibid., p, 40.
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his residence in Mexico and in his will,

the hospital

e

to be called “The Larquis's Hospital.*1 ‘

In later eolofllA

times it was known as the Hospital de Jesus Uazareno.^
The main thoroughfare of Ixtapalapa, about five oi
six blocks southwest of the present cathedral, was choker
as a suitable site for the hospital.**

As stated In his A*ll»

Cortes had commissioned Pedro Vazquez to draw proper plars
lor the building.

Revenues from shops and houses which tie

conqueror possessed on the plaza and streets of Tacuba sjA
San Francisco in the city of Hexico were assigned to co^cr
construction expenses.

Before 1535 e. two— story building

about three hundred feet long, divided into two infirmafi*B »
had been built.

About thirty years later a second wing o*

the same proportions was added at a right angle to the flfBt*
The wards, forming a cross,

Joined at the central point of

the building, the chapel, so that patients might hes.r
g
with due separation.
The chambers of chaplains, doctofs

^ Ibid., pp. 40-41.
^ Th I 663 the hospital received a much venerated statue
°f ^ esus Naz&reno. So great was popular devotion to this new
shrine that the Hospital was soon referred to by the saire
name.
I b i d .. pp. 44—45«
I b i d .. p. 42. C f . Lucas Alara&n, Dlsertaclones 3Cil£Q
1& bistoria de HeJico (3 vols. Mexico: Imprenta de V. AgUer o s »
1900), II, 127-31
^ Mariano Cuevas, Test&mento de Herndn Cortes (Mexi?o:
Imprenta del Asilo “Patricio Sanz,“ 1925) , Article S', p. 1*8

The second wing finally proved unsatisfactory a&d
was given over to other uses.

6>

and nurses. although independent from one another, were
easily accessible to the infirmary and church.

9

It is impossible to raa&e any definitive statement
concerning the average number of patients which the hos?!^8^
cared for during its early years.

The first wing might

easily have housed one hundred patients.

According to

Cervantes de Salazar, those who received treatment were
“all Spaniards suffering from fevers.

. . and they are £UJe(i

with such charity and attention that the rich in their cm
homes are not better attended with greater affection than
the poor are t h e r e . T h i s
in

155 ^,

statement, however, was maoe

the year in which a royal hospital, exclusively

for Indians, was established in the capital.

Prior to that

time both Spaniards and Indians were undoubtedly receivel
La Liiapia Concepcion.

Not only would Spanish ideals dic~

tate such a policy, but almost certain proof is offered oy
Bernal Diaz del Castillo, who wrote that Bartolorae de Ol^e5-0 ’
chaplain to Corte^s, gathered into one hospital “all the *1**

11

Indians and cared for them with great charity.”

The chaplain of the hospital was chosen first by
9 Loughran, o p . c l t .. p. 42.

I I , 132.

Cf.

Alaraan, ojd. clL*>

Cervantes de Salazar, Mexico en 1 5 5 4 . Tres dislcgc8
latinos traducidos por Ju&quin CarcTa Icazbalceta (Mexico:
Ediciones de la Universidad Naclonal Autohoraa, 1939), P*1
11 Diaz del Castillo, or. c l t .. IV, 88.
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Cortes and then by his heirs In accordance with the bull
patronage granted by Clement V I I . F a t h e r Olmedo, the
chaplain, gained such respect from everyone, and especl3-l*-y
the love of the Indians, that upon his death all Mexico
mourned:

wAnd they buried him with great pomp in Santiago

and the Indians did not eat a mouthful from the time of h ie
death until they buried him.“*^
During his lifetime Oorte's supplied a large part o:
the money for the construction of the hospital and one
thousand dueados annually toward its naintenance.

In addi

tion, early mayordonos. concu.1 sta&ores vhom Corte*s had
favored with generous allotments of land, gave freely of
their time, energy, and wealth.1 ^

After the death of Cert®*

tne hospital received ar sjnnual income of two thousand
duct do a which he had designated in his will
gesture of charity, Don Fernando, by virtue

In one las*
o f

the

c o n c e s s lo n B

Loughran, on. c l t .. p.
^ Diaz del Castillo, o d . cl t .. IV, 2 0 8 . The d e a
of Fray Ba.rtolorae occurred while Cortes was away on the
Honduras expedition of 152^-25•

t h

Loughran, oo. c l t .. p. L5; Cuevas, Historic. de iiglcsla en £xlco. I, hOh, h07 • Antonio de Villaroel,
Solvedilla, and Juan de Caceres were among the early may dr-"
domos.
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Loughran, jots. clt., p.
Cuevas, Testamento ,
pp. i+3-44. Bishop Zumarraga
one hundred pesos
to this foundation.
See Joaquin Garcia Icazbalceta, Don
Juan de 2um£rra£a, primer oblspo x ar&oblspo de Mexico
("Mexico: Antigua. Librerla de Andrade y Morales, 1881 )T
pp. 226-27•
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granted him through the Bull of Clement VII, had also
that Our Lady of the Immaculate Conception should rece-v*
as a principal gift the tithes and first fruits from t^e
towns of his marquisate after the expenses of chaplain ar&
church had been subtracted.^

Unfortunately the h o s p H ^

was never to receive this substantial Income.
The Bull of Clement VII of 1529, by which Corter'/

■ :

.'1

..

A

had been granted perpetual patronage of the hospital ar^.
the tithes of the marquisate, was most extraordinary in
view of the concessions granted to^ Spanish royalty by
vious popes.
bull.

The Crown naturally refused to recognize th5

It was prejudicial to royal privilege as stated In

the Bull of 1508 by Julius II, and It had not received sh^
necessary paoe of the Council of the Indies before bein£
promulgated in America . ^

In 1530 Cortes had made a t e ^

case of the matter and had lost.

Later, in 1532, the tith®

collector brought suit against Cortes before the audJLemLl^
because the Marquis refused to pay fifteen hundred resog.
in tithes on his property in the archdiocese, a sum equal
to one-third of the total tithes in that see.

The au&len-

cl a promptly forced Cortes to pay the money, and the king
16

Loughran, op>. c l t .. pp.
Such a grant in
cluded not only the tithes on all agricultural and animal
products from properties in the valley of Mexico, Oaxaca,
Toluca, Cuernavaca, Cuautle, Charo, Tuxtla, and Tehuantepe®*
but also tributed due Cortes from Indians held in encomien,J-g_*
^

Ikifl*» PP* ^5-46; Cuevas, Testamento. pp. 43-4-4*

just as promptly sent for the usurpatory Bull of
to which he very firmly refused his oase,

C l e m e n t

VII,

In truth Jo:’ze0

by his will had donated to La LimpIa Concepcion that wll'*1
he no longer had the right to give.

He must surely ha*®

done it, therefore, merely as a gesture of confidence in his
own privileges as received from the pope.
After the death of Cortege the financial m a n a g e m ^
the hospital was in charge of the aayordomo.

In a descrip

tion of the archbishopric of Mexico presented to the
visitador Juan* de Ovando by Archbishop Montufar in 157C f
brief account of the financial status of the hospital va?
Included.

The me,/ordoao. Pedro de Valverde, affirmed tha^

in addition to the endowment of the Marquis, the hospital
and cofradla had other revenues of about three thousand
pesos.

The independence of the administrator, together

with the royal command which demanded the compulsory abserce
of Corte's* descendants from Hew Spain, led, however, to
many abuses.

At one time the mismanagement was so

g r e a t

that one of the houses which brought revenues to the in
stitution was mortagaed in order to cover payment of debt 3
*1Q
° Coleccldh de documentos ine'dltos relatlvos el
descubrimlento. conqulsta £ orf:aniz&cidn de las antlguaj
poseslones ears ffolas de America y Oceania sac ados de lo *
Archivos del -lelno y_ muy eepeclalmente del de Indias
{kZ v o l s . , Madrid; Imprenta de Manuel G. Hernandez, 188 a )>
XIII, 237 ff * Loughran, op. c i t .. pp.
Cuevas,
Test amen to . pp. ^ 3 - ^ .
^ Luis G-arcia Pimentel, D e s c r i e d on del Arzoblsoa^Q.
de Hexico hecha en 1^70 (Mexico; Jose* Jo'aau£n Terrazas &
Hijos, Imps., 1897), p. 287 .

?c
owed to an apothecary, I>omingo de Urrujola.

Conditions

were finally ameliorated by placing the hospital under the
direct supervision of the juez conservador of the estate*

2>

Yet despite financial difficulties, La Limpia Concepcioln
undoubtedly contributed to the wellbeing of the viceregai
city and remained a fitting monument to the Marquis of
Oaxaca.

The history of the internal administration of the

hospital and final judgment concerning the extent of its
services must await the results of detailed investigations
in the archives of the house, now kept in the Archive G-eie:'a^
de la LacIon, Mexico City.

2.

Ed Hospital del Amor de Dios

Although the Hospital of Our Lady was always offi^
d a i l y under the watchful protection of the Archbishop
Metropolitan, the institution was never as close to the
bosom of the mother church as the Hospital del Amor de
Dios founded by Don Fray Juan de Zumarraga.

?1

The compas

sion of the prelate hungered to alleviate the deplorable
conditions suffered by victims of the dread disease, aal
vene'reo.

The despised leper might receive the saving grso*

of Saint Lazarus, but the man who bore the ravages of butag.
2

kOk,

20 Aleman,
2
407

.
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. cit.,II, l ^ O - d .

Cuevas, Hlstorla de la iglesia en Mexico. I,
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received neither mercy from the saints nor charity fron ien*
.Syphilis irn the hew World did not attack merely the poor,
the underdog;
of society.

syphilis was rampant and affected all clasees
In a book printed in Mexico in the sixteenth

century, we read:
Among the illnesses which through our new faults &ni
sins have recently been detected and experienced in
human bodies, one of them, hellish, malignant, and
pernicious, is that of mal indiano. and according
to others, mal frances. which truly so afflicts, com
pels, and tortures men, without making any exception,
that already it is a customary saying in the Indies
that there is not an honourable man who does not bear;
a certain sign or tr& ce of .this indisposition. . . .
The rich and ‘‘honourable* man might seek the advice of hi?
own physician in the privacy and comfort of his home.

Th^

poverty-stricken might roam endlessly through the streets;
there was no recourse to the protecting shelter of hospitA®*
for to these pariab£entrance was denied.

Crippled and ex

hausted, covered with tell-tale sores, these unfortunates
might only seek with eagerness the blissful release of
death.
The merciful succor of the Bishop, however, was not
to be restrained from any of the ills of mankind.

Early ia2

22
Juan de Ce'rdenas, Primers, -parte de los problem&s
X secretos maraulllosos de las India's (Mexico: Imprenta &eL
Museo N&cionsJL de Arqueologla, Historia y itnologfa, 1913^>
p. 170.
^his work was first printed in Mexico in 1591 *

J G-arcia Ic&zbalceta, Bon Pray Juan de Zumarraga,
pp. 227-28. The author expresses the opinion that syphiil**
tics were unwelcome to hospitals because of the Ideas of
filth and conta.gion which were attached to the disease.
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1535 he founded the Hospital del Amor de Dios, the most '-m~
portent project of his life.

In 15^0 he reported his pro

gress to the king:
Little by little I have built a large house where
at present those suffering from bubas and conta
gious diseases are received and treated, for not
in any place do they wish to gather them, not even
in the Hospital of the Marquis, and as this sick
ness abounds here so much, they die as ^ppeless
creatures without the sacraments.
. .
Since the decree of erection establisheathe organ izatior
of the diocese provided that a part of the tithes should
be assigned to hospitals, it was the intention of Bishop
Zumarraga that his hospital, the first belonging to the
bishopric,

15 ^1 ,

should derive these benefits.

On February 4,

at a meeting of the ecclesiastical cablldo. it was

therefore agreed that three hundred t^enos from this share
of the tithes should be appropriated for the new1 hospi
tal. 25
In a petition to the Crown in April, 15^0, Bishop
Zumarraga had requested that the Hospital del Amor de Dios
be granted the royal patronage and that the king should
concede the same amount as the decree of erection provided
for the benefit of hospitals.
2

In addition, license was

/
‘ Cuevas, Historla de la lglesla en M e x i c o , I,
407-08; quoted from a letter of ZumArraga to the Emperor.
P£
Garcia Icazbalceta, Don Fray Juan de Zumarraga,
Ap^ndice, Documento N u m . 62, ^Extraetos del Primer Libro
de actos del Cabildo Eclesiastico de Mexico,H pp. 261-62.

73
sought for the cession to the hospital of two houses &sd
the tributes from the town of Ocuituco in the present £t$-t»©
of Morelos, which the Bishop held in encomlenda»^

Favor

able royal response on November 29, 15^0, granted the pri^ci
pal requests of the prelate; the hospital was to bear the
royal arms; the fruits and revenues of the town, Ocuituco*
were to be devoted toward the support of the institution.
Both Fray Juan and Viceroy Antonio de Mendoza were instruc
ted to formulate a constitution for the institution, v/hieP
was henceforth to be administered bv the bishops of the
27
diocese of Mexico.
ihe foundation charter of the hospital provided fof
the construction of a chapel with a bell and the organi?&/
tion of a cofradla to care for patients. The establishment»
favored with the same privileges and immunities as others
of its k i n d , was entrusted to the care of the e c c l e s i a s t i c a l
^abil^o.

In order that the hospital might not l a c k revenu8R

the Bishop donated four additional houses with their shops
situated on the street of M o n c a d a . ^

By virtue of this

pz
Ibid., Apendice, Documento Mum. 27, w£?rta al Empar£dor de bray Juan, Obispo de Mexico, Mexico, 1 7 de abril de
1 5 ^ 0 , H pp. 136-38.
tos in Sditos . . . de India 3 . X L I , pp . 185-87;

^copilacion de Lej.es de log reinos de las Indies iz vole-,
1750 ), Libro I, Titulo IV, Ley X.
~
Documentos para l a hlstoria de Mexico, Segunda
8*rie ( K w i e o V 1855) * H I , 357-66'. Tfct Bishop made definite
assertion that these properties had been acquired either
with monies granted by His Majesty or vith the produce of
the prelate’s shtre of the tithes.
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7b
instrument the cablido. on July 30, 15^1, took judicial p*8"
session of the hospital.
Although Bishop Zumaxraga did riot formally cede *h*
encomlonda of Ocuituco to the hospital until April 6, 1 ) W >
the hospital must have enjoyed the revenues from this tovn
which continued to he registered in the name of the Bisko} >
who either through neglect or through some other cause
failed to extend the official instrument.

The New Laws oi

15^2, however, expressly prohibited bishops and hospitals
from holding encomienda grants.

When Bishop Zumarr&ga cic

donate the town to the hospital, he w&s in reality offering
that which he no longer possessed.

Although the hospital

might have been permitted to receive this source of income
through special dispensation, there is no indication that
the Crown was so disposed.*^
With char act eristic absent-mindedness, the Bishop*
on July 18, 15^5, ceded certain episcopal houses to the
Hospital del Amor de Dios.

Hot only did he fail to take

into account that these houses belonged to the Church, but
he also disregarded that fact that he had offered them pre
viously to a school and a monastery.

These institutions *

^ TLid •. pp. 3^7-51• There was also included *the
prison of the Inquisition/ a building which was not men
tioned in the foundation charter.
See also Garcia Icazb&lceta, Don Pray Juan de Zumarraga. pp. 228-29.
** Garcia Icazbalceta, Don Pray Juan de Zumarraga.
pp. 229-30*
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had not accepted the donation on the ground that the
of the Church would be violated.

The Emperor, moreover,

seemed to be as unaware of these circumstances as the ri^lcP*
By virtue of s. royal cedula of November 8, 15-^6, which con
firmed the cession of the houses, Martin de Aranguren,
mayordomo of the hospital, took judicial possession of tb©
buildings .^
Bishop Zumarraga died on June 3, 15^8•

In bl© vil^

he reiterated that the episcopal houses were to be the s d ©
property of the hospital.

He did not die a man of wealth*

Yet the charity of men distinguishes itself through the
donation of many insignificant gifts which only acquire
significance when the s:lrlt of the donor' is recognized*
Fray Juan de Zumarraga, bishop of one of the wealthiest
sees in the New World, bequeathed to the hospital hia mos^
/
cherished undertaking, three chairs, Hso that the sick
sit down.**

This was the legacy, the last bequest of a ®ad

whose unlimited bounty could not be measured by monetary
values.
Even after the death of its founder the Hospital d©l
Amor de Dios continued to enjoy the reputation of being o?1©
of the finest hospitals In New Spain 4

In 1568 the king

was once again favorably disposed to grant an additional
31 Ibid., p. 2>0.
Ibid., pp. 176-81.

sum “for service of the poor* of the institution.

Mem

oirs of the Cs.ss. de Contrataclon in Seville, were ordered
to Instruct treasury officials in Mexico to deliver to th3
hospital one thousand pesos to be derived from blenes d3
difuntos.—

The Memorial of Archbishop Montufar in 1573

indicated that the financial and administrative affairs
of the hospital were well managed.

The total income, in

cluding the noveno £ medio of the tithes, revenues from
houses and censos. and funds appropriated for wine, candle0 !
and ornaments for the chaplaincies, was 2,644 pesos and
tQjaines of gold.

From this amount the mayordomo re

ceived one hundred and ten pesos as salary; the doctor,
thirty he b o b ; the apothecary, two hundred and fifty pescs,*
The remainder of the income was devoted toward the suste— nance of the poor.''

In an eloquent eulogy to the achieve

ments of Bishop Zumarraga, Archbishop Don Pedro Moya de
Contreras informed the Council of the Indies in 1583 that
the Hospital del Amor de Dios was the wbest served” hospital
in the Indies:

33

z'
Real cedul? a los oficiales de la Casa de Contrat&cion de Sevilla, mand^ndoles compliir una c^dula hr c i e n l o
merced de mil pesos de bienes de difuntos al Hospital del
Amor de Dios de la ciulad de Mexico, Madrid, 19 ie die.
de 1568.
(Archive General de Indias, Mexico, legajo 1089,
libro C 5 .) This cedula is the reaffirmation of a previous
decree, dated January 23 , 1.566, which officials of the
ignored, claiming that there were not sufficient funds i r t
the bienes de difuntos to cover such a grant.
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. . . the sick are provided with doctor, medicines,
surgeon, food, bed, and service, with much cleanli
ness and punctuality; the Archbishop administers It
and in his name a solicitous, experienced, and
diligent iigyordomo. who collects and receives the
revenues and alms and given an annual account to the
Prelate or his vlsltador. There are a doctor, sur
geon, apothecary, and barber, all of whom receive
salaries, and in spitltual matters thiy £the sickj
are administered to by the priests of the Cathedral,
and In the infirmary the Canon Gasper de Mendiola,
chaplain in perpetuity, says Hass.-'-'
During his lifetime Bishop Zuraarraga was also re
sponsible for the founding of other charitable institutions*
In h i 8 native province of Durango, through means of his
resources, together with alms collected from his compatri
ots, he established a hospice, chapel, and small beater/
so that friars as well as the poor might find upon their
Journeys acceptable lodging and shelter."^

For the b e n e f ^

of the friars of his own Order Bishop Zuiaarraga erected
an infirmary in its principal convent, that of San Francl300
in Mexico City.*'^

Although the prelate also founded a

small hospital and hermitage consecrated to San Cosme and

3

<

Quoted in Cuevas, Klstorla de la iglesla en
M e x i c o . I, 408.
36

✓
'
Garcia Icazbalceta, Don Fray Juan de Zumarrarra,
pp. 235-36•
The Bishop endowed the hospice with certain
revenues for its maintenance; mention is made in the u n 
dated “Kemorla Teetamentaria del or. Zumarragew of the
donation of part of his books to the same foundation.
Ibid., Apendice, Documento Mum. 42, pp. 172-75*
"5>7
J
(
,
/
Ibid., p. 226.
Bee also Apendice, Documento Mur1•
42, op. 172-75*
Donation of the vestments and habits of
the Bishop to the infirmary for the poor.

. y ■k
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San Damian, this endeavor did not endure because of l?ck

sQ
funds.*'

In addition to his charitable foundations the

Bishop, fully cognizant of the need to educate the conque?e^>
founded a school for the daughters of caciques.

r£>
^
' Flores, Hlatoria de la medic in a en Mex i c o , I1-,
236.
The building was finally used in the seventeenth
century as a hospice for friars who were on their way to
the Philippines.
See F. B&lthassar de Medina, Chronic^
de la sants provincia de San Diego de Mex i c o , de rellfil_o&££
deacalaos de N. S,. P,. £. Francisco en la Nueva Esc alia
(Mexico, 1?>82) , f. 13, num. 44.

^ Garcia Icazbalcets, Don Fray Juan de Zum&rrapa,
p. 230. This school, contiguous to the Amor de Dios, vaf
not established without altercation with the ecclesiastic61
cab11d o . which desired the same building to be employed se
a warehouse and school for Spanish orphans. A decision
of the audlencla finally granted the building to the hos
pital in the name of Francisco Rodrigue* Santos, mayordomS.*
3ee I b i d ., Apendice, Document© Mum. 4?, P* 208.

CHAPTER V
HOSPITALS FOR CONVALESCENTS AND THE INSANE
The need for convalescent hospitals to provide ear*
for the travellers who arrived in Mexico sick and weary
after the long ocean voyage from Spain, or who, after tie;***
arrival, contracted illness in the fever-ridden coasts of
Veracruz area, was recognized at an early date.

Data suan&r-

ized in succeeding paragraphs reveal, however, that the firs^
hospitals for convalescents, established along the roads f**0®
Veracruz to Mexico City, did not receive adequate support.
It was only in 1587, as the result of a reorganization ef
fected by Viceroy Marques de Villamanrique, that some of
these institutions were guaranteed permanence and efficient
management.

One of the institutions included in the chain

of hospitals set up by the vioeroy also provided treatment
for the Insane.

Although this union of charity for the

traveller with charity for the insane was the result, In
part, of historical circumstance, it Illustrates the con
temporary concept of hospitals as places of refuge for all
unfortunates regardless of their special needs.
1.

Hospitals on the Road from Veracruz to
Mexico City

At San Juan de Ulua plans for the foundation of a
hospital were Initiated by Bishop Zumarraga and Fray Juan
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de Paredes, his companion upon his first trip to Mexico 1*

1528 .

The necessity for such an institution must surely

have occurred to both men upon their a.rrlval, for so unheed thful was this principal port of hew Spain that San
Juan de Ulua was eoravaonly referred to as “the sepulcher othe living.'1^

It has generally been assumed that the

bishop founded the hospital soon after his arrival and
Fray Juan de Paredes in charge . 2

let shortly afterward*

Father Paredes departed in order to appear at Rome as
delegate to a council of the Order of St. Francis.
not return to the New World until

He dif1
-

1535*3

A papal bull of Clement VII, issued on February

20,

15 3 3 f granting Paredes the independent administration oi
hospitals to be erected at San Juan de U.lua and Veracru?
[La Antigua]}, however, is evidence that the original intert
A
of the bishop and Paredes had not been disregarded.‘ A
royal decree dispatched during the following year to the
Audiencia and Bishop of Mexico reinforced the papal provi
sions.

It is therefore safe to assume that the hospital

^ Garcia Iccx^alceta, Don Fray Juan de Zunarraga.
pp. 232-33.
2 -r
Ibid., pp. 323-33* Of* Cuevas, Hlstorla de_ la
lglesia en Mexico. I, 411-12.
' P. Angel Ortega, “Fr. Jus~n de Paredes y la fundaeion de los hospitales de San Juan de Ulur-Veracruz,“ Argh±XS.
Ibero-Amerlcano. XVIII, Hume, 1026 (Abril-Junio del 1931^>
pp. 267- 7 7 .
* Ibid.
5 ‘
Docunentos lnedlton . .Ae Ultramar. XX, 157*

8:
was actually founded.

Yet this institution, perhaps a

victim of the same unhealthful conditions it was endeavor
ing to defeat, did not attain permanency.

Not only die

Bishop Ztimerraf o fail to -speak of it, but he also brought
/
up the same project without success years later.
A letter
of the audiencla to Philip II in 1555 further reaffirms
the instability of this first attempt:
i/e have seen and each day we see the great need
which those who travel to and from Spain suffer,
which is a matter of great compassion when one
sees the hardships \. .lch they endure and the
almost insignificant aid that they have on that
entire Journey, where they die without being 7
favored in the spiritual and in the temporal.
A petition to the Crown in

1563

makes reference to the

hospital, which was refounded by private citizens of Sar Juan
de Ulua and mariners who were forced to stop at that port.
This institution, however, apparently did not prosper, f>r
in 1572 Viceroy Martin Enriquez reported to the sovereign
that because of the extreme necessity for a hosoital in
that plfcce, he had ordered one to be built and asked for e.td
to sustain it.

9

At Veracruz la Antigua the same difficulties seem
6 Garcia Icazb&lceta, or,. cit., pp. 323-33*
^ Cuevas, H i 3toria de la lglesla en Mexi c o . I, 413-12*

8
"Carta al rey de Juan Bautista de Abenaano .. .del
puerto de San Juan de Ulua, a 23 de octubre de 1563,“
Paso y Troncoso, Splstolarlo. IX, 250.
9
Garcia Icazbaloeta, or. cit♦, pp. 232-33*
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to have occurred.

Although the alcalde mayor of that raan-C-

ipality speaks of a hospital In 1580, supported by the *l*fl
of private citizens, a royal cedula of 1584 to the Audl*n*l*
of Mexico, presented In behalf of the cablldo of Veracruz,
provided that a hospital should be erected and placed uxtd^r
the care of the Franciscans so that "some shelter may b#
offered to the passengers, poor and sick persons who cose
from Spain.
The eager traveler who hungered to taste of the won
ders of a Hew World would not content himself with the mer©
glimpse of Its outer fringe.

He would endure the slow,

tortuous Journey Inland; he would suffer the physical dis
comforts of an age of travel which was characterized by dis
comfort.

Yet in order to attain his final destination h#

had need not only of undying desire but also of a certain
respite from peril.

Fourteen leagues to the northward fro#

Veracruz, at Jalapa, the Franciscans founded the monastery»
the Nativity of Our Lady, which also served as a hospital
and refuge for the wayferer.11

Stationed midway between tb©

coast and the capital was the hospital of Perote, founded in
1535 by FTay Julian G&rces, first bishop of Tlaxoala. Without
a source of revenue, the hospital soon cessed to operate. Bishop
10 Cuevas, Hlstoria de la jglesla en Mexico. I , 411412; Garc£a Icazbalceta, 0£. clt., pp. 323-33.
11 Codies FTanclscano siglo XVI (Mexico, 1941), p. 2?;
Paso y Troncoso, oj>. clt., XIV, 82.

b-arces, realizing that Perote was a vital waystation on it®
road to Mexico, rebuilt the hospital with slave labor ancendowed it with a certain amount of cattle.

In order that

the Institution might be better maintained, he then rec.uestea Viceroy Luis de Velasco to place it under the royal

12

patronage * ~

Despite its royal title, the hospital wa s de

pendent upon the fluctuating income derived from private
benevolence. ^
Farther Inland were the hospitals of the city of
Puebla de los A n g e l e s . ^

The hospital of San Pedro was

founded by the first archdeacon of the Cathedral of Puebla.,
o. Francisco de Leon, in a house which he donated for th?^
purpose.

Like the Hospital del Amor de Dios this institution

The hospital was henceforth entitled Hospital H^fl
de lerote under the advocation of Hue~tra Senora de los Reme
dies.
Real cedula al Virrey y Audiencia do 1 & Hueva Espana
andandoles envl r relacion del hosvitsl de Perote, Hi E'B^orial, k de Julio de 1570, A.G.I. , Mexico, leg. 1090, Libre* 06.
^ In 1568 the Crown somewhat improved the financial
status of the hospital by a merced of 937,500 maraveflia dj.
blenes de dlfuntos. When the hospital petitioned two yearlater for additional aid, the invariable royal demand for afIdltional information concerning the hospital and its assets
was dispatched to the viceroy and Audiencia of Hew Spain.
cdcLula a los oficiales de la Casa de Contrataci 6n de Seville ,
mandandoles pagar al Hospital Real de Perote 937,500 maraveals
de bienes de difuntos, --adrid, 15 de Julio de 15^8,
Mexico, leg, 1089 , L^ibro C5; Real ce'dula al Virrey y A.udien~
cia de la Huevs Mspana mandandoles envi, r relacion del Hos
pital de Perote, El Esoorial, k de Julio de 1570, A
Mexico, leg. 1089 , Libro C6.
1L

. .
Although the hospitals of this city were not in
cluded in the Villasanrique ordinances of 1587 they are dis
cussed here because the primary reason for their foundation,
charity for the traveler, was the same.

34
d e ri v ed revenues from the noveno x medio of the t i t h e s
guaranteed to the h o s p i t a l of the cathedral chapter of t>e
church. ^

Another h o s p i t a l ,

th t of Kuestra lenora de

Concepcj-on, was founded by the char ity of p r i v a t e c l t i s w 18
who a l s o organized a. co fr ad ia to serve i t *

«.

. . theR pup-

po rt i t with t h e i r alms and pa rt of the revenues which
Rodrigo de Madrid and other pious raen p osse ss .

It is

in &•

very poor small house because the income which i t has is
meager. h1^
The l a s t h o s p i t a l to o f f e r refuge to the t r a v e l e r b©fore h i s a r r i v a l a t Mexico was the t of Huastepec.
to one a u t h o r i t y ,

According

t h i s was the f i r s t h o s p i t a l to be e s t a b l i 

shed by the Spaniards in Mew Spain.

The o r i g i n a l e s t a b l i s h 

ment founded in the Garden of Huastepec was e n t i r e l y provi
s i on a l and was abandoned as soon as the conoulstadores be
gan to r e b u i l d the c a p i t a l . 1 7

The l a t e r h o s p i t a l familiar

to Spanish t r a n s i e n t s was an i n s t i t u t i o n founded by the
Order o f San K i p o l i t o . 1 ®
^ Garcia I c a z b a l c e t a , Relacton de l o s obi spado s dd
fi'l£X<paV' • - .ichof Qsn. 0 axa ca x otros lugares en el s l g l o
m
(Mexico, 1904) , pp. 1 - 2 ; Paso y Troncoso, jod. c l t . .
XIV, 7 1 . The i n s t i t u t i o n had a most nodest beginning.
“
" . . . Esta e l dicho h o s p i t a l comenza&a en poco suelo a
flaco s edificioa.'*

16

1-2;

f

Garcia I c a z b a l c e t a , Rel-: cion de l o s ob 1 spados. » •»
a l s o c i t e d in Paso y Troncoso, ov. c l t . . XIV, 7 1 .
17

Flores,

oj>. o i t . ,

II,

225-26.

^ T iudad RealJ Fray Antonio d e ] , Relaclo'n breve
X v nrdc dera de algunas cosas de h e muchas que sucedleron
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Hospital de los Conval 6dentes la Mexico City

2.

The major Institution la the chain of hospitals sub
sequently created by Viceroy Manrlque was the Hospital de
los Convalecientes founded In Mexico City by Bernardino
Alvarez In 1566.
In this year In the month of April In the houses
which are near the gate of San Bemadlno and face
the Coleglo de Portacoeli, and which Miguel Duenas
and his wife, Isabel Ojeda, had given to the ser
vant of God, Bernardino Alvarez, a hospital was
opened for convalescents, old persons, Invalids,
and the Insane. 19
This hospital clearly exemplifies three Spanish Ideas of
charity: s place for refuge for the aged who could no longer
meet the demands of society; a temporary shelter for con
valescents and invalids weakened by disease and warfare;
and a safe asylum for the rejected, the misunderstood of
society, namely *los inocentee,# or the insane.

One year

later (1567) Alvarez founded the Hermanldad de San Hip6llto,
to be devoted to the care of these unfortunates.

Since th#

original site of the hospital was considered inappropriate,

Alvarez obtained license to erect a building on an elevated
spot Just outside the city walls next to the church of San
Hipolito.

Having built the hospital and a house for the

brotherhood with the financial support of the consulado.

19 Cavo, L o a tres slRloa de Mexico, p . 3 7 .

/
Alvarez charged the Kipolitos with the direction of the
hospital.

In 1569 the brothers and patients moved to th*
20
new building.
In view of the merits of this confraternity and its
founder, Pope Clement VIII, in 159^, conceded that the

Hipolitos should form a true congregation, or Order, of
hospitalary friars under vows of “hospitality and obedi
ence."

During the lifetime of the founder and afterward

the brotherhood continued to maintain the hospital for sie&
and needy Spaniards, who were transported to it on mules
21
purchased by Alvarez for the purpose.
But the most dis
tinguishing feature of the Hospital de los Convalecientcs
was the care provided for the insane, who were brought to
It from all Hew Spain.
3•

Pos. ltg1 Ordinances of Viceroy VillamanriQue

(Ii8z)
In

1587

Viceroy Vill&manrique promulgated a remai*--'

able ordinance which brought together under a united

system

of control the hospitals of San Juan de Ulua, Jqlapa, P e r o t e ,
and Huestepec, and Los Conv&lecientes ir. Mexico City.

This

f
20 Flores, op. cl t ., II, 236- 39 . The brothers of §*f*
Blpolito were also called “Brothers of Charity .H
21

/

Peza, La benlficencla en Mexico. pp. 58-59*
In
the course of time the Hi <4litos were also placed in charge
of another hospital called LsrIrJlto lanto and the Hospital
deal de los Indios.
Alvarez also foundei the Hospital de
San Roeue in Puebla.

8?
measure was designed,

in pi r t , to provide improved adminis

tration and more adecuete support for these houses, and, ln
part, to establish more effective control under the royal
patronage.

The viceroy, in effect, refounded the hospitals

of t>an Juan de Ulua, Jalaps., Perote, and Huastepec, and
/
placed them under the guardianship of Alvarez* foundation,
>
2a
Los Convsl.ecientes, served by the Order of San Kipolito.
The rector of Los Convalecientes, thereafter appointed by
the viceroy, was charged with the supervision of the otlief
subordinate hospitals.

Although the ordinances contained

regulations for the peculiar needs of each institution,
the rulings which governed the mother house were also employed by the other houses insofar as they were applicable-

23

The rector of these several hospitals resided at th®
House and Hospital of San Hipdlito, where, in addition to
his salary, he received food and lodging.

Although h i 3

were the typical functions of any hospital administrator,
his ability was to be naturally of the finest caliber be
cause of his heavy res o isibility for the welfare of five
important hospitals of the realm.

Twice a yei r on dates

C&pi/tulo de una carta del Viceroy Marques de
Villsjn&nrique a su Kajestad, Mexico, 28 de sbril d^e 1587,
A.G.I^., Mexico, leg. 21;
. Cuevas, Documentos in editor, del
siglo XVI para la his tor la de Mexico (Mexico, 191b) , P> •
412.

P Tr slide de^la erecclon, institucion y ordenanzas
que diopl Virey Marques de Vlllamanricue para los hospitaler
de los convalecientes de Mexico, Huastepec, Per&te y Jalapa
y #3an Juan de Ulua, Mexico, 4 de abril de 1587, A.G. I,.,
Mexico, leg. 21.
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fixea by the viceroy the rector visited the other hospitals,
during which time each institution received e thorough ex
amination.

Their financial administration v/as s c r u t i n i z e

careful attention was paid to the manner in which the bro
thers observed the rules of hospitality and the decorun ex
ercised by these ministers to the poor.

In the distribution

of properties, g.lms, and other revenues belonging to the?©
institutions, the rector personally delivered to the brother
or brothers who presided over the other hospite-ls a propor
tionate share of the w e e l t h . ^

The rector was also endowed

with limited powers of appointment and might, with the con
firmation of the viceroy, assign chaplains to the hospi+
i 8. 25
t al
In order that the rector might not be completely
overwhelmed by innumerable tasks, two consIllarion were
elected annually. These men, consultants and assistants,
were voted upon in a secret meeting at the Hospital de San
Hlpollto,

in which the rector and all brothers of one year's

standing participated.'^

The rector end conslllarlos then

2** Ibid.
^ Persons of “moral life and reputation*4 who wished
to become chaplains without stipend or pay, serving only f<)r
p i e t y ’s sake, might be received if they were endowed with
the proper qualifications.
I b i d .. Cap. II.
I
o(C
If any brother was unable to attend this meeting,
he sent his secret ballot in writing so that it might be
deposited within the urn which was provided for the votes
of those present.
The viceroy also confirmed this selection.

------------------ -----------------
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elected the brothers superior of the subordinate hospi
tals, who served for a term of two years.
evidently at one time the HermarfJdsd had become

1 sx

in the acceptance of persons who did not r ossess the desired
Qualifications of herraano.

Although the eligibility

r e q u ir e

merits proposed by the viceroy were not stringent, they >?ere
to be definitely observed:
. . . and may they not be scandalous men, neither
those lacking in judgment nor those who have been
sentenced by justice, e.nd may they be of good con
dition and from whose Christianity and piety one
might expect good example and benefit to the poor
of the said houses. . •
Upon entrance into the Order the brother took an oath to
serve the rector and the House for at least two years.
During these years of service the Hipolito relinouished his identity and his freedom.

The dignity of the

Benedictine asceticism of the Kiddle Ages was transferred
to the New World of the sixteenth century.
to her heritage of charity and piety.
act of the brother w
hospitalized.

Spain held fast

Every thought, every

> directed toward the service of the

He received no part of the revenues or alrrs

dedicated to the Order.

In order that his work might be

more acceptable to his Creator he received confession and
27 P
riesta were given preference in the election of
the herraano msjrorale3 . whoee rank was second to that of
the rector. At this election a scribe was also ehosen

28

I k l d - , Ce o . III.

JO

communion every month and on the principal holidays.

ae

heard mass daily; he ever tried to set a good example by
word and deed.

While in service he neither resided in h.*s

own house nor brought with him articles of clothing, hordes,
or servants which might divert him from service to the sick*
The Order provided him with all the necessities of life; he
had no need for luxury .^
Every six months the rector, in agreement with the
consillc r i o s . assigned the brothers to various posts, as
nurses to the sick or the demented, as stewards, or as
solicitors and collectors of alms outside and within the
cities.

Each man fulfilled the position for which he had

the most aptitude, not that which he might choose to do
from personal preference.

3ince one of the most important

duties was the collection of alms in order to sustain the
needs of the hospital, only members with the highest qualifi~
cations were selected for this delicate mission.

Throughout

mining areas the solicitation of alms was performed by the
oldest members of the Hermandad who had served for more
than one year.

In order to avoid confusion, a certain dis

trict or place where alms were sought was assigned to each
particular hospital.

All alms collectors returned within

six months bearing any money they had collected as well aa

29 I k M - , C&P IV. The modest habit of the Hlpollto 0
was of brown cloth with matching cloak, hot and stockings.
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any contributions in kind.

Within the city of Mexico, ac

cording to custom, the alms collector was accompanied fcy
30
an inocente,
When all accounts of the several hospitals
had been reviewed, the rector and conalll-rlos determined
the proportionate division of the alias for the cane of
patients and the poor, for the sustenance of the hemar.QE*
and for the salaries of doctors and other employees.

31

Although the charity of these institutions disdained
excessive scrutiny into the personal lives of those who
sought to become patients, a certain discretion was neces
sary in order th? t those who were deserving might receive ^Im
possible attention.
a certain degre

Each hospital, furthermore, maintained

of specialization.

San Hipolito did not

admit the dangerously ill from disease, but rather the in
sane and convalescents.

If the letter should suffer a re**

lapse, they were transferred immediately to another hospital
for treatment.

Poor and needy persons might be maintained

there for a limited length of time until they began to earn
^O
a livelihood.J
The i ane remained at San Hipolito until
they regained their senses.

If the demented had sufficient

in the case of the Hospital de los Convaleciente^
a weekly account of collections was presented to the rector
--n^ oonslliarioe before the scribe; esch amount was listed
according to whether it was donated for the care of the in
sane or for the convalescents.

-1
p2

Cap. IX.

"
» Cap. VII.
If these persona proved to be
merely lazy vagabonds, they were expelled from the hospital*
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resources, they paid for treatment; otherwise the hospital
bore the expenses.3-*

Other male patients who could effort

private treatment but who preferred the "irie’or comodidsdM
of Los Convalecientes might also be admitted.

Although

women were not admitted there, they night receive treat
ment in the other institutions, which rere solely for tran
sient e and v/ere equipped with separate infirmaries for
their c&re.-^f
The treatment accorded the sick in the Hospital de
San Hipolito (Los Convalecientes)
its system and regularity.

approached modernism ir

Two brothers assisted the phy

sician as head nurses, one in charge of convalescents, the
other in charge of the insane.

The doctor visited con

valescents every two weeks in order to determine the pro
gress of each patient.

If he was improved, a definite date

might be assigned for the patient* s dismissal or he might
be .allowed to leave on that very day.

If, however, the con

valescent had not seemed to heve profited from previous
treatment, other remedies were prescribed, to be strictlv
adhered to by the head nurse and rector.

In order to inaufe

a more rapid recovery patients were prohibited from leaving
the premises of the hospital; neither should they engage irw

';

33

The hospitals always tried to obtain doctors arid
surgeons who would treat patients for charity's sake, but
If none could be found with proper cualificr;tlons who would
donate their services freely, a definite salary was paid.
Ibid., Cep VII.
I b i d ., Cap VII.
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any physical lebor for benefit of the maintenance of the
building nor go out into the city for the solicitation cf
alms.

The regulations stipulated that the heed nurse who
was elected to guard the welfare of the insane should be the
most pious, the most tolerant of all brothers.

Ke should

exhibit a peculiar aptitude for this type of work:
. . . because he deals with the most needy and vexa
tious of persons and thus he must be charged to cure
and to administer to them and procure their good
treatment and comfort with great zeal and love for
Our Lord, trying to alleviate and console them so
that if it should be possible and Our Lord should so
desire, by virtue of good treatment and sheltef^sorte
might get veil as it has often been witnessed.35
The practice of humane treatment toward the insane had been
born in Spain and transferred to the hew World.
gradually, often so slowly

that

let

no change was perceptible,

this practice had evolved into a more scientific approach
to the problem.

A strange* a most unique, revelation had

occurred since the dawn of the fifteenth century.

Ken who

baboled with the tongues of idiots might still return to
normalcy through proper treatment.
8 ecial attention was given to the living conditions

of these unfortunates. They were housed in healthful,
sheltered quarters.
them sufficiently.

Bedding, although modest, protected
They were well clothed against the

bodily discomforts of heat end cold.
35 Ibid., Cap. VIII.

Diet was a principal

9^

concern,

for improper and insufficient nutrition was re

garded as cause for persons "to lose their senses .*

Ex

cessive punishments and lashings were prohibited unless
\

. .A V -

such castigation was deemed necessary for the control of
violent cases.

Nothing which might further harass or

these unfortunates was to be forced upon them,
laborious tasks were forbidden:

denial afld.

“ ...neither take them, uA-

clothed and barefoot, out into the sun, water or mud in

/
/,-

•
' \ k'
order to make clay and ^performJ other trying Labors whiC'h V.
\JV

’ \• / \

may afflict them,for these poor creatures are more needy than
others.

. . .

y,

The ordinances of Villamanricue are a unicue docu-y
ment in the history of therapeutic treatment of the insane.The Spaniards did not go beyond their time, but they ad-

■ >.>

vanced certain ideas which are accepted today.

The Spaniards

did not understand Insanity nor the intricate complications
of the human mind, yet they recognized the possible good
effects of a humane approach to.the problem.

\'

Centuries

later students of applied psychology might offer locigal
explanations why nothing should be done to provoke the
fury and ire of the demented, why no one should mock or
ridicule these unfortunates.

It was sufficient for the

Spaniards to know thrt " . . .all of this is notoriously
harmful to the health and recuperation of their understanding
36

I b i d . , Cap. V I I I .
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and Judgment.H

Villananrique wag not a doctor familiar vlth

medical aphorisms; he was an intelligent, enlightened ft tea
man,

In an age of superstition he spoke not of men plagued

by devils, bewitched by the hand of Satan, but rather of
men who possessed the souls of men and must not be treated
as beasts,

if the insane suffered illness they should be

cured In a separate infirmary and visited by the
as often as the type of illness required.

hysician

If at the

p o in t

of death, the demented patient regained his wits and re
quested extreme unction,

it should be administered to him:

H . . . for they are rational men and our brothers.

. . .

And in their passing and death end burials everything should
be done as it would be done for baptized Christians, for
such they are.

. .

.

No longer were the mentally ill

offered mere protection; no longer were they Irrevocably
lost to the world of rational human beings.
to be sure, was one of trial and error,

The treatment,

fet this search

for efficacious remedies Indicated not only the further
awakening of scientific endeavor but also a renewed faith
In Cod and mankind.

The Kernanoo de 3an Kipolito^ gazed

upon the raving antics of maniacs; the spirit, sickened hy
this sight, was reborn with the realization the t these were
also their brothers.
In the other hospitals the her man os may ores fulfilled.

w ik ld .,

Ca . V I I I .

9*>
the same general functions as the rector of the Hospital
de los Convslecientes. Their duties varied, however, in
accordance with the type of hospital over which they had
direct supervision.

At San Juan de Ulua, as soon as the

fleet appeared in the h rbor, the Brother Superior, accom
panied by other members of the hospital, set out to make
inquiry concerning the passengers who were sick and needy*
These were carried Immediately to the hospital, which de
voted its efforts toward the initial curing of patients who,
when physically able, were transferred to J&lapa, Perote,
Huaetepec, and finally, riexico.

As soon as the patients

were gathered into the hospital, the captain of the for
tress of tiie town and the hospital physician were summoned
to see the nev; arrivals.

It was then determined which

patients should remain and which ones should be immediately
assigned to other hospitals.

A list was prepared of the

names and status of all those who should be removed; captain,
doctor, and scribe placed their signatures upon this docu
ment, which vouched that the brothers were transporting
only the sick.

If there were no sick, patients, other poor

persons, preferably women, received this gratuitous trans
portation service.
At Jalapa only those whose names appeared on the list
made out at San Juan de Ulua were received.-'' Once again
38

Ibid.,

Cap.

XI.
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patients were examined.

Those who were well enough Journeyed

onward; others remained for treatment.
The hospital of Haas tepee received other persons be
sides the sick and needy travelers from Castile.

Locate!

in one of the most healthful regions of New Spain, Kuastep00
was frequented by many persons suffering from & multitude
of illnesses.

As a general hospital it opened its doors

to the rich and the poor,
Qsos.

uen and women, priests and rel

Spaniards and mestizos ,~/7

Separate auarters for

patients, dependent upon their status and the t/pe of 113ness suffered, were maintained;

special nurses attended

the women and those who were afflicted with bub as ♦

Greater

Importance seems to have been attached to the performances
of the proper ritual for those at the point of death.

Per

haps this w&s the natural result of being an institution
which probably received many prominent patients.

Reliadpso^

who resided in Huastepee were instructed to hasten to the
death bed if the rector and regular priest appointed by him
were absent.

The last

was carefully recorded.

rill end testament of the deceased
Heirs were notified.

If, however,

tiie patient died intestate, the viceroy was informed so tUst
definite provisions might be made.
This group of hospitals was bound by firm bonds of
interdependence and cooperation.

Revenues and alms were

no
,
'' l a i d .. Cap. XII. Those who could afford to 8ttS*&in
themselves, however, were required to give alms to the founda
tion .
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were held in common; the rector and conslllarios proportloned to each hospital according to its needs.

40

Any

surplus income was invested in real estate common to all
ceteris paribus. supporting always the one with the greatest
n e e d / ;^

The problems of one institution became the problems

of the others in the group, for their aim, their intent w$s
primarily the same.

Perhaps a closer union existed betvecn

the hospitals of Huastepec and Los Convalecientes in Mexico
City because they served not only transients but also other
types of patients.

In 1589 the Crown particularly favored

these two houses of charity by permitting them to solicit
alms not only in the Archbishopric of Mexico but also in the
bishoprics suffragan to it and in all the audiencla districts
of the realm.

42

It is to be noted, however, that the solicitation
oi alms for the hospital of Huastepec y&s conducted s e p a r a t e l y
by a special postulant.
41 s
special royal license was required in order to buy
property, impose censos end construct buildings where the cost
should exceed one hundred pesos. The right to enter contracts
or to alienate property valued at more than two hundred pesos
was also reserved to the Crown or his representative.
Al
though the transfer of real property was prohibited without
license, any property or furniture worth less than one hun
dred pesos might be sold If the rector presented the viceroy
with proper reason for its disposal.
Ibid.. Cape*VI, XII.
42
✓
Real cedula al virrey de la fueva Eepana para
que favorezea los hospital os de S m hipolito de la cludad
c*.e Mexico y el de la Cruz de :uastepec, San Lorenzo, 14 de
junio de 1589, A.G.£., Mexico, leg. 1092, Libro CII.
In
lie same leg&Jo# Libro 1 3 , there is another cedula of the
same nature directed to the bishops of Tlaxcala, Hechoacsn,
Anteouwra, Mueva Galicia, and Yucatan, San Lorenzo, 28 de
septiembre de 1589 .
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-he unique position of thi3
the outgrowth of great need.

roup of hospitals Wr8

For the insane there was ro

possible recourse other than that of 3an hipolito.

For

tunately for bhe man who traveled the arduous journey from.

Veracruz to Mexico, It was deemed fitting that since he had
out one life to lose he should have at least five opportuni
ties to save it.

CHAPTER VI
HOUSES OF CHARITY FOUNDED BY DR. PEDRO L6PEZ
Sixteenth century Mexico could toast many men of
learning, piety, and charity, but none exemplified these
virtues better than Dr. Pedro Lopez, son of Cortes* phys
ician of the same name.1

B o m in 1527 in Duenas de Castilla

Lopez chose to follow his father's profession, and we are
told that he was the first to receive the degree of Doctor
of Medicine in the Royal University of Mexico.2

A chron

icler of the University, in which Lopez served various
times as conslllario. describes him as a man who "besides
being learned in his profession observed one of the Virtv*»*
which is that of Chartty.1,5 As a practising physician, he
devoted much of his time to the care of the poor, whom he
served without charge; indeed, one of his contemporaries
states that many times, finding his patients naked, "he
covered them with his own clothing and cloak.

He was the

friend and protector of Bernardino Alvarez, founder of the
confraternity of San Hipolito, and for aany years he served
1 For brief biographical sketches of Lopez, see
Garc£a Ic&zbalceta, "Los medicos de Mexico en el Siglo XVI,"
pp. 86-89; Flores, op. cit.. I, 268-69.
2 Cristobal Bernardo de la Plaza y Jaen, Cronlca de
la Real y Pontlflcla Universldad de Mexico (Mexico: Uni vex—
sidad Naclonal de Mexico Autonoma, 1931), I , 89.
3 IMd.

4 Flores, oj>. clt.. I, S69.

lO*
as physician foi* the Dominican Order,- to which he was
especially devoted., often spending holy days with the friars
In their m o n a s t e r y H i s

chief claim to fame is based, how

ever, upon his social service as founder and administrator
of the leper house of San Lazaro and the Hospital de los
Desamp&rados.

1•

The Hospital of San Lazaro

The first leprosarium of New Spain was founded by
Oortea in the 3s.n Cosme district of Mexico City at a plaoe
nov called La Tl&xpana.
lived.

This first enieavor was short

The house was adjacent to the aqueduct which brought

water to the City from Chapultepeque, and the patients con
sequently had first use of the water, 'for washing their
clothes and other need?,M before it reached the center of the
City,

On the ground that suoh use of the water-supply en

dangered the health of the residents of the city, Nuno de
Guzman closed the house during his tern of office as Presi
dent of the First Audieneia (1528-29).

Although this reason

may be considered plausible, the subsequent confiscation of
the property for his own use has not been justified.

De

spite the fact that Guzman hastened to inform his s o v e r e ig n
of his actions and of his plan to build another leper
asylum, there is no evidence that his questionable intentions

^ Garcia Icazbelceta,
siglo XVI,« p. 86 .

wLos medicos de Mexico en el
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achieved reality.

A royal cedula of 1530, recuesting Infor

mation concerning the incident and demanding that the per
sona who were responsible should build at their own cost
another asylum in an appropriate place, was probably “obeyed
£
but not executed.*
Not until four decades later was the Crown reminded
that New Spain was in dire need of a leper house.

A cedul&

of 1571 states that the municipal cabildo of Mexico had
petitioned the royal person to assist financially in the
foundation of such an institution and to grant the same
preeminences and liberties to it as were assigned to the
leprosaria of Castile.?

This house, however, was not built.

Perhaps the municipal council abandoned the project upon
hearing that Dr. Pedro Lopez had intentions of founding a
similar Institution at his own cost.^
The Hospital of San Lazaro, founded by Dr. Lopez in

1572 ,

was located outside the city "in an unoccupied
O
y
place, where there was no habitation on all s i d e s . L o p e z
^ G-arcia icazbalceta, Don Fray Juan de Zumarraga, PP*

k5; Peza.La Beneflcencla en M e x i c o , p. 139; Flores, op. plL**
II, 225; P u g a , Cedularlo. I , 1 6 6 -6 7 .
? Real cedula al virrey y audiencia de la Nuev& Espane
mandandoles enviar relacion sobre cue la ciud&d de Mexico
pide licencla para hacer en ella uns casa de hospital de >an
Lazaro, Madrid, 9 de enero de 1571,
Mexico, leg.
1090, Libro C 6 .

8 Cuevas, Hlstorla de la l&lesla en Mexico I, ^10-jll •
The above decree disputes the claim of the author that Lopez
founded the hospital of San Lazaro in 156 ^.
9 Plaza y Jaen, op. cl t .. I,

89.
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10?
apparently built the house at his own expense, and for al
most a quarter-century, until his death in
as its steward and chief physician.

1596 ,

he served

The worth of this aan

and of his charitable project were recognized by Vicer^£\
Enriquez, who recommended to the king in

1580

that ordi

nances for the hospital, formulated prior to that date, oe
approved, and that the institution be placed under the royal
patronage and be granted the same privileges as the leper
house of Sevilla.

He further recommended 8that Doctor Pedro

Lopez, physician, who has been and is the instrument of this
work, and ministers to the sick without receiving any revard
. . . have the title of mayoral. such as others have in
houses of San Lazaro, for he is a good Christian and aids all
pious works with much zeal *'1^0

Two years later (1582) royal
11
confirmation of the ordinances was issued.
The ordinances of the Hospital of San L&z&ro of

1582

provide clear understanding of the manner in which the

Spaniards approached the age-old problem of leprosy*

They

also reveal the ideals of the physician who was doubtless
largely responsible for drafting them.
The Proem of the ordinances sets forth at some length

,
Capitulo de una carta del Vlrrey don Martin
Enriquez a su Kajestad sobre la fund&cion del Hospital de
San Lazsro, Mexico, 23 de mayo de 1580, A. 0. JC., Mexico,
leg. 20 .
Real ceclula para cue se gu&rden y cumplan las
ordenanzas para la Casa y Hospital de San Lazaro cue jv&n incorpor&das, Lisboa, 11 de junio de 1582, A. G. I.*, Mexico,
leg. 1091, libro CIO.

/
S

reasons, based on Biblical precedents, for the segregation
of lepers.

In every well-ordered republic appropriate

measures roust be taken to preserve corporal as well as
spiritual health.

For the preservation of spiritual health

St. ijs.ul counseled his followers to shun Intercourse with
men "tainted with the pestilence of h e r e s y . S o

alsc,

to guard the corporal health of the people, God commanded
Moses to put lepers out of the e&mp, «lest they Infect the
•
p rt
entire community.* J
No amount of precaution taken to segregate the leper
could be too extreme; neither unusual, circumstances nor
personal quality and condition of the leper offered Justi
fication to deviate from this policy.

The Proem cites the

case of the four lepers who were refused admittance to the
city when the Israelites in Samaria were threatened by the
approach of the Syrian array.

Reference is made also to the

case of Miriam, leprous sister of Moses, who was forced
to leave the c&mp despite her sanctity and the importunities
of her kinsman,

"so beloved by God."

ity and majesty of King Azariah

MHor

enough

was

the author

so that they did

12

II Timothy 2; 16-17, °But shun profane and vain
babblings, for they will increase unto more ungodliness.
And their word will eat as doth a canker. . . .«
^ lumbers $'• 2 , *Command the children of Israel
that they put out of the camp every leper. . . that they
defile not their camps, in the midst whereof I dwell .*1

105

not separate and segregate him in a house apart, since he
was a. leper, until he died t h e r e . O t h e r

diseases might

be more contagious than leprosy, but the latter disease not
only endangers persons who come in contact with it, “but
also extends its contagion even to those who are unborn .v
"Thus the leper often engenders a leprous son,. . . as ir
the case of Gehazi, [the servant of SlishaJ, who was the
first who paid for the sin of simony with the plague, which
descended upon all his generation.

Lest it be said that

these ancient precepts were no longer valid,

since the old

law had ceased, the Proem points out that well-governed
republics could borrow from them “whatever might seem appro
priate for the good government of their communities and
14

II Kings 7: 3, “And there were four leprous men
at the entering in of the gate; and they said one to another,
Vfhy sit we here until we die?"; lumbers; 12:10, 13, 14, “And
the cloud departed from off the tabernacle; and behold,
Miriam became leprous, white as snow. And Aaron looked upon
Miriam, and behold, she was leprous. . . . And Moses cried
unto the Lord, saying, Heal her now, 0 God, I beseech thee.
And the Lord said unto Moses, If her father had but spit in
her face, should she not be ashamed for seven days? Let her
be shut out from the camp seven days, and after that let her
be received in a g a i n . I I Kings Ip: 5, “and the Lord smote
the king, so thet he vras leper unto the day of his dearth,
and dwelt in a several house. And Joth&m the king’s son was
over the house, Judging the people of the land.*
15

II Kings 5: 27, “The leprosy of H&aman shall cleave
unto thee, and unto they seed forever. And he went out of
his presence a leper white as snow.*

16
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give them new force and v i g o r . 11

The Spaniards, firmly believing themselves chosen
by the Almighty as a people of acquisition and & royal
priesthood for the propagation of the Faith, nevertheless
felt certain pangs of conscience concerning the apparent
weakness of native races to withstand the onslaught of epi
demics which heralded their arrival.

It was thoughtfully

reasoned that if apostolic servants of the mendicant Orders,
imitators of Christ,

separeted leprous members from the en

virons of the monastery, then it was even more fitting in a
weak society, where there were “many children and frail per
sons. H

It was natura.l therefore that this syllogistic logic

should particularly appertain to New Spain:
. . . and if in these other places it £segregationJ
is fitting, then how much more is it in this New
Spain where the majority of the natives are so
weak and do not take the precaution that is usually
taken in our Spain the old, where everyone flees 3^7
and guards himself from contact With lepers. . . .
The Spanish conquest, militant and spiritual in
nature, received its rewards in the territories, the trea
sures, the glory gained.

In return for the possession of

a vast empire, the Crown endeavored to fulfill a moral ob
ligation,

the protection and care of the new vassals, the

1 /r

o
^
Preaio de la real cedula pars que se guarden y
cumplan las'ordenanzas para la Casa, y Hospital de San
L^zaro cue van lncorporadas, Lisboa, 11 de junio de 158- ,
A.
A - » Mexico, leg. 1091, Libro CIO.
17 Ibid.
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aborigines.

Leprosy in itself was a problem; leprosy in

the flew Worldmads it a.n ever more pressing problem.
The administration of the Hospital of San L/zaro v&s
placed under the direct supervision of a mayorad appointed
by the Audiencia of New Spain.

Granted a considerable aaount

of discretionary power, this officer was also privileged to
hold his position for life as long as he exercised his duty
satisfactorily.

Since the House suffered poor circumstan

ces in its early years, the steward derived no salary or per
sonal income from his position.

Although it was believed

that there would never be any lack of Christian and cliari^
table persons in Mexico who would possess sufficient finafli

cial independence in order to accept this position comfort
ably, provision was also made to pay the mayoral at a later
date if the financial revenues of the House should increase
Leaser officers were to include at least one mayordomo, one or more chaplains, a treasurer, and a scribe.

The

mayordomo was to keep account of receipts and expenses and
be ready to present a statement to the nay oral at any time*
The chaplain, a man of moral life and reputation, was to
say mass daily in the church or chapel of the hospital for
the benefit of all patients, who were prohibited from leav
ing the hospital to hear the sacred services elsewhere

18
Libro CIO.

Ordenanzfcs. Cap. II. A. G. I., Mexico, leg. 1091,

without special license from the mayoral *

The chaplain, who

was to reside permanently in a private apartment within the
House, might, with special license from the prelate, hef.r
confessions and administer the s a c r a m e n t s T h e
of treasurer and scribe were filled by inmates.

offices
The treas

urer was to have charge of all clothing, bedding, and pos
sessions of the poor; ornaments, silver, and other Church
property were in charge of the m&yordomo.

The scribe was

to keep the books of the House and write whatever was neces
sary .

All subordinate officers were appointed by the jagy.Qral
Into this asylum were to be gathered all the lepers

of New Spain:

rt. . . rich or poor, men or women, Spaniards,

mestizos, or Indians, neg^ffles or mulattoes, or of whatever
state or condition they may be.

. . .

21

As in Europe,

spe

cial care must be taken to admit only lepers, and not per
sons suffering from illnesses resembling leprosy.

An

examination of the prospective patient by two physicians
was considered adequate in this effort to protect the
republic from infection and to insure the others against
the stigma attached to the disease.

If lepers did not enter

the institution voluntarily, they could be forcibly brought

^ Ibid., Cap. III. The salary for both mayordomo
and chaplain was determined by the mayoral. They were also
given the privilege of serving without salary if they so
desired.

20

I b i d .. C&p. III.

21

I b i d .. Cap. I.

105

within its slhelter by the mayoral.
Upon

entering the hospital the leper made a state

ment of all "the property he possessed, chattel as well ss
real estate,

in Mexico or elsewhere.

The portion of the

property donated to the House was then entrusted to the
care of tile mayordomo after proper testimony had been re
corded by the scribe.

Heal estate was not sold or aliena

ted without the license of the audiencia, who would decide
whether such a transaction would be beneficial to the House.
Chattel property was used for the maintenance of the hospi
tal and the care of patients.

Neither officers nor patients

derived personal gain from these properties, for all was
enjoyed in common; nor were the alms donated to the House
to be of special benefit to any particular party, as in
Seville and other cities where they were divided among of
ficers and inmates, but rather all was to be spent upon the
House as a w h o l e . 22
The alms seekers, baclnadores. who traveled throughout the city and other areas of Hew Spain, were appointed
by the audiencia.

Some lepers, less afflicted than others,

engaged in this traditional activity.

This practice, which

definitely violated the policy of seclusion, probably stemmed
from the same idea which caused an inocente to accompany the
solicitor for the Hospital de los Convalecientes:
22 I b i d . , Cap VI.
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no
person’s charitable instincts would be more aroused if be
saw the object of his charity.

Outsiders, however, were

also appointed to assist in this work.

Inmates naturally

received no income from this solicitation; others were
urged to labor for piety* s sake alone, but if they refused,
the mayoral could determine their pay.2*'
Within the hospital the leper was supposed to lead
a monastic life exemplifying all the Christian virtues.
Never was he to forget his most holy intercessor, the beg
gar saint, Lazarus:

B . . . o f whom Christ Our Redeemer

treats through 3t. Luke in the chapter of his Gospel, for
he was not pitied by the avaricious rich man and the dogs
licked his sores and after death he was carried to the bosom
of Abraham.
voluntarily,

. . ,M '

Since this life was often not accepted

the leper was subjected to the paternal care

of the mayoralr who reproached, corrected, and castigated
his charges according to his own discretion.

A 3 & member

of a peculiar group, bound by bonds of physical torture and
In consideration of the physical condition of
patients, it may be assumed that non-leprous solicitors
outnumbered the inmates.
" ‘ Qrdenanzaa. Cap. I; St. Luke, 1 5 i 1923, “There was
a certain rich man, which was clothed in purple and fine
linen and fared sumptuously every day. And there was a cer
tain beggar named Lazarus, which was laid at his gate, full
of sores. And desiring to be fed with the crumbs which fell
from the rich m a n ’s table, moreover the dogs came and licked
his sores. And it came to pass that the beggar died, and
was carried by the angels into Abraham’s bosom.
The rich man
also died and was buried, and in hell he lifts up his eyes,
being in torments, and seeth Abraham afar off, and Lazarus
in his b
o
s
o
m
.
" ~r ■ - '■

Ill
of harmonious living superimposed by those who would improve
his lot, the inmate led a life which more closely approached
that of the religious than of any other type of ho spi tali zed
patient.

Every morning those who could walk to the chapel

prayed for the advancement of the Holy Catholic Faith, for
the life and victory of the Spanish sovereign, for the bene
factors of the hospital, dead and alive.

At every meal a

reader read to the group from a Kgood and pious 11 book.

Sach

meal was blessed before it was eaten and th&nke to G-od given
after it had been consumed.

Then patients retired to the

church singing the psalm Miserere m e l .

In the evening at

the hour of the Ave Marla they Joined once again to sing
with the chaplain the Salve Regina and to pray for the sculs
in purgatory.

Every Sunday another prayer was offered for

the souls in purgatory.

All brothers were to confess and

receive communion four times a year:

on Easter Sunday, on

Pentecost Sunday, on the Day of the Assumption^ of the
25
Mother of God, and on Christmas.
The benefit derived by a single individual was sub
ordinate to that of the group.

If one leper should re

ceive a private donation, he was required to notify the
mayoral. who should decide whether he as an individual or
the House would profit more from this acquisition.
25

Alms

Ibid., Cap. XIV.
If any patient wished to re
ceive communion &t other times he might do so.

112

of more than half a peso r.;lven to any particular patient
were not to be kept without presenting a part to the
ma y o r a l >
The leper led a religious life because his afflic
tion was so intimately connected with the teacnings of tie
Bible.

The administration fully realised, however, that

these individuals submitted to a life in common not through
preference, but through the demands of unhappy circumstance.
Inmates therefore were not expected to possess the complete
perfection of friars.

The caste syster: of Spanish New

World society was maintained.

Spaniards and mestizos were

provided with bedrooms plus additional rooms if their fami
lies were present.

Male Indians, negroes, and mulattos 8

were housed in dormitory quarters.

Although single men

lived in celibacy, married men were encouraged to live with
their families.

Single female patients remained completely

apart from the men and did not communicate with them unless
all were assembled in church:

*. . . and at any other time

let it be with license from the may ordo m o . ana outside of
this each one shall go to his quarters so that such chats
and conversations shall not give rise to some offense to Our
Lord.*As

a special concession to the patient who had

once occupied a prominent position in the world outside,
the mayoral was premitted to favor the leper who brought

26

Ibid., Cap. X.
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wealth to the House somewhat more than the others in re
gard to clothing, food, and quarters.

Although touched by

the Divine Spirit, these men of Lazarus did not come into
their asylum completely devoid of* personal pride and ego
tism.
3ince the leper was so peculiarly favored by the
Deity, he, above all diseased patients, was entitled to the
best medical treatments
. . . And let the mayoral see to it that the
doctor visits the sick with care and diligence,
and if he does not, let him eochort him to do so,
reminding him of how the Lord our God is served
in this work, for He says, 'Wfciat you did for one
of these my children, you did for m e . 1-'
If, after the exhortation of the naay oral. the physician still
should not show the proper zeal ira his work, even though he
cured without salary, he was to b e dismissed:

. . . for

it is to be presupposed that more account is to be taken
of the good service and cure of the sick than of the
honor or private gain or friendship of the doctor.

. .

The actual death of a leper was as dramatic as the
ancient ritual of his Mcivil death w

W hen a victim was at

the point of death, four lepers were appointed by the may oral
to hold watch during the night, two until midnight, and the
Ibid., Cap. VIII. The doctor, like the officers,
was urged to labor without pay in G o d *3 work and to qualify
himself for the privileges and exemptions enjoyed by those
who served leper houses;
otherwise- he was paid a salary
in accordance with the number of patients and the revenues
of the House.
28 I b i d .. Cap. VIII.

other two until morning.

As they recited their rosaries,

psalms, and prayers for their brother, they urged hinr, to
die as a good Christian.

The sacraments were administered

when necessary.

During the day other brothers, coming in

tv;o at a time,

continued to perforin the same ritual so chat

i

the dying m a n was nevei

alone*

This watch endured as long

as the doctor and those of the House believed him to be
near death.

29

If the patient did die, he was shrouded by

brothers appointed by the mayoral and then carried into the
the chapel.

Before burial of the deceased his companions

in life, gathering around his coffin, recited penitential
psalms or, kneeling before the altar, where two candles
burned, told three qulnauagesiraas on their rosaries.

If

the patient died late at night, his companions, leaving
him guarded by the two holy candles, retired until the hour
of his burial

Then lepers bearing the still burning candle

accompanied h i m to the final resting place.

If time permit

ted on the day of the burial, if not, on the following day,
a mass sung by ministers was held.

The House also had six

additional masses for the dead said.^°
Yet all was not death in the House of San Lazaro.
29

If there were not enough Inmates for this wateh,
other pious persons from the outside were brought in by the
mayoral or mayordomo in order to perform this ceremony.

^ If the deceased had brought wealth to the House,
fifty masses were said, and more of the mayoral thought
they were necessary.

lip
Those who

succeeded in the struggle for life attempted to

carry on a somewhat normal existence within their prison of
isolation.

If physically able, they were permitted to work:,

engaging In crafts for which they were prepared or in manual
labor for the maintenance of the hospital .^1

Patients

might also indulge in a certain amount of gaming to help pass
the time a w a y .^ 2

Four days during the year served to re

lieve this humdrum existence;

On the third Thursday of lent

the solemn, feast day of San Lazaro was held, and in accor
dance with the common practice of all churches and leper
houses in all Christendom & fiesta was also celebrated on
the Friday of Lazaro the Knight, brother of iAartha and
Mary on the

day of his resurrection.

On these two days

the chaplain of the House gathered additional priests so
that there might be a special mass and sermon.

On the fol

lowing Sunday, domlnlca in oaslone. which was commonly cal
led Sunday of Lazaro, a special afternoon service was held.
These fiestas were public, and honored guests were invited
to attend.

Although the practical reason for their presence

was for the solicitation of alms, it afforded the inmates a
brief glimpse of others than their own kind.
they were joined with the rest of humanity.

For a moment
The feast of

that particular leper house, the fiesta of Nuestra Senora

31

I b i d .■ Cap. XI.

'2

r b i a .. Cap. V.
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0,

was also observed with a solemn mass and sermon.

These four days, an insignificant number in the jeer's
t o t a l , lent dignity and grace to the leper tfho found cause
to wonder about the reason and meaning of his being.

33

The Ordinances of San Laz&ro were not intended to be
harsh; they only appear to be so in the light of presentdi y standards.

The practice of segregation of the diseased

is in itself a modern concept, but this practice, inter
mingled with the idea of divine punishment, reflected not e
scientific approach to the problem but those time-honored
beliefs sanctioned by the Church of the Middle Ages.

Dr.

Lopez, the pious founder, had created an asylum for lepers
which was in perfect accord with the ideas of his time.
At his death Dr. Lopez made his children, Dr. D.
Jose', priest of the Sagrario, Dr. D. Agustin, D. Nicolas,
Dona Catalina, Dona Marla, and Dona Juana, heirs and patrons
of the hospital.

The Lopez family, however, did not long

retain the patronage of the House.

The hospital was finally

placed under the authority of the Order of San Juan de Dios,
who g&ve it the name of their patron saint . ^

2.

El Hospital d a los Pesamparados.

Although the fame of Dr. Pedro Lopez, as reflected

33 Ibid., Cap. XIV. On the eighth of All Saints there
was a mass and vigil for all deceased brethren.
2 L1 Oarci<& Icazbalceta, HLos medicos de Mexico en el
sigla XVI,“ pp. 86- 89 . Cf. Peza, on. c l t .. p. 139*
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in colonial

sources and in the writings of modern historians,

rests mainly on his founding and administration of the hospi
tal of Sin Laze.ro, this should not obscure his activities in
another phase of social service which resulted in the found
ing of the Hospital de los Desamparados in 1532.

Just p3

the House of San Lazaro served as an asylum for one group of
outcasts and unfortunates, Los Desamparados took care of
other-'.

'The latter was dedicated to the cure of negroes

mulattoes, and mestizos, and also served as a house of cor
rection for girls and a refuge for abandoned children.
Despite the fact that thi 3 new venture embraced the
care of elements of the population which were often neglec
ted by other insitutlons,

this charitable endeavor aroused

much opposition, even that of the viceroy himself,

never

theless Lopes secured a building formerly used as ©. public
granary and proceeded to establish his asylum for the needy

35

Former storeroome were converted into separate dormitories
for the care of patients and children.

Although the manage-

f
ment of this hospital was under the care of the Cofradla de
Nueetra Senora de los Desamparados, the generosity of Dr.
/
r
Lopez paid for all the expenses of Its maintenance.^
in

Cuevas, Historla de la iglesla en Mexico, I, 411*
Cf. Flores, op. c i t ., II, 240.
Bee Documentor? inedltos. . .
de Ultramar, XX, 157. Mestizos of Mexico had petitioned
for & hospital of their own in 1538, but there is no evidence
that this request was granted.
36
Flores, 012,. c i t .. II, 240.
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the late 1590's another physician, a certain Dr. C stro,
f Iso gave his services to the hospital without sal-r//'
After this income was cut off by Lopez* death, the
cofradla sent Fernando Alfonso, brother of the Hospital, to
Spain in 1599 to make represent tions in behalf of the in
stitution.

Alfonso presented the hospital’s case on two

separate occasions.

His first retort demonstrated that the

undaunted efforts of Lopez had proved their worth.

Although

many children might still be born to die in the streets and
oe eaten by dogs, many would be taken under the protective
shelter of Los Des&mparados,

Mestizo grande.

11 dren

of poor

con:_uist; d ores. who Inherited not the vrealth, but the poverty,
of t h e .Hew'World, might at least conquer the struggle for
survival.

Alfonso urged that the Hospital de los Desampara-

dos be placed under royal protection and be granted permanent
income from the royal t r e a s u r y . A t

tills time the Crown

was favorably disposed to grant the institution a single
^

^

ry

Real cedula al virrey y audiencia de la neve
L span a para que informen sobre cue el Hospital de los
Desamparado 3 de aquella ciudad hide se le haga raerced en
las eoeae cue refiere, Valencia, 12 de abril"de 1599, A. G.
I., exico, leg. 1093, Libro C15.
38
,
Real cedula si arzobispo de Mexico y al ceblldo de
la iglesia de ella para que informen sobre lo cue Fernando
Alfonso, her no del Hospital de los Desamuarados y Mirfos
Expdsitos de aquella ciudad ide, Valencia, 12 de abril de
1599, A. A . I.., Mexico, leg. 1093, Libro C15.
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raerced of 1500 ducats.-^

On the second occasion Alfonso

reouested additional concessions:
manent chaplaincy;
doctor, apothecary,

establishment of & per

sufficient salaries for the chaplain,
surgeon, and barber; royal license to

receive special allotments of foodstuffs and beef; a more
adequate water system; and exemption from the payment o ’
fifty pesos in taxes to the city of Mexico.

In order to

carry out this program of improvements it was suggested that
his Majesty might pay for it out of the pen as de camara or
at the expense of the prop log of the city.

Despite this

helpful suggestion, the Crown reouested additional informa
tion concerning the hospital and its needs from the viceroy
and audiencia.

ho

These problems of the hospital were finally solved.
Soon after the death of Or. Lopez his heirs had apparently
expressed their desire to turn the administration of Los
Desaraparados over to the Order of San Juan de Dios.

Viceroy

Haraues de Montesolaros, recognizing the great benefit which

39

/
Real cedula a los oficiales rtiXtfl de la
Espana h r 0 lendo raerced de 1500 ducados por una vez
tal de los Desampar&dos de Mexico, San Jeronimo de
9 de fe >rero de 1599, A. G . I., Mexico, leg. 1093>

liueva
al Hospi
G&ndis,
l*ibro 015*

^
Reel cedula al virrey y audiencia de la Mueva
Espana para que informen sobre cue el Hospital de los
Desaraparados de aquella ciudad pide se le haga raerced en las
cosas que refiere, Valencia, 12 de abril de 1599, A. G. I.,
leg. 1093, Libro^C15; Real ce'dula^ al virrey y audiencia para
que avisen en que y c 6rao se podria hacer raerced y liiaosna
al Hospital de los Desampar&dos de aouella ciudad, El Pardo,
14 de nov le more de 1600, A. G. I., Mexico, leg. 1093,
Libro C15.
“
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the San Juaninos hcd brought to the city of Mexico, issued
a temporary decree in their favor pending royal confirma
tion of this transfer of authority.
February 3,

1606 ,

3y royal cedula of

the crown confirmed and recognized the

rights of the Brothers of San Juan de Dios as the sole ad
ministrators of the institution.

The king, who retained

the patronage of this foundation, was therefore relieved of
the immediate problem of its financial s u p p o r t . x
The career of Dr. Pedro Lopez ;rovides additions!,
evidence to dispute the assertion, too often made even to
day, that the Spanish conquerors of Mexico and their des
cendants were solely engaged in pursuit of gain and personal
aggrandizement.

With Justice I.foe? has been called w?adre

de los Pobres,M a worthy associate of the other friend of
the poor and unfortunate, Bernardino Alvarez.

“Evangelical

friends of man, they made manifest the f?vor of God in tlie
New W o r l d . M 2
J Real cedula aprob&ndo la posesltfn dada por el
vlrrey de la Mueva Espang del Hospital de los D e samp a r ado a
de Mexico a los hernia no 3 de la congreg&cion de Juan de Dios
y dah&oles la adminietracidn de el, quedando el p&tronazgo
de su Hajest&ci, Valladolid, 3 de febrero de 1606, A. G. I,*»
Mexico, leg. 1093, Libro Cl 6 . It is to be noted tint the
above order was gradually taking hold of many hospitals
throughout New Spain.
Flores, on. o i t . . II,

269.

CIAPTSR VII
HOSPITALS FOR INDIANS

It is logical that In the Hew World one of the most
important phases of Spanish charitable endeavor was the
foundation of general hospitals for the native populace.

In

an attempt to measure the success attained in this medical
program it is veil to contemplate the overwhelming tasl^
with which the Spaniards were confronted.

Despite periodic

wfves of epidemics which exterminated great numbers of
Indians, the remaining population presented a complicated
problem for those who would govern and try to transplant
European civilization to the New World.

The Spaniards,

limited in number, could at best spread but a thin veneer
of Spanish culture upon the vast surfaces of the Empire.
In the realm of government the bulk of the Indian popula
tion continued, as it had for centuries, to pay
obedience to a supreme authority.

servile

In the realm of religion

Indians graciously added new Idols, sacred images of the
Church, to their already ample collection of old ones.

In

the more narrow realm of medicine, extreme reluctance to
exchange practical home remedies for the apparently im
practical treat ientn of Spanish physicians was manifested.
Unfortunately the humble Indian had never read the authori
tative statements of Galen nor the exquisite subtleties of
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Avicenna.

1'he imposition of a system of hospitals through

out the pueblos de Indios was therefore a gradual process in
which permanency of these institutions was largely dependent
upon the ability and patience of Spanish rellglosos to under
stand the native psychology.

1•

11he

Hospital Real de los Indios

As early as 1530 a royal command had directed that
a hospital be built within the viceregal city adjacent to
the Convent of San Francisco so that “the sick Indians might
not be left abandoned.

This command was obeyed by Fray

Pedro de Gante and other members of the Franciscan Order,
who established the hospital of San Jose.

W th true mis

sionary zeal, Fray Pedro wished not only to serve his neo
phytes but also to Instruct and to indoctrinate them in
the meaning of Christian charity so that they might be at
tracted to the Faith.

In a letter to the Crown on October 31»

1532, requesting royal favor, Gante explained thet the hospi
tal was as worthy means of Inculcation as the colesclo which
he had also founded in the monastery:
. . . llext to our monastery there has been built
an infirmary for the sick natives where, in ad
dition to those who are instructed in the house,
others come to be cured, which is a great comfort
to the poor and the ne &y and helps toward their

^ Geronlmo de endieta, Historic eclealastlca
Indiana (Mexico: Antigua Llbrerla, 18?0), p. h83.
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conversion because they become acquainted with
the charity which is manifest among Christians.

?
. . .

fciven then the hospital was reported to have had within its
shelter as many as three: to four hundred patients at one
3
time.
This initial effort of Gente persisted until 155^,
T hen the building was taken over by the colef;lo.

Although

the original hospital was sup osed to be replaced by a new
one, the friar reported in a letter to the Emperor, dated
February 15, 1552, that nothing had been d o n e . * A vice
regal communication of the following year described dis
tressing conditions within the capital, where natives were
falling along the highways for want of a place of refuge.
The insistence of the Flemish friar and the sincere inter
est of Viceroy Luis de Velasco undoubtedly had the desired
effect upon the sovereign, who, by a ceclulg of

y 13, 1)53,

ordered a royal hospital for Indians to be founded immediate
ly .

Two thousand pesos de oro, derived from renas cle

cp mar a of Hew Spain, v/ere granted for its construction; if
there were not sufficient judicial fines, the amount was to

1877),

p.

Cartas de Indias (Madrid: Ministerio de Fomento,
52.

3 Ibid., p. 53* Fray Pedro de Gente had requested
two or three thousand fanegas of corn for the benefit of the
school and hospital.
No evidence concerning the granting of
this request is available.
Cartas de Indlas. p. 100.
Cf. EsequielA. Chavez,
£1 - rimer de los rr grides educadores de la America . Fray Pedro
de Gante (Mexico: Editorial Jus, 19^3), pp." 77-7$.

12k
be expended by the royal treasury.

Four hundred pesos de

os*o from the treasury were granted annually for the malntenance of the hospital.

5

Two years later the viceroy repor

ted that the funds previously appropriated for construction
had been spent, and the building was only half finished.
The royal

treasurer was promptly ordered to dispatch tvo

thousand ducados for its com- let ion.
For the next sixteen year~ the Fospital Real de
Indios seems to have received no additional aid from hi3
Majesty.
pital,

A report of Juan de Ayllon, mayor&ono of the hos

to Archbishop Montufar stated in 1570 that the only

revenues which the institution possessed in addition to its
original endowment of four hundred pesos annually were about
three hundred pesos which were derived from the rental of
some small shops.?

Perhaps in resrjonse to this report the

king w&s moved to grant additional support, for on March 27 ,
1571, the Casa de Contretacion was ordered to deliver one
thousand

:-esos to the mayordomo of the hospital to be employed

5 Kncinas, Provisioned. I, 219-20; Puga, Cedularlo, »
IX, 220-21; Cavo, Los tres slglos de M e x i c o . Libro IV, Capltulo XIII, p. 31; Herrera, Historic general. Decada VIII,
Libro IX, C&pitulo VI.
^ Encinas, op. c i t .. I, 220 ; Puga, on. c i t ., 382-83;
Juen de Torquemada, Kqnarcula, Indiana (3 vols., Mexico: „
Editorial Salvador Chavez Hayhoe, 19^4-) , Libro XVII, Capitulo XX.

n
*
*
' G-arcia Pimental, Descrlpclon del Atzoblspado de
M e x i c o . pp.

287-88.
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in the repair of the building . 8
Viceroy Enriquez (1569-80) devoted special efforts
to the hospitalization problem.

In an attempt to ameliorate

the financial status of the Hospital Real he petitioned the
Emperor, apparently without success, for the right to apply
the alms of the Hermitage of Nuestrs Senore. de Guadalupe

9
toward its benefit.

Resorting to other expedients to in

crease its revenues, Enriquez also assigned to the institutlon fines received from violations of silk, sedan chelr,
and maguey honey ordinances . 10

Dur.'ng his viceregency

Enriquez also took it upon himself to augment the Income of
the hospital by the donation of certain lands.

Since the

hospital could not benefit from the direct cultivation of
these lands, the property had been rented.

Revenue was con

siderably reduced, however, by the payment of the tithes by
the lessees.

The hospital therefore petitioned that these

tithes be released to that institution alone.

This proposal

was stoutly denounced by the archbishop, who informed the
Crown that such a mere eel to the hospital would injure the
real hacienda in regard to the two novenos assigned to pre
lates, beneficed churches, and other ecclesiastical purposes.

8 Real cedula a los oficiales de la Casa de Contratacion de Sevilla, n&ndandoles envlar mil pesos de blenes de
difuntos para el edificio del Hospital de los Indies. . . ,
Madrid, 27 de raarzo de 1571, A. G.
., exlco, leg, 1090,
L i b r o ,C 6 .
9 Cuevas, Hlstorla de la irdesla en Mexi c o . I, *K)9 •
Raymond Lawrence Lee, “Hapsburg Rule in New Spain in
the Late Middle Sixteenth Century,H (Unpublished doctoral dis
sertation, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 19^6), p. 323•
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The prelate also charged th^ t since these tithes were paid
by the lessees, the hospital could hardly expect to receive
them and that such a favor from his Majesty would only give
rise to similar requests rt.
pester your M a j e s t y . N o

..so that every day they would
records concerning the outcome

of this matter are ev&ilable.
In 1579 the Hospital Heal de los Indlo 3 was granted
an income for the next five years to be derived from two
sources:

(1 ) a third part of the fines applied by the

Audiencla of Mexico and by the corregidores of mining areas
of that district; and (2 ) one-half of

3 ,5^5

peso.a. one tomin,

and five granos which Manuel de Sandoval paid annually on a
debt owed by the royal factor Gronzalo de Salazar.

At

the end of this period the Archbishop of Mexico petitioned
that the revenue be renewed for another five years, or for
as long as his Majesty should so desire.

He reminded the

Crown of his moral obligation as ruler of this new land:
** .. . because the cause is very
universal, and for the s&Ke
1
of the entire land the one who is governing ought to attend

“Carta al rev del Arzoblspo de Mexico, gobernador
de la Muevg hispaKa, Mexico, 22 de enero de 1585,” Paso y
Troncoso, £plstolario. XIV, p. 12*K
12

Heal c^dula haciendo merced al Hospital Real de
los Indlos de la ciudad de Mexico de lo cue montare en clnco
aftos la mitad de 35^5 pesos, 1 tomin y 5 granos cue Manuel
de oandoval paga en acuella tierra cade affo de censo por
cierta aeuda, y la tercia parte de todas las condenaciones
cue se hicieren para la camera en el distrito de la dicha
Audieneia, Aranjuez, 22 de mayo de 1579, A.Ghl.., Mexico, leg.
21; also another copy of this decree in A.G.I., leg. lOo^f,
Libro F 2 .

•*'■** ■ •

12'7
to it with care; what has been accomplished is well dona,
13
and yet there is need to continue this w o r k . 11
In 1587 Viceroy Villaraanrique urged the Crown to at
tend to this matter, which had apparently been ignored.
Echoing the sentiments of the archbishop, the viceroy desig
nated the Hospital Real de los Indios as Mthe most pious
work that there is in this Kingdom and one which his Majesty
ia obligated to recognize. “

Not only aid this institution

receive Indians of the viceregal city, but those from neigh
boring pueblos hastened to it.

The hospital had proved it

self an effective instrument of the Faith.

During the time

of Viceroy Martin Enriquez Indians had preferred to die in
their houses and on the streets rather than be taken to the
hospital, where they believed certain death awaited them.
Enriquez, as the letter of Vill&manrique affirmed, had been
forced to appoint Indian constables to go through the street

6Jid

houses in order to bring sick Indians to the hospital,

hhen the natives understood that they would enjoy only kind
ness within this shelter, their attitude of fright and dis
dain has gradually changed so that the hospital begfn to
receive great numbers of patients.

As a statesman endowed

with keen insight, Viceroy Vill&manrique reminded the Crown,
MCarta al rey del arzobis 0 de Mexico sobre
asuntos de la gobernacion de la uev& .apanr, Mexico ± ? de
noviembre de 158A,1' Faso y Troncoso, Erlstolario. XII, pp.
102-03; letter of similar nature from Audlencia to King,
April 29, 1583, A. G. I., 70.

(Page skipped in numbering.)
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moreover, that this institution of piety must continue to
exist for a very obvious, very practical reason:
. . . In short, all the many revenues which your
Majesty has in this Kingdom and all the profits
which the vassals have are made up of the v/ork and
sweat of the Indians.
I beg your Majesty to agree
to grant them favor and alms by extending this
merced of the Judicial fines for ten years longer,
or for as long as your Majesty should so desire,
for the day that the Indians are exterminated in
this land everything ceases.
This request was partially granted on June

22 ,

1583, when

the previous provisions were extended for another five y e a r s . ^
Toward the turn of the century another cultural de
velopment proved beneficial to the welfare of the hospital.
Mexico City w&a assuming dignity and stature; Mexico City,
having established its roots, could no4/ indulge in leisure.
When Viceroy Monterrey arrived in the capital to assume
office,

in

1596 ,

there were theatrical companies presenting

comedlas Just like those in Castile.

The viceroy proceeded

to regulate the types of costumes used in these productions
and to designate the places where performances might be
held.

That he did not abolish this form of entertainment

was, as he reported in March, 1604,

to his successor,

Marques de Montesclaros, due to two significant circumstan
ces: first,

such comedlas were customary in Spain; and

1 ;^

/
Carta del Virrey Marques de Vill&manrique a su
ilajestad, Mexico, 24 de octubre de 1;;S?, A . l e x i c a , leg. 21.
•*•■5 Heal cedula prorrogando una merced que se le hizo
1. eluded de M e x i c o , San
Lorenzo, 22 de Junio de 1538, A.G.I_., Mexico, lex.1092,
Llbro C12.
al Hospital Heal de los Indios de
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second, he recognized the possibility of aiding "pious works"
with the proceeds fron these presentations.

Although the

Hospital del Amor de Dios had requested permission to spon
sor a theatre of its own, this exclusive right was presented
to the hospital Real de los Indios; no other hospital in
the city was permitted this singular privilege.
estimated that the hospital would receive
from this concession.

2500

The viceroy
pesos annually

This amount, together with the same

amount from his Majesty, was considered adequate for its
support.

In addition, the revenues from foods and beverages

sold at other theatre houses were to benefit the Hospital
Real

.17
The plans proposed by Viceroy Monterrey in order to

augment the income of the hospital were left to his suc
cessor, Montesclaros, to consummate.

On May 10, 160^, the

latter informed the Crown that the hospital suffered dire
necessity and could not function as it should.

16

He suggested

Without special license, performances outside the
public theatre were prohibited.
Copia de los advertimientos
generales tocantes al goblerno de la .meva gn ana que se le
dejaron ?1 Virrey i&rques de montesclaros, Acapulco, 28 de
***** de 160 ^, A .G._I. , Mexico, leg. 26 .
1?
_lpid.; Carta del Conde de Montesclaros a su
1-1ages ta d , Acapulco, vostrero de abril de 160A,
, Mexico,
leg. 26 . The viceroy informed the Crown of the proposed
perpetual donation of the theatrical Privilege to the Hos
pital Real de los Indios, for he declared that the solici
tation of alms had never brought sufficient revenue, al
though his Majesty had eased the situation somewhat by
his donation of six or seven thousand pesos derived from
the restitution of surplus tributes.
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that, in addition to royal approval of the theatrical pri
vilege,

the hospital be permitted to build some small houses

and shops adjacent to it for rental purposes.

iB

In r e sonse

to the viceroy*s representations, the Crown approved the
theatrical concession.
Upon his arrival Monteacl&ros had also learned that
his predecessor had founded a Hospederla de los Indioa.
administrator with a good salary had been appointed.

An

The

annual expenses of this institution were estimated by Montesclaros at about four thousand pesos.

In order to reduce ex

penses and achieve better management, the viceroy limited
the Hospederla to a room in the Hospital

Real de los Indio a.

Giving the hospital one thousand pesos a year, Montesclaros
put Its administrators in charge of the Hospederla without
any increase in salary.

Good results had been obtained,

not only the better cure of the Indians at less coat but also
the material benefits derived by ths hospital.

19

Unfortunately the available documentary sources con
tain no detailed information concerning the internal ad
ministration of the Hospital Real in the sixteenth century.
That it served a useful and increasingly important purpose
is clearly indicated, however, by the letters of the
*jQ
Carta de Montesclaros a su K&Jest&d,
de 1 0 4 , A. £. JU, Mexico, ley. 2o.
19

Ibid.

10

de mayo
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archbishop!? and successive viceroys and by various measures
adopted to guarantee it more adequate revenues.

Throughout

the colonial period the Hospital Real de los Indioa contin
ued to serve the native population of the capital city and
was the principal charitable institution of its kind in the
viceroyalty.

2•

Hospitals in Indian Towns

Colonial law decreed thrt there should be a hospital
in every Indian pueblo.

Some Information concerning these

local institutions is recorded in official documents and
reports of the sixteenth century*

As might be expected

however, the most extensive and also the most enthusiastic
accounts are found in the chronicles of the missionary
Orders.
A provision of the Audiencia in 1535 is evidence that
natives of Tlatelolco and vagabonds who wandered there were
ordered to build a. hospital to shelter “the Indians who
might be sick . ”20

An anonymous Relacicfa of the Bishopric

of Tlaxeala, prepared in answer to a visita made by Viceroy
gnriquez lists ei :ht hospitals within the entire jurisdic
tion of one hundred and eighty pueblos.

Of the eight, four

were located in Spanish towns, two at Puebla de los Angeles,

20

Pocusnentos . . . de Ultramar, XX, p. 157.

.
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one at Jalapa, and one at Veracruz."'

Descriptions of she

Indian hospitals cited either are entirely It eking or
negligible.

Although this R el a cion mentions only one hos

pital at Tepeaca, other accounts claim that there were four
additional hospitals, one in each of ihe pueblos attached
to that cabecera:

HIn each one of the five pueblos of this

jurisdiction there is a hospital where the Poor Indians
are cured.
many.

They have no endowment except alms, which are

22
. . .“

Reports of alcal cleg n avores and corregldjre-a

for the years 1579-&1 make certain occasional reference to
hospitals in other towns, but it would appear that many
villages were without facilities for the care of the sick.

23

Turning to the ecclesiastical sources we find that
Motolinia, who came to the New World in 1524, presents a
happy picture of many loving Indians serving many Indian
hospitals.

According to this chronicler, the sick and poor

aborigines were provided for abundantly, for, although the
Indians were not wealthy, they were so numerous that their
small contributions soon amounted Uo a great deal.

In

praise of their unique talent as medical practitioners,
Motolinia states that the Indians seemed to have been born
2^ Garcia Pimentel, Relaclon de los obispados de
TI axe a l a . Michoec/ n , Oaxaca y otros In pares en el siglo
XVI (Mexico, 1 9 0 t ) , II, 1-30.

^'2 Herrera, Hlstorla General. Decada II, Lib, X,
Cap, XXII, p. 288 .
ser.

2,

^ See Paso y Troncoso, Papeles de Nueva
III.

2spana.

13^

for that type of work, and in the hospitals their own doc
tors, experienced natives who knew how to apply numerous
herbs and medicines, c>red for the sick.

In the city cf

Tlsxcala Indian labor Y d built the hospital of La Encerna-

*

,

cion, which was founded by the Franciscans. A cofradla was
organized to serve and bury the poor and to celebrate tie
fiestas.

On the day the new institution was inaugurated

Indians carried one hundred and forty patients to it in
solemn procession.

After only seven months the hospital pos-

sessed land and cattle worth about one thousand pesos, and,
as -otollnia commented, these revenues would surely increase,
M . . . because since the Indiana are recently converted to
oh
the faith they donate a great deal of alms.'*
A later chronicler of the sixteenth and early seven
teenth centuries, Alonso de la Kota y Escobar, claims that
there were iio spit ale in all the Indian pueblos of Nueva
Galicia.

Poorly constructed and operated at the expense of

the villagers,

these hospitals were becoming wealthy from

the alms which were continually donated for their sustenance.
Unfortunately, according to the eyewitness account of Hota
y Eseob&r, the sick were not cured in these shelters:
nues were scent of) ‘‘healthy and rooust

reve-

23
eople . 11

2^ kotolinla, crp. nit., pp. 1 ^ - 4 9 . C f . Robert Ric rd,
La conculst
ce- lrltual de ■ Jwlco (Mexico^ Editorial Jus, 19^7),
pp. 298-99.
Alonso de le Hota y Escobar, Jescripcion geografiQfi—
de los reinos de liueva Galicia. Hueva Vizcaya x b'uevo Lejn
(Mexico: editorial Pedro Robredo, 19^0), pT 3&.
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The Influence of the friars in the foundation of
snail hospitals in Indian towns cannot be underestimated.
The best established of these institutions, the v/ork of
Franciscans and Augustinians, flourished in the vicinity
of hichoacan.

Fray Juan de

edina

".incon echoes the ser.ti-

ments of Kotolin^a in his description of this area, in
which almost every pueblo of twenty or thirty houses proudly
possessed its own hospital.

He describes tjieir organization

as follows:
Some have sheep and some lands where they sow corn
and cotton end some have some censo, although this
is rare. The means of maintaining them is that all
the men and women in their turn, go to serve,- as
many Indians as is in accordance with the need of the
hospital, and they give their alms s.nd all work for
the hospital, and they h;-ve their meyordomos and re^
presentatives who shelter and guard and manage it. °
These hospitals of Franciscan s.nd Augustinian friars served
a practical function as a piece of treatment for the sick
at all times and particularly as a popular stronghold against
disease during periods of ravaging epidemics.

Hospitaliza

tion, however, was out a eingle phase of the missionary pro
gram.

The very flexibility of the hospital as an institu

tion made it an effective means of conversion, the primary
reason for the presence of religious in the Hew World.

Con

version, as the Spanish friars soon realized, entailed more
than baptizing of thousands of persons.

26
I, 413-14.

Conversion was a

/
quoted, in Cuevas, History de la lgleala en Mexico.
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gradual, not a sudden, process; conversion embodied a way
of life.

The hospital became out of necessity and adapta

bility a school of Indoctrination in the Christian concerts
of piety and charity.

Although the friars directed these

institutions, Indian personal service and financial support
maintained them.

There could be no more instructive lesson

in charity than the performance of charity.

The monastic

regime so charset eristic of these hospitals was inspired by
the sincere desire to teach the neophytes the meaning of
spiritual perfection.
hospital of the Indian

At its best the well-conducted small
ueblo might become one of the chief

mainstays of the Spanish missionary and cultural program.
In commenting on these institutions, a well-known writer
has stated:
. . . the hospitals which the friars founded, at one
and the sarnie time shelters for the sick, houses of re
treat, and centers of edification for the healthy.,
appear as one of the most original creations of the
religious Orders and as one of the most ingenious means
of causing Christian ideas to penetrate into current
and everyday life.2?
The towns of Charo, Hu an g o , Guitzeo, and Tirlpititr,
scattered throughout Kichoae&n, were noted for the hospitals
which had been founded in each of th se pueblos by Fray
Francisco de Vlllafuerte.

The hospital at Tiripitl^ particu

larly w&3 famous for its spacious Quarters, well-equipped
infirmary, and flowering patio

and gardens.

27 Ricard, or. clt.. p. 305*

Indians of
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tne entire community took turns in serving this pious work.
v/ithin the hospital resembled that of the most austere
monaster/.

Women dressed with extreme modesty without the

embellishments of jewels and ornaments.

Denied even the

privilege of lawful marriage, they lived a somber life of
prayer and service.

In the pueblo of Tariquato a less ex

travagant hospital, founded by Fray Juan de Pravia in 15*0,
29
served the community, which in turn sustained it.
Fray Juan de San M i g u e l , one of the early founders
of hospitals in Kioho&c&n, receives credit as the forerun
ner of Vasco de kuiroga.-^'

The work of Pf tiler San Miguel

centered c round the town of Uruapan, which he hau founded.
After building a church, the industious Franciscan devoted
himself to the construction of the hospital of San Miguel*

31

^bid.. pp. 300-01; Mat.ias de Escobar, Americana
Then aide vitas oat rum de Ion religiosos herraitaffos de M..P •
San Au; ustYn 'de lr
rovlncla de S. Ml col/? Pole tin o de
dec^oacfn \Me:-loo: Imprenta Victoria, 3.A., 192 k) , p. 153
on

.aso y Troncoso, Pspeies de Mu ova MjMjJfa, ser.
VII, p. 84.

•

2,

JO Pablod,e Beaumont, Crcfnlca de la provincla de les
sant os £•~ oy.toles X* 1 edro x _!• F qbl o de Hchoac£rl (Mexico:
Imprenta de Ignacio
seal ante", 1874), V, pp. 49-50. Although
later historians are apt to give all credit to Bishop k#iroga,
Beaumont concludes thst Q,uiroga continued that whi&h Ban Miguel
had begun; he cites Torqueraada and the later chroniclers, Fray
Alonso Guerrero v Zurfirr , Mntorio Tello, and Isidro Felix de
Espinosa, who voice his same opinion.
Ml Isidro F I lx de Espinosa, Cron ice de la provlncig.
franc Is can g de los ~A p 6 stoles San Pedro y Ban Paolo de Mlcho... cVn (1 exico: Editorial Santiago, 1945) , bib I I , Cap V I I ,
p p . 148-51.
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Tiien other to*
’orts
y
cepcion,

nd ho&pit&la T

~t-blishe&.

His arduous

; forth the hospitals of ^/tscurro dc la Cona0
Bant? Marta, Choc&ndiran, and Perivan.
These in

stitutions not only served the community but also offered
transient shelter and respite from their travels.

All the

hospitals founded by San Miguel were under the advocation of
Juestra Benora de la Concepcion and were attended by the
^ ^ ./
j
,01 the sane name*
In order to sustain these institucions each member of the community cultivated a semeniLdlV, 0 f whe*;t, corn, and other grains.
products,

After harvesting these

the village sold them in order to buy the nedi -

cinen cl othi.;.a.nd other necessities of the hor-ital.

tome

hospitals also raised sheer and cattle as a source of revenue

3•

The Pueblo-Hospitals of Bishop Vasco de
Onlrorta

Although great credit must be given to the Juan de
Ban Miguel institutions, the greatest and most famous achieve
ments in

ichoacan wore attained by Bishop Vasco dc Qulroga.

A scholar and Jurist, guiroga was sent to Hew Spain in 1530

-2 Ibid.■ Lib. IX, Cap. VIII, pp. 152-53; -Kelea de
la Pucv^ Lsy £Tk . ser. 2, VII, suppl. pt. 1, p . 74, sup 1.
p t. 2 , p . 9o .
• ti&s d.e 1; fi ts y Padilla, Pistona de 1 crnqulsta del rcino de la Bueva Galicia (Guadalajara, 1920) ,
Cap. XLVI, p. 3 0 9 . Later, in I5S9 , the Hospital of San
Miguel vas served by the Cofradi'a de Nuestra benora de la
caridad.
^
Espinosa, op. cit. . Lib II, Cap VII, pp. 148-51
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old.or of the Second Audi eric is..

It is claimed the t

ills ideal, which had nu tured with his years, was influenced
by his avid study of the 3a.turn ale a of Lucan and, to & grea
ter extent,

the u tori a of Thomas More.*^

In the Utopia he

tound the model for a com runal society of simple perfection,
To Qulrog&’s mind, the yearning for a world which w a s better
than th: t which existed and the aspiration to restore the lost
virtue of the Church were the basic reasons justifying Span
ish civilization in the hew World.

His humanistic frith

in this project was further strengthened by his observation
of the simplicity of the Indians, whom he truly believed to
ne men close to nature end therefore Close to Go d. " 1
In 1531 Older -duiroga expounded his ideas on the
d tion of Indian

oun-

ueolon-hofroitales to the •■huun.'ri of - W *-

Council of the Indies.

In order to supervise the life of

the Indians he proposed to gather them into settlements
where, under the direction of three or four friars, they
jLcolf.s Leon, compiler, Docu entos in^ditos re
ferent s el iln '■trislao Seflor 2)on Vasco de lulroga (Mexico:
-mitlgua Llbreria Robredo, 19-fO) , Introduccidn, pp. vii-viii;
yilvio a . -.avala, ha ut ; la de Thomas . oro en la juevp
1.mfe £ ctros estudios ( cxico : Antigua Librerta Robredo,
1937), p . 5-7.

36 . ✓
" -eon, o_. cit., p . vli-viii; Zavala, or,, c l t ..
PI • 5-7*
->orn in ld-70 in the Villa de ha&rigal, Spain,
•iuiroga had later studied jurisprudence and had become a
member of the Audiencia of Valladolid; his works and letters
reveal an erudition of the learned of the e och.
w

Zavala, or . ci t . . pp. 3 -6 .
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might till the soil to rae.inte.in self-sufflciency and be
38

governed by “holy and good Catholic ordinances.1’

Perhaps

no other aim of the Spanish mission to the Hew P'orld aspires
to such heights of moral purity as this desire to incorpor
ate “the most noble political ideals of the Renaissance”
into this plan for a new social lif .
not original:

The proposals were

they were the product of the thinking of one

man, Quiroga, Intermingled with the thinking of another,
Pore; they were the reflection of & heritage of charitable
enter rise born and nurtured in the Old World.

The very

title, rueblo—hospital. which luiroga gave to his thorough
going community project, held within its connotation the
ntire span of Christian charity.

It embraced the very

modern concept of social service for the public welfare.
Prior to 1533 Q,uirogs founded the rueblo-hosr 11al
of Santa Fe, two leagues from the capital.

This foundation

server not only the residents of the town but also the
entire surrounding area.

In a. sense therefore all the citi

zens of oant- Fe might be called hosT)lta.larlos, although
they were engaged in different pursuits. b0

As an old or

“Carta al Consejo de Indian, Yeaistlen, ilexico,
14 de agooto de 1531,sl bocunentos in cdLtos. . . de Indian t

XIII, 420 ff.
^
Ztvala, Ideario de Vasco de (pulroga ( /xico:
Colegio de d^xico, 19^1) , ' . 57-Si.

Editorial

Juan Jose oreno, 0 j\ Vasco de
olis, 1940), p. 2 & 5 .

nlro ;;a (Vex ico :

uiroga had observed conditions among the people and hrd
realized that there could be no indoctrination of Christian
oraiity in 1 exican market places where uncl o t h e ^

starving

natives struggled to *(rest from one another bits of scraps
which even the rigs were loath to eat.

The proposed plan

to found a new pueblo, however, did not receive the approval
of the citizens of Mexico.

Heated political debates sought

to prove the advantage of augmenting the population o'" the
viceragal city so that it might be veil fortified and cap
able of resisting rebellion.

The transfer of natives to

the neighborhood of Santa Fe would only serve to divide
necessary forces.

Although irate objectors hastened to in

form the king of the cuiroga project, the audiencla preren
ted arguments whose political end Ch istlan implications
hi
received the favor of his Most Catholic Majesty,
The
pueblo-nospital was completed with the private funds of
Quiroga; I f, ter the Crown made certain grants of land for
its maintenance.

h2

Another pueblo-hospital, called Santa Fe de la h&gmna,
was founded in Hichoacan before

4ulroga

became bishop of

" ibid.. pp. 29-32.

iio _
ib i d .. pp. 29-32; Beaumont, oo,. cl t .. V, pp. 28991. A viceregal decree of July 23, 1539, in accordance
with s royal cedilla of Bovenber 1 3 , 1535, granted to >anta
Fe and to the pueblo-hospital of the same name founded
later in ..icaoacen tlerr: s bald Las, or uncultivated land:',
surrounding .the hospitals for their benefit.

Ik2
that diocese in 1^3^* ^

Hut soon ifter the arrival of

Viceroy Antonio cie ; endoze^

ulroga was again involved in

altercations concerning the founding of his institutions.
The residencies of the president of the audiencia, Ramirez
de Fuenle&l, and the oldores Salmeron, Ceynoa, and
were taken by the new oldor Francisco de Lo&ysa*
de

puiroga,

kk

Don Vasco

iuiroga had the dubious distinction of being the only one

against whom charges were brought*

He was accused of having

forced Indians of the city of Mexico to tear down their houses
and to carry bricks, lime,
order to

stone, and wood to Santa Fe in

furnish the necessary materials for the construc

tion of his building.

The testimony

resented by thirty-

nine witnesses, moot of whom offered proof of the great
benefit from these hospitals, won him complete exoneration
in March, 133b.
While aulroga was undergoing the resldencia, Don
Pedro,

c:-.clone of the pueblo of Ocayoacec, made the accusa

tion thf t iuiroga had taken possession of the Isle of Tult. pec which rightfully belonged to the said village.

Both

parties in this litigation presented their cases before
the Crown.

The chieftain cl; iraed that the island had

iJ Le<5n, or:. clt* ,
P P*

. vii-viil.

Cf. Zavala, Iderlo,

57-61*

^ Arthur Scott Alton, Antonio de Mendoza, First
Viceroy of **ew Spain (Durham: Duke University Press, 1927)>
p. 5"S.
^5 Leon,
p. 53*

ojd.

cit . . r,p. hj-Fpff,,

.

8L; Alton, <x_. cjLt. ,

1*0
belonged to tiie

eople of Ocayoac&c since time immemorial

end had been taken from them against their will by Quirogs,
whom they did not dare to oppose because of a 1 s
position.

pulroga, however,

owerful

stated tin t he held legal

uitle to the land, which ha.d bought for the pueblo-hosr ital
of Santa Fe and it-s citizens, to whom he had transferred
the

rop e r t y .

In his plea to justify his a ctions he ga ve

emphatic voice to his coveted ideals, his dream of a
bto ia in the New World:
. . . s o thet they may have,
osness, and benefit
'ro/VI ^
D*he isl nd'J . . . so th t there the sick
;av be cured, the dead may be buried, and travelers
may be sheltered and the Ignorant may be taught,
and, in short, that they may exercise themselves
in all works of Christian benevolence end charity,
s iritual as well as corporal. . . . It wes also
nought in order to build there an oratory where
trier© will oe v.ell-instructed Indians who may in
doctrine te and teach the Christian doctrine to
triose of the said village of Ocayoacsc and to
others )f the vicinity. . . .
On November 6, 15j6, Licenciado Loaysa issued a decision in
favor of

uiroga.^

Ihe date of the famous ordinances for the hospitalpueblos in unknown, but they were drawn up before the Oulroga
will of

1565 .

Zavala has pointed out that these ordinances

take the thought of More and transplant the best of that
thought '‘from the atmosphere of un roved theory into tra
ined 1 •t e appl lc l t ion.*^

Moreno, or. c i t ..
47

Zavala, Ide= r i o .

p. 457-60.
.

60 .

Ha ch hos it - 1 was governed by a rector, who was a
secular
of

rtest appointed everv three years by the Bislio

IchoacaO. He wa

to be a man of unusual morel chtr-cier

and familiar with the langu* r:e of the natives.

His stipend

for this position was one hundred fifty pesos de oro de
mlnas.

If necessary, he might be assisted by several chap

lains who would receive one hundred

e so s annually ■

These

offices were preferably to be filled by sons of the school
at Hants F e .

The communal organisation of the hospital-

pueblos, based on family units, elected other subordinate
officers.

The family copulation was divided into

uarters;

each cu-rter nominated four outstanding men from whom they
chose one or two to act as the padre de f am ilia for & term
of three,

or sometimes six, years.

in turn, elected the

The padres de familla.

rincisal. who was second in authority

to the rector and also served a three or six year term.
The principal and or dres de Tamil la- then elected three or
four regidore b . who served for one year only so that all
the capable married men might have the opportunity to fill
this office.

All of the above officers elected other of

ficials when necessary.

Every third day they sat in session

to consider problems of the community.

b8

The C-uiroga project advanced the dignity of labor
whereby each individual vorhed for the common welfare.

48 horeno, o p . c l t . . pp* 24-9-60, was aim.

The
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entire population of the pueblo-hospital took turns in
agricultural and urban labor.

Each inhabitant was from

childhood instructed in agriculture and another useful
trade.

For the supervision of families engaged in agricul

ture a vcedor. or overseer, was selected.

V hen one grou.;

of families had fulfilled their two-year agricultural term,
they elected one family from every four to remain to assist
the new group .
All lands were held in usufruct by the residents.
Natives were instructed to attend to their work willingly,
for it would not be oppressive.
to six hours.

A work in

day was limited

Distribution of the fruits of labor was,

naturally, according to the needs of the individual;

surplus

crops and commodities were donated to orphans, widows, and
to all sick and needy persons.

The residents of the dantf

Fe foundations wrould learn through everyday activities that
the true love of God began v/ith the love of mankind.
In addition to the instruction received in agricultural
and technical knowledge, children received formal schooling.
Girls were also taught those duties performed by women alone.
Twice weekly,

students were conducted to a special field

ne# r the school house where in the form of play a.n& relaxa
tion tney learned the art of agriculture.

The pueblo-hos

pital near i exico also maintained a cradle where many

„
^ Ibid. . pp. 255-56; Zavala, Li Utovl; . . . en liueva
L.swana, v p . 7 - 10 .

Indians from other areas brought their children to be
reared. 0
r or the sicxc there v;as an infirmary twice as large
as the quarters which ordinarily housed the well families
ox tne community.-'1

This building wan situated somewhat

apart from the others.

Persons with contagious diseases

ere lodged in a separate room.

As w a s customary, a snail

open-air chapel in the center of the patio was provided for
the spiritual needs of the patients.

The mayordomo and

lh hh-.gd.ser2 each had offices and quarters in the building.
<loc^o r » surgeon f and apothecary were employed to minister
to the sick, who received the best that the community had
to offer.
Bishop Quiroga was rewarded during his lifetime by
seeing the success of his project.

His last will and testa-

lent, dated January 24, 1 565 , provided for the continued
wellbeing of the institutions which he had founded.

The

ueoio-hospltc1 of Santa Fe of Michoacan v&s granted the
/■ Juan de Grijalva , Cron.lc: d v la rden de
. f . 8.
■Up
■:2'-ov L^oic n de 1^ ..uovr. ws arTa ( exico, 1924) ,
p 7"*5o . although Grijalva states that before the hospital
many children were found drowned in ditches or dead in the
streets, he does not believe, as other chroniclers do, that
the Indians preferred to kill their babies rather than have
them enslaved by conquerors, but rather that Indian mothers
aid not want to bother with bringing up their offspring
and found death very convenient, “such was the b^rbaritv
and fierceness of this people.*4
boreno, o . cit., p p . 262-63 . Family units might in
clude from eight to twelve married couples related through nal
descendants.
52 Ibid.
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privilege of using the mill and gr&zlng lands bequeathed
the Colerlo de S«j» dicolas.

All lands, cattle, Bills,

and looms which the hospitals of Santa Fe had acquired,
either tarough the donation of fuiroga or through the fevor
of the Gr o w n , remained in their possession to be used in
usufruct.

Out of the revenues derived from these rroper—

ties, three hundred v>esos annually were to be appropriated
for the salary of the Rector lector of the Coleglo of Stn
Nicolas.

All of these institutions were charged to assist

one another and be sympathetic to the common welfare.

In

return for these becuests the hospitals were to continue
to teacu Christian doctrine to

oor Indians, mestizo orphans,

end miserable persons of ell ages in the community or the
surrounding area.''-"

The rector of the hospitals was hence

forth to be appointed by the Rector lector of the Coleglo
de 3an ..icolas, subject to the approval of the dean and
cathedral chapter of Klchoacan.

In the absence of the Rector

-*- c4pr °f the Colegio, supervision was entrusted to the
Audiencia of Mexico.

'

The Indians of the Santa Fe and

nta ^arta hospi

tals received privileges and exemptions which further pro
moted the idea of Utopia in New Spain.

During his trip to

Spain, 1547-54, Bishop Uuiroga had obtained concessions

' •*
• 273-83 • Another reoult , reminiscent
of the Zunurr&gfli uec-uest of three cha irs, instructed S-ntr. fe
of Michoacan, if it might be done conveniently, to :rovide
annually three blankets for the sick t the cathedral hospital
of Santa Marta.
54 > PP* 273-°3* C f . Beaumont, cr_. c l t .. ■V . p p . 294296

.

L

vi°n ana

I of Banta Fe of Mexico and of Hleho&e&i

from payment of t r i b u t e . ^
—

— — -

In accordance with a royal man

issued on January

decree of H ay

10 ,

16 , 1536 ,

a viceregal

1542, ordered that none of the residents

ers, on the road to the silver mines between that part of

1Ichor

ca:,

atalcingo , Colim?a, and Jalisco, nor could they
56
be carried off or harmed in ai
Undoubtedly the personal wealth of Bishop 'Vuiroga

and royal Tavor and interest did much to establish the early

01 osperity 01 these institutions.

There is certainly suf

ficient evidence that other hospitals failed to achieve
immedle te success because of a constant struggle for finan
cial support,

ft must be remembered, however, that the

very broad nature of the Vuiroga projects contributed to
t-elr self-sufficiency once thet had firmly taken root.
Elshop Vuiroga had inaugurated a way of life whose aim
£ ild * e£d

a setter society did not perish with the death

of the founder.

During the lifetime of the prelate a genexN

tion had been born; a generation had been indoctrinated in
brie spirit of Christian charity and had learned that the
worth of a good deed lies in the spirit which inspires it.

Moreno, o- .cit., - . 83-84.
Pr • 5-7* Offenders were subject to
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Later accounts of the Bishopries of Mexico and Michoaean
present evidence of the continued progress and financial
stability of the pueblo-hospitals.

In the Montufar

Memorial of 1570 the financial assets of Santa Fe of Mexico
were valued at about three thousand pesos, dependent upon
the future wheat orop.

At that time the total population

was estimated at five hundred residents, of whom one hundred-thirty were married.

C7

The fame of Bishop Quiroga and the particular Influence
which he exerted in Michoaean have resulted in conflicting
accounts concerning the other hospitals which he is said to
have founded throughout the area.

A Memorial of 1575 merely

presents a general statement that in all the pueblos of the
bishopric there were hospitals, the majority of which had
been built and founded by Qulroga.

The towns of Uruapan,

Taxlmoroa, Tarequato, Acambaro, and Tiripitio were cited as
^

(T Q

possessing unusually impressive institutions.

A Relaclon

of 1579 attributes the hospitals at Tarimeo and Necotlan to
his foundation.5^
Whatever may have been the direct or indirect effect
of Qjuiroga upon the institutions of Michoaean, his two great
57 Garcia Pimentel, Descrlpcion del Arzobispado, p.

266.
58 Garcia Pimentel, Relaclon de los obispados de
Tlaxcala. Michoaean. Oaxaca, p. 55.
Paso y Troncoso, Papeles de Nueva Espana. ser. 1,
VII, 104-112.
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social experiments had a most direct effect upon the Spanish
missions throughout the New V/orld.

The characteristic ar

rangements of the pueblo-hospitals of Santa Fe w re later
adopted by the religious Orders who penetrated other~ildei1nesses oi the Spanish -Cmplre in order to carry to far fron—
A

tiers the Utopia of New So&ln.

6o

Haring, or. c i t .. p.

193 .

CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSION

The hospitals of the New World did not offer a
panacea for all the ills of mankind.

They did serve the

vital function of offering protection and security to all
those who

found themselves helpless in the struggle for

survival without some place of refuge,

fhe very heritage

of flexibility of service of the hospitals made them pecu
liarly well equipped to meet the problems which confronted
them in lands across the seas.

In fact, these institutions

seemed to derive new vigor from the difficult situations
which were encountered in an atmosphere cuite different from
that of Spain,

The asceticism of the Middle Ages and the

energetic fervor of the Reanissance joined forces in the
endeavors of the mother country to perpetuate ideals and
practices which had endured throughout the centuries.
though the social political,

/

Al

and economic products of the

culture of Spain might change in the course of adapting it
to the American scene, the spirit of Christian charity re
mained the same.

The founding of hospitals, therefore,

was imperative end was taken for granted by the Spaniards
In their forcible incorporation of one way of life with
another way of life.

It certainly was not considered re

markable that the two greet figures in New Spain during the
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first half of the sixteenth century, Cortes and Bishop
Zumarraga,

should each be responsible for the foundation of

a worthy charitable institution.
Although there were obvious flaws and rents in the
mantle of Spanish benevolence in the New World, the wellbeing of mankind was improved.

Bishop Quiroga did not

attain the true perfection of Utopia, but he did establish
a social order whose paternalistic regime offered far more
oenefits to many natives than any other to which they might
have been subjected.

Other smaller institutions continued

u 1c^r persistent efforts to give a measure of charity to
persons who often rejected their services.
of specialized cases,

In the treatment

such as lepers and the insane, al

though little may have been contributed in the light of pre
sent-day scientific knowledge, it is well to remember that
the pious individuals who engaged in this “work of Go d H
pointed the way toward more humane consideration for these
u n •ortunates.

The foundation of hospitals In the New World

was a challenge to the zeal and energy of men.

The 3p a n h r d s

accepted the challenge in the name of the king, and in the
name of everything they held holy,

and left the imprint of

U n iotian charity upon the vast expanses of the Empire.
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